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Abstract
Ligament injuries are commonplace, with poor native healing leaving injury sites ex-
posed to instability and further damage. A number of surgical methods have been es-
tablished for reconstruction using a range of materials, but these have a high failure rate
and a number of undesirable side-effects. Much recent work has been focused on the
development of tissue engineered ligament grafts. One of the major challenges for this is
the formation of an effective ligament-bone interface. In native tissue a multi-phase in-
terface enables smooth transfer of forces between the mechanically mismatched bone and
ligament tissue, however this has proved hard to replicate. Previous work has developed a
bone-bone ligament construct model intended to emulate the native interface through for-
mation of a mineralised region by soluble cement anchors. Development and optimisation
of the model has seen an increasing mechanical strength, but the mechanisms involved
are poorly understood. This study investigates the development of the ligament construct
through the use of multiple complimentary imaging techniques to provide information on
the biological, chemical, and topological development of the construct as it forms from
initially homogeneous and separate materials to a complex non-homogeneous system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Ligaments and Tendons
Ligaments and tendons (L/T) are dense connective tissue that connect bone-to-bone,
and bone-to-muscle respectively. Ligaments play an important role in the biomechani-
cal stabilisation and limitation of movement in the musculoskeletal system, and tendons
transmit muscle generated force to bone [1]. Due to the nature and importance of their
role in the musculoskeletal system, a high rate of injury due to sporting or occupational
causes is associated with a number of L/T; notably the rotator cuff tendon [2, 3], Achilles
tendon [4], the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) [5, 6] and the extensor carpi radialis
brevis [7]. These injuries can dramatically effect the lifestyle of patients and put a large
financial burden on the economy through medical costs [8]. Due to its relevance to this
project, the ACL will be the major focus of this chapter.
1.1.1 Anatomy and physiology
L/T have a largely similar structure, composed of a hierarchy of layered parallel fibre bun-
dles (Fig. 1.1). At the lowest level collagen fibrils are formed by non-covalent crosslinking
between collagen helices, these bundles of collagen fibrils are bound by an internal en-
dotenon, a thin connective tissue sheath with cell alignment perpendicular to the collagen’s
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line of force, to form collagen fibres. The presence of the endotenon sheath allows fibres to
slide relative to each other, increasing their capacity for deformation without mechanical
failure. Groups of collagen fibres are bound into primary fibre bundles grouped together
by another layer of internal endotenon. Groups of primary fibres form secondary fibres,
or fascicles, which are again grouped by an external endotenon. The tertiary fibre bun-
dles are composed of fascicles bound together by the external endotenon. The ligament
proper is composed of a collection of tertiary fibres bound by a connective layer of tissue,
the epitenon. It has been observed that when in a state of relaxation a sinusoidal crimp
pattern is taken by collagen fibres [9]. L/T are largely avascular, requiring 7.5 times less
oxygen than skeletal muscle due to their passive nature [10]. As a result of this nutrients
are largely supplied through diffusion in the synovial fluid, instead of perfusion from blood
vessels [11].
Figure 1.1: Anatomical structure of collagen bundles in L/T. Reproduced from Liu et al.
2008 [12] with permission.
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The cellular population of L/T is largely composed of fibroblasts which are arrayed in
longitudinal rows between collagen fibres. Fibroblasts produce the collagen and other
extracellular matrix (ECM) components of the L/T [13], and regulate growth factors in-
volved in maintenance and repair [14]. Other cells are present: notably fibrocartilage
cells at attachment sites [1], and myofibroblasts reported at sites of ligament healing [15].
Mature L/T have a low cell density, whilst developing ones have a much higher level with
the enthesis acting as the cell source [16].
The ECM biochemical composition of L/T is dominated by collagen which accounts for
70-80% of the dry weight and provides the main tensile strength [1]. Collagen is com-
plemented by elastin, a viscoelastic fibre which is believed to be responsible for allowing
input energy free long-range deformation and subsequent passive recoil [17]. The quantity
of elastin is highly variable depending on location with the dry weight varying from 2%
in tendons, to 5% in the ACL, to 47% in the ligament of the spine [18]. The ground
substance (defined here as the ECM excluding fibre, or the extrafribillar matrix) contains
proteoglycans which have a negative charge and account for the attraction of water that
gives the ACL its 60-80% wet weight quantity of water [1]. The quantity and ordering
of proteoglycans varies between each L/T in the body, and will effect how collagen fibres
glide past each other, determining the viscoelasticity of the tissue [1].
The biomechanical properties of the ligament are dependent on the strain rate applied.
Fig. 1.2 shows the stress/strain response to loading at the midsubstance. When undergo-
ing tensile loading, the ligament stress/strain has three regions. Initially there is minimal
stress change with strain in the toe region, as the collagen crimps are straightened out.
This is followed by the linear region where stress and strain are directly proportional.
Finally the failure region where there is a decline in stress when strain is applied.
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Figure 1.2: Mechanical properties of L/T undergoing tensile load. Illustrating the three
regions of behaviour. For context approximate maximum ACL stress and strain have been
reported at 38MPa and 44 respectively [19]. Reproduced from Woo et al. 2000 [20] with
permission.
The enthesis
The enthesis (also referred to as the insertion site, osteotendinous junction, and osteoliga-
mentous junction) is the attachment site of the soft tissue to bone [21]. Stress concentra-
tions can build up here due to impedance mismatch between the two materials, making
the enthesis one of the most important aspects for the biomechanical function of the L/T.
Overuse injuries as a result of work or lifestyle are common [21]. The attachment and
composition of the enthesis is divided into two types which develop as a result of the
cellular process involved during formation (Fig. 1.3); fibrous and fibrocartilaginous [21].
The fibrous enthesis (Fig. 1.3a) is an direct attachment composed of two distinct zones;
bone and ligament. The fibrous interface forms as a result of intramembranous ossifi-
cation, with collagen bundles (known as Sharpeys or perforating fibres) being cemented
into the lamellar bone [22]. The fibrocartilaginous enthesis (Fig. 1.3b) is a more complex
multilayer tissue consisting of four distinct zones; bone, mineralised fibrocartilage, fibro-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.3: Schematic of the zones present in the fibrous and fibrocartilaginous enthesis.
Showing (a) the two zone structure of the fibrous enthesis, and (b) the four zone structure
of the fibrocartilaginous enthesis.
cartilage, and mature L/T. Each region has a unique ECM organisation and content, the
boundary between each region is often hard to define, with the exception of the transition
from cartilaginous to calcified fibrocartilage which is demarcated by a tidemark. The het-
rogenity is postulated to minimise stress concentrations, allowing for a smooth transfer
and dissipation of forces [23] reducing the chance of mechanical impedence mismatch and
injury. The thickness of the mineralised fibrocartiliage is thought to be proportional to
the ultimate strength of the L/T [21].
1.2 The anterior cruciate ligament
The ACL is located in the knee, connecting the femur and the tibia (Fig. 1.4). It func-
tions as one of the major stabilising components of the knee joint: resisting anterior
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tibial translation and restraining internal rotation. The ACL has a complex anatomy
and physiological function. The insertion site at the tibia is wider and stronger than at
the femur [24]. It has a broad and flat shape when the joint is extended and twisted
during flexion. It is split into two bundles the anteromedial bundle, and the posterior
lateral bundle which are not isometric and undergo different structural changes during
knee flexion; as one tightens the other loosens and vice versa. The ACL also works with
the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL); winding around each other as the knee joint is
flexed, and unwinding as the joint is extended [24]. Load required for daily activities has
been estimated at 454N for descending stairs [25].
Figure 1.4: Anatomical position of the ACL inside the left knee joint. Photographic image
modified from Zantop et al. [26] with permission.
Histologically the ACL is split into three regions; the proximal, middle, and distal [27].
The proximal section contains a high density of round fibroblast cells. The middle is
composed of high density collagen fibres, with spindle and fusiform shaped fibroblasts.
The distal consists of ovoid fibroblasts and a decreased collagen bundle density [27]. The
structure and content of the ACL is largely similar to the general ligament properties
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described in the previous section. Biochemically the ACL is compromised largely of type
I collagen alligned parallel to the longitudonal axis, with type II collagen associated with
fibrocartilidge present at the insertion sides, and small quantities of type IV and VI col-
lagen.
As with many other ligaments the ACL has poor vascularisation. The middle genicular
artery provides a small quantity of blood to the ACL [27], with a network of periligamen-
tous vessels ensheathing the ligament. However the supply of blood is nonisometric with
the distal part receiving less than the others. This low and unevenly distributed level of
blood supply is thought to be one of the major factors in the inability of the ACL to fully
repair [27].
1.2.1 Injury
Full or partial tearing of the ACL are among the most common muscoskeletal injuries in
the developed world, with 100,000-200-000 reconstructions per year in the United States
being commonly cited [28, 29]. Healing and recovery of ACL injuries is complex with
the ligament generally showing poor self-repair. The major reasons given for this are the
lack of blood supply [27], and the harsh environment. Recent work has suggested that
intrinsic self repair of the ACL is possible with reattached ligaments showing that signs
of spontaneous healing process can occur, but only under limited conditions [30].
An injured ACL will create an instability in the knee, with a knock-on effect as in-
creased strain on other components leads to further damage. There is also evidence that
a nonfunctional ACL can lead to oseteoarthristus in the long term [31]. Quality of life
can suffer with many jobs and cultures requiring the ability to kneel in day-to-day tasks.
Following injury and reconstruction many do not return to preinjury levels of activity [32].
Injury of other ligaments and tendons is also common with the rotator cuff in particular
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being notable for a frequency of injury, with poor natural healing and low success rate
for clinical reconstructions [2].
1.2.2 Reconstruction
As a result of the high incidence rate and long term issues associated with ACL tears,
there are a number of established reconstruction methods with continuing research into
new and more advanced techniques.
Current reconstruction methods
Autografts, which take donor tissue from the patient themselves and translate it as a graft
to the ACL site, are the most commonly performed. By using the patients own tissue
autografts minimise the chance of infection and/or immune rejection of the donor graft.
However donor site morbidity is a problem with extensive physiotherapy required before
and after the surgery to strengthen the tissue, and the patient likely to suffer from pain
[5]. Typically the donor tissue is taken from the hamstring tendon, or the patellar tendon.
The bone patella tendon bone (BPTB) graft is taken with a section of bone at both ends
to aid osteointergration when inserted into the bone tunnel [5]. Alternatively autologous
hamstring reconstruction lacks the bone to encourage osteointergration but has a lower
level of donor site morbidity [33]. Despite much research into the area and a number of
comparative literature reviews [6, 34, 35], opinion and evidence is still divided on the best
choice of graft [36, 37], and conditions (single or double bundle, bone tunnel dimensions
and placement, fixation device, and whether keep or remove the original stump [38]) to
encourage effective healing and restore biomechanical properties, with the method used
often coming down to the surgeons personal preference and experience.
Alternatively allograft and xenograft, where the donor tissue is taken from cadavers or
another species respectively, remove the issue of donor site morbidity. However they are
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Figure 1.5: Use of autograft ACL replacement with a Bone-patellar tendon-bone (BPTB)
graft.
susceptible to disease, immune rejection, and have been shown to exhibit slower biologi-
cal integration [5]. These techniques require the decellularisation of the original tissue to
allow the patients cells to be seeded, and prevent immune system responses [39]. Sterili-
sation of tissues has been performed either chemically or via ionising radiation. Chemical
based methods using ethylene oxide often produce insufficient penetration to effectively
sterilise the tissue [40]. Radiation initially proved problematic with gamma ray radiation
damaging the tissue and reducing the biomechanical properties of the tendon. Recent
work using lower radiation dose with gamma [41] and electron [42] radiation has shown
that damage to mechanical properties is preventable. But these are still dependent on
finding suitable donor tissue and encouraging effective biological integration.
Synthetic polymer replacements were developed as an off the shelf-option for high me-
chanical strength grafts that could be easily stored and sterilised, allowing the patients
tendinous tissue to be preserved and minimising the risk of disease [43, 44]. A number of
polymers including carbon fibres, Gore-Tex and Dacron have been used as materials [44].
These grafts have high a initial mechanical strength, but in clinical studies have been
found to quickly deteriorate, resulting in pain and ultimately a high failure rate [44]. The
Leeds-Keo formed of polyethylene terephthalate in a braided pattern designed to support
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tissue ingrowth showed the most promising initial results [45]. However high instability
and rupture rate combined with the fact it acts more as a load bearing prosthesis than a
true graft have limited the success [46].
After the graft has been inserted there is a high failure rate associated with the primary
surgery due to technical, biological or mechanical factors. Technical failures caused by
nonanatomical graft placement and failure to consider other associated ligamentous in-
juries at the time of primary reconstruction, are the most reported cause [47], with 52%
of 90 failures attributed to surgical technical errors in a review by Carson et al. 2004
[48]. Issues with bone tunnel widening have been related to a mixture of biological and
mechanical [49]. During the initial postoperative period the attachment interface is the
weakest part, with failures later mostly occurring in the midsubstance after 6-12 weeks
[47].
One of the major factors in the success of a ligament graft is the successful attachment of
the ligament to bone. Both the strength and structure of the attachment play an impor-
tant role. As discussed in section 1.1.1, a strong attachment is required to prevent pull out
of the soft tissue, and a graded interface like the fibrocartilaginous enthesis is needed to
prevent impedance mismatching and stress concentrations building up. The attachment
is prone to failure post surgery with 10% rate reported [50, 51]. With auto/allo grafts
the connection is seen as the weak point and main limiter to initial physical rehabilita-
tion [52, 53, 54]. One of the main advantages of the BPTB graft is faster and stronger
integration as only hard to hard tissue bonding is required, with the enthesis maintained.
Hamstring grafts have been found to fail to reproduce the fibrocartilginous enthesis with
disorganised fibrovascular tissue forming in the bone tunnel rather than the bone-ligament
functional enthesis [55, 56].
Due to the high failure rate revision surgeries for patients who require the replacement
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or repair of a primary graft have been developed [47, 57]. The procedure - depending
on the reasons for failure - is often complex requiring 2 stages; first repairing the bone
tunnel with a graft material (typically harvested from the iliac crest, see section 1.3.3)
and allowing that to heal, before performing a new ACL graft [47]. In addition to the
inherent risk factors associated with multiple surgical operations and the issues from the
bone donor site [58, 59], this process also requires a time period of 4-6 months to allow
the bone graft to heal before the ligament graft can be performed, during which time the
knee is liable to be unstable and can suffer progressive cartilage and meniscus damage
[57].
1.2.3 Tissue engineered solutions
Due to the shortcomings of the established techniques discussed in the previous section
there has been interest in developing a tissue engineered solution for replacement ACL
grafts. Tissue engineering, which uses the patient’s own cells to produce replacement or-
gans and tissue, has emerged in recent decades as a field with great potential for changing
the face of medicine [60]. Cells taken from the patient are cultured and expanded, seeded
into a specially designed porous biomaterial scaffold, which once adapted by the cells can
be implanted into the patient as a graft (Fig. 1.6). Such a method removes the need for
donor sites, with minimal risk of infection or rejection by the body. Ideally implanted
tissue engineered grafts will eventually be degraded and resorbed by the body leaving a
fully integrated replacement composed entirely of native tissue.
Tissue engineered constructs need to recreate the micro-environment in vitro that the
cells would experience in vivo. Engineered L/T need to provide mechanical strength to
match that of the native tissues needs, in addition to supporting cellular proliferation and
the formation of native like biological tissue. A number of variables are involved includ-
ing the cell type(s) used, scaffold biomaterials and design, growth factors, and bioreactor
conditions are important in determining the mechanical properties and biological viability
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of the engineered product.
Figure 1.6: Tissue engineering method. Showing the process whereby cells are harvested
from the patient, seeded into a specially designed scaffold, and allowed to culture until
they are ready to undergo implantation to replace the original tissue.
The scaffold provides the necessary framework for cells to develop into the desired tis-
sue [61], and so needs to encourage cell migration and proliferation, provide sufficient
mechanical strength for post implant function, whilst degrading at a rate matched to bi-
ological proliferation. A multitude of biomaterials both synthetic and natural have been
investigated for scaffolds. Collagen type I being the main composite of L/T has been a
popular and an obvious option [62], however the mechanical weakness of reconstituted
collagen type I has limited its success, leading to interest in other materials such as silk
[63], and fibrin [64]. One of the major areas of interest has been using electrospun fi-
bres to provide robust mechanical properties and highly aligned scaffolds to be produced
[65, 66, 67]. Poly(L-lactide) fibres braided to form a porous structure have been shown
to be effective in promoting cell in growth [68]. In addition to fibres that have been
aligned there has also been work into producing self–crimping fibres that could be applied
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to [69, 70]. The repurposing of decellularised tissues has been investigated by Wang et
al. [71]. Increasingly multiphasic scaffolds designed to include regions representing bone-
ligament-bone [72], and bone-interface-ligament-interface-bone [73] are being investigated.
The cell type used is important, the type of cells used and their source will determine
their behaviour. Mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) have shown great promise but have shown
potential for ectopic bone formation. Monoculture and co-culture have been used with
one or more of osteoblast, tenocytes, mesenchymal and/or fibroblasts [74, 75, 76]. One
of the major biological considerations is the use of growth factors. Growth factors are
substances, typically proteins, that play a key role in cellular activity and the regula-
tion of cellular processes. Growth factors can be added or encouraged to increase the
up-regulation of L/T proteins and other components. Use of growth factors has shown
increased mechanical strength, with enhanced proliferation of cells and expression of col-
lagen type 1 and 3, and fibronectin [77]. However the types and quantity to use is hard
to determine due to the complex nature and require considerable optimisation.
Bioreactors are used to provide a favourable environment for, and guide development
of biological grafts by controlling conditions such as temperature, physiochemical envi-
ronment, and external stimuli [78]. The use of bioreactors designed to apply forced to
simulate the native environment as closely as possible for L/T can include functions such
as periodic loading [79, 80]. Bioreactors can also be designed to aid monitoring of samples
during development, with inbuilt chemical feedback and imaging [81, 82].
A major oversight in the development of tissue engineered solutions has been regarding
the fixation of the construct to the bone. Much of the early work has focused on the
formation/design of the intra-articular sinew and producing the desired biological and
mechanical properties. Failure to form a strong attachment will create a risk of pullout
for the graft. Attention has been increasingly given to the issue of attachment over the
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last decade. A number of options simply coat the area that will be inserted into the
bone tunnel with hydroxyapatite (HA) to encourage osteointegration [83]. More complex
methods have been proposed using a multi phase scaffold to provide regions of differing
properties through gradients in properties of the materials used [71, 72, 84]. The Lu
group in particular has developed a triphasic scaffold system consisting of specially de-
signed separate regions to recreate the multiple regions of the enthesis [85, 86, 87, 88]. A
more detailed review on interfacial tissue engineering can be found by Paxton et al. 2012
[89] and by Qu et al. 2014 [90].
Whilst no true tissue engineered solutions have yet seen commercial human application
success has been reported for engineered sinews used in animal models. Ma et al. 2011
[91] reported the implant of a bone-ligament-bone construct into a sheep as an ACL graft,
with native like structure and strength observed after 6 months.
1.3 Bone to bone ligament construct
As discussed in the previous section, there is a need to produce a ligament graft that
is able to effectively attach to and integrate with the bone, whilst allowing the smooth
transfer of load across the attachment region. This thesis investigates the bone-to-bone
ligament construct (BBLC) developed as a collaboration between the Grover group at
the University of Birmingham, and the Baar group at the University of California, Davies
(formally University of Dundee) [64, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98].
The BBLC mimics the BPTB graft (section 1.2.2) by depending only on hard/hard tissue
bonding when implanted, with the intention of forming the hard/soft tissue attachment
enthesis during the time being developed in vitro. The construct consists of a fibrin gel
soft tissue sinew, held between two brushite cement anchors (Fig 1.7).
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Figure 1.7: Photograph series of the bone-bone ligament construct during the first 7 days
as it contracts to form the final ligament shape. Scale bar 10mm.
1.3.1 Formation
The construct is formed by pinning a pair of anchors into a well plate. A solution of
thrombin is added and evenly distributed over the plate, fibrinogen is added and the
fibrinogen/thrombin solution is allowed to set into a fibrin gel. The polyermised fibrin
gel is seeded with chick tendon fibroblast (CTF) cells. Over time in culture the cells will
migrate inside the fibrin matrix, rearrange and digest the fibres, causing the fibrin gel to
contract. As the gel contracts it will be arrested by the anchors and become pulled into
a taut ligament like structure. The initial contraction to the ligament shape takes about
1 week with the construct becoming mature at about 6 weeks [94].
The cell media/thrombin solution is supplemented with aminohexanoic acid and aprotinin
as means of preventing protein degradation, and slowing the fibrinolysis - degradation of
the fibrin matrix - by inhibiting proteolytic enzymes such as plasmin [99, 100].
1.3.2 Fibrin sinew
The soft tissue scaffold in the ligament construct is initially composed of a fibrin matrix
seeded with CTF cells. Fibrin is a fibreous bipolymer protein that forms a 3D branching
network when fibrinogen glycoproteins are cleaved by thrombin enzymes. Fibrin net-
works play an important role in the body by providing the first solid scaffold at wound
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Figure 1.8: Theorised interface formation of the bone to bone ligament construct. Il-
lustrating the expected changes in the composition and organisation; from the separate
starting materials, during the first week of development, and when matured in the final
form.
sites. Platelets will bind to and organise the fibrin [101], neutrophils and macrophages
attach themselves to remove dead tissue and infectious agents [102], and fibroblasts an-
chor themselves to the fibrin first, when entering the wound site to reform the tissue
[103]. Fibrinogen is produced naturally in the body and is an abundant component of
blood plasma. Providing an accessible material, with minimal risk of infection or immune
rejection when implanted [104].
Fibrin gels are assembled by a rapid modified polycondensation reaction between fibrino-
gen glycoproteins and thrombin enzymes. Fibrinogen is a 45nm long glycoprotein that
is composed of three pairs of polypeptide chains [105]. Polymerisation is initiated by
thrombin enzymes cleaving fibrinopeptides from the middle of the fibrinogen, producing a
fibrin monomer [105]. The cleaving process exposes knobs at the middle of the monomer
which are complimentary to holes found at both ends. As a result of interactions between
the knobs and holes protofibrils of staggered fibrin monomers form. As more monomers
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combine with the formed oligomers, they form two stranded protofibrils which aggregate
into fibres [106]. Fibres branch trifunctionally to produce a three dimensional (3D) net-
work [107]. The properties of the network such as fibre thickness, extent of branching
and pore size can vary to a great extent depending on the polymerisation conditions [108].
When formed without guidance, the fibrin scaffold will consist of a highly disordered 3D
fibre network [106]. Controlled patterning of fibrin has been demonstrated using flow
forces, high magnetic field [109], and electrospinning [110]. When seeded the fibroblasts
will migrate inside the fibrin and begin to reorder the fibrin fibres causing contraction.
Over time the cells will begin to digest the fibrin fibres and deposit a new ECM.
As a cell scaffold fibrin has a number of desirable traits; it is able to adhere cells and
growth factors [111], and has a high cell seeding density with an even distribution of cells
[112]. It is also versatile in its delivery being usable as a moulded hydrogel, injected glue,
or microbead [113]. As a result of the advantages and versatile nature fibrin has been
investigated for use as a cell scaffold in cardiac, artery, muscle and neural tissues [99, 114].
1.3.3 Calcium phosphate cement anchors
Calcium phosphate (CaP) cements are a range of CaP based minerals with differing chem-
ical compositions and activities [115]. CaP cements are formed when a powder and liquid
phase are mixed and left to set. The resulting reaction will form a structure consisting of
two of more phases; the product produced from the reactant, and any of the remaining
reactant material. CaP cements have been investigated as bone graft materials with a
number of commercial systems available. Cements can be delivered as a highly designed
geometric structure [116] or, in the case of hydraulic cements, directly injected as a self
setting cement [117]. They have also seen widespread use as coating for orthopaedic im-
plants such as hip-replacements to encourage bone integration [118]. The porosity, pore
size, pore connectivity, crystal structure, osteoinduction rate and other factors which in-
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fluence the biological behaviour of the cement will depend on the conditions and materials
used during the reaction [119, 120, 121].
Nomenclature in the area of calcium phosphates as they are used here is often confus-
ing; the terms cement and ceramic commonly overlap in their use, and the definitions of
each are often vague and ambiguous. Cements have been defined as a material capable
of uniting fragments to form a solid whole [122], or a powdered material that if allowed
to react with a suitable liquid phase will set to form a solid structure [123]. Ceramics
are sometimes defined as being heat treated, but often fall under the same definition as
cements. Henceforth materials that fall under one or both will be referred to as cements
in this thesis.
As a bone graft material the use of a CaP cement will allow attachment of the anchor to
bone tunnels drilled into the femur and tibia. Complications arising from an inability to
form a strong attachment of the anchors to the bone tunnels could result in total failure of
the graft (further information on this and investigation of chemical changes as a result in
ageing in media are covered in Chapter 4). In addition to the attachment of the construct
to bone tunnels, it is also thought that due to the sparingly soluble nature of the CaPs
used, that the cement in contact with the sinew will undergo dissolution, with reprecip-
itation of mineralised particles into the soft tissue. This build-up of mineralisation will
theoretically allow the formation of a graded interface, similar to that seen in the native
enthesis (Chapter 3 investigates the ability of the BBLC system to mineralise the soft
tissue around the anchor).
Development of CaP cements as bone grafts in biomaterials
Due to the limits of autograft and allograft bone materials, CaP cements have been in-
creasingly investigated as potential graft materials [124]. In addition to cements there has
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been interest in metallic and polymer based graft materials, or a combination of several
types [120], however this work will focus only on the CaP based biomaterials. An ideal
bone-graft material needs to be resorbable, mechanically strong, and osteoinductive; al-
lowing the graft to be broken down and replaced by new bone without compromising the
mechanical stability of the region [120].
The biological and chemical functionality of the CaP cement in an in vivo system is highly
complex with a number of factors determining the biomaterial behaviour with regard to
the resorbtion, and rate of osteoinduction [119, 120]. Surface architecture is known to play
an important role, having been shown that it can be used to control osteoblast resorption
[121], both macro (over 50µm) and micro (under 10µm) pores have been shown to be
important [125]. The media that the cement is in plays a large role with a number of
factors including the refreshment rate of the media, liquid to cement volume [126, 127],
and media composition [126, 127] effecting the rate of dissolution.
The first studies began with tricalcium phosphate (TCP) (Ca3(PO4)2) being injected into
an animal model in 1920 [128]. Subsequently following the work of Brown and Chow
[129], sintered HA (Ca5(PO4)3OH) was the main focus during the 1980s due to its chem-
ical similarity to natural bone mineral [130], and ability to set at a neutral pH [131].
However whilst it is superficially similar, native apatite has a nano-crystalline structure
[132] whereas heat treated HA is micro-crystalline, this difference in crystal structure
means that the specific surface area of the manufactured cement is much lower increas-
ing the time required for it to be broken. Additionally bone is only 60-70% HA with
the remainder composed of collagen matrix and other proteins which provide its unique
ability to resist fracture [133]. These differences mean that HA functions differently on
the biological and chemical level to bone. As a result HA is highly stable with a low
resorbtion rate requiring time frames in the order of years for total resorbtion depending
on the sample size and conditions [134]. Due to the mechanical mismatch between HA
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and bone this has been known to cause complications years after implanting [134].
As a result of this there has been increasing research into other more soluble CaP phases
(also known as salts, but will be referred to as phases in this thesis) as alternative ma-
terials. These include; octacalcium phosphate (OCP) (Ca8H2(PO4)6 · 5 H2O), biphasic
calcium phosphate (a mixture of TCP and HA), monetite (Ca(HPO4)), and brushite
(CaHPO4 · 2 H2O) among others [120].
Brushite, also known as dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD), is a metastable CaP ce-
ment that is stable over a pH range of 2-6 [135], and is known to undergo dissolution under
in vitro conditions [126, 127]. The brushite CaP cement as a choice of anchor material
is to serve two purposes; functioning as a bone graft material allowing effective integra-
tion to bone, and to encourage mineralisation of the bone/ligament interface. They are
metastable under physiological conditions, so are resorbed by a mixture of cell controlled
resorbtion and dissolution. This means that brushite will be resorbed at a significantly
higher rate than HA in vivo. Additives can be added to reduce the setting time, control
degradation and act as a slow release therapeutic drug.
Phase changes in CaP cements
One of the most important factors is the phase of the cement. In addition to dissolution,
brushite can also undergo hydrolysis transforming it into a more stable phase. Such as for
the transformation of brushite to calcium deficient HA in the presence of Ca ions, shown
in equation 1.1 [136].
6 CaHPO4 · 2 H20 + (4−x)CaCl2 + (2−x)H20
→ Ca10−x(HPO4)x(PO4)6−x(OH)2−x + (8−2x)HCL + 12 H2O (1.1)
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Each phase has different dissolution and biochemical properties (Table. 1.1), with the
stability of a phase at any given pH determined by the solubility isotherms (Fig. 1.9). In
the knee joint the mean pH is 7.4 [137]. From this it can be seen that brushite, having a
much higher stability than HA or OCP, is likely to undergo hydrolysis and produce un-
predictable or varied results as solubility defines resorbtion rate. Given the much higher
stability of HA over brushite, if a brushite implant is converted via hydrolysis to HA the
time required for resorbtion will likely be dramatically increased and the benefit of using
the brushite cement for osteointegration and interface formation lost.
Figure 1.9: Solubility isotherms of calcium in different CaP phases plotted against pH.
Reproduced from Borkiewicz et al. [138] with permission.
There has been extensive work performed looking at the supplementation of brushite ce-
ments to encourage faster dissolution and/or prevent hydrolysis and the formation of HA.
Brushite modified with pyrophosphates [127, 139] and magnesium ions [140] has been
shown to prevent apatite formation. The succcesful implementation of these systems has
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produced varied results, cements that have resisted transformation in vitro have failed
to do so under in vivo conditions. The addition of newberryite, a magnesium based
orthopohpshate, for instance prevented transformation in vitro [141], but did not do so
under in vivo implantation [142]. More work is required to understand the mechanisms
involved and better control CaP behaviour.
Table 1.1: Calcium phosphate phase properties. Data from Dorozhkin 2012 [115].
CaP molar Phase Formula Solubility at Solubility pH stablity
ratio 25◦C -log(Ks) at 25◦C g/l range
1 Brushite CaHPO4 · 2 H2O 6.59 0.088 2.0-6.0
1.33 OCP Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4 · 5 H2O 96.6 0.081 5.5-7.0
1.5 β-TCP Ca3(PO4)2 28.9 0.0005
1.67 HA Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 11.6 0.0003 9.5-12
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1.3.4 BBLC development and progress
The development and optimisation of the ligament construct as a whole and a number of
independent factors has been previously reported in a number of papers by Paxton et al.
[64, 93, 94, 95], and the thesis of Dr. Jennifer Z. Paxton [92] and Uchena N. Wudebwe [96].
As mentioned earlier the construct forms via the contraction of a fibrin gel into a taut liga-
ment body. It takes approximately 1 week for the sinew to contract, 2 weeks for it to form
a single tubular structure, and 6 weeks for the mature ligament to form [94]. During this
time the construct has been shown to undergo significant macro and biochemical changes.
During the contraction process, constructs become more opaque and white in appearance
as they develop. Structurally the sinew has been observed to fold over on itself during
contraction, creating a layered structure as shown using optical coherence tomography
(OCT). The addition of ascorbic acid and proline has been shown to encourage the depo-
sition of collagen, with up to 16% collagen content reported in supplemented constructs
after 5 weeks as opposed to 6% in control samples, consisting mostly of type I but with
type XII also present at the centre of the sinew [94], up to 50 % collagen content has been
found in nonpublished data. The quantity added has been shown to have a large effect
with the contraction of the sinew increasing to a more taut structure with a smaller cross
sectional area with the addition of the supplements [94]. The reason behind this has been
theorised as possibly due to increased cross linking between the denser collagen fibrils, or
the increased cell number as a result of supplementation digesting the matrix at a higher
rate [64].
Initially a poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate hydrogel with HA incorporated into it was used
to encourage attachment [143] before moving on to brushite anchors as reported in later
work. The choice, composition, and shape of anchor material has been investigated [93].
Imaging about the edge region between the anchor and soft tissue has shown there is an
interface between the two materials [64], but has been unable to clearly show any mixing
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of the materials or mineralisation.
The mechanical properties of the construct are fundamental to the successful implemen-
tation. The mechanical properties have been improved through optimisation, but are
still relatively poor, being several orders of magnitude below the level required for the
demands of in vivo application [64, 93, 94]. In addition to constructs formed under static
conditions constructs have been matured whilst undergoing periodic cyclic loading in a
bioreactor [95]. Constructs that underwent periodic loading showed that the applied load
upregulates the ERK 1/2 pathway enhancing the rate of matrix deposition. Wrapping
of multiple sinews around each here has been investigated as a means of increasing the
mechanical strength [97], with successful bonding of cells between the separate constructs
observed under optical microscopy.
The 6 weeks required for formation of a mature construct is prohibitive from a clinical
point of view. As a result of the need to provide a faster solution recent work has inves-
tigated a move toward preprepared constructs through the decellularisation, dehydration
and storage of matured sinews [98]. It has been successfully shown that the sinews can be
subsequently rehydrated and populated with an autologous cell population. The study
also found that the mechanical properties of the construct increased as a result of the
process with a 2.6 fold increase in maximum load and 8 fold increase in ultimate tensile
strength reported. Reasons for the increase in the load bearing properties were given as a
reduction in the fluid volume and cross sectional area of the sinew allowing a higher level
of interaction between the polymer chains increasing the sinew stiffness.
1.3.5 Need for further work
The formation of the construct is a highly dynamic process. In such a complex system it
is important to understand the changes that are occurring in each section of the construct
(cement anchor, hard/soft tissue interface, sinew body). The loading bearing ability of
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the sinew is the main issue that needs to be resolved, to improve this a comprehensive
understanding of each element in the system will be required. The intended formation of
the mineralised interface, shown in Fig. 1.8, is lacking evidence. Additionally the micro-
structure of the sinew is poorly documented during the development with only large scale
changes understood.
1.4 Application of imaging techniques
With the development of tissue engineered constructs there is an important need to mon-
itor their formation and responses to stimulation as in vitro test samples or before and
after in vivo implantation. A range of imaging techniques exist that are able to provide
information about one or more of the topography, composition and mechanical proper-
ties. This allows a large complimentary picture to be built up through the combination
of multiple techniques. Information analysed from imaging data will be important to
understand the fundamental mechanisms driving the formation and properties of the
constructs, and optimise future designs. This section provides a brief overview of the
main imaging techniques used in the presented work, with regard to the relevant in-
strument specifications and functionality. Imaging techniques were used to look at the
sample morphology (confocal microscopy, nonlinear microscopy, electron microscopy, cel-
lular structure and organisation (confocal microscopy, nonlinear microscopy), chemical
and biochemical distribution (confocal Raman), large scale morphology and mineral dis-
tribution (Micro-CT, optical microscopy, electron microscopy), and mechanical variations
(atomic force microscopy). An overview of each technique is shown in Table. 1.2, note
that the information presented is for the instruments and techniques used in this work.
Those wishing to learn more about each technique can find relevant reviews and books
covering each modality in greater depth; confocal scanning microscopy [144], nonlinear
microscopy [145], electron microscopy [146], confocal Raman microscopy [147], micro-CT
[148, 149], and AFM [150].
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1.4.1 Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Since the initial work of Robert Hooke [152] and the early pioneers of lenses in the 1600s
the application of optical microscopy to biological samples has become widespread with
a number of different modalities and methods providing a wealth of information [153, 154].
One of the most popular techniques to emerge in recent years for biological purposes is
confocal microscopy. The principle is very similar to that of a standard wide field micro-
scope (Fig. 1.10). The key difference is the use of a pinhole before the detector enables
out of focus light to be blocked, effectively limiting the light that is collected to a single
diffraction limited volume - the Airy disk. The size of the disk is given by a Gaussian
determined by the optics of the system [155]. An image is produced by raster scanning the
excitation laser across the sample with a pixel collected at each point. Providing sharp
images over a single plane, and allows stacks to be built showing a three dimensional
volume by changing the focal plane with respect to the sample. The depth to which suf-
ficient signal can be obtained will limit the range for 3D stacks and be dependent on the
scattering properties of the sample; skin can only be penetrated to approximately 10µm
at 488nm due to opaque high scattering structure, whereas the much more transparent
corneal epithelium can be penetrated to approximately 200µm [156]. Under ideal condi-
tions a resolution down to the diffraction limit of the system (potentially in the order of
200nm) can be obtained.
Samples can be labelled with fluorescent probes that attach to a specific biological com-
ponent. These fluorophores are excited over a discrete spectral range and emit light at a
well defined lower energy range, allowing the use of a carefully chosen excitation laser and
detection filter to capture images showing only a single fluorophore. By using multiple
stains with spectrally separated excitation wavelengths, the excitation laser wavelength
and detector filter can be switched and multiple images acquired at each location of differ-
ent components which can be combined into a composite providing a more detailed image.
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Figure 1.10: Schematics for (a) widefield and (b) confocal microscopes. Modified from
Vonesch et al. 2006 [144] with permission.
In this study the fluorophores 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) [157] and phalloidin
[158] which attach to the cell DNA and actin respectively. The life time of fluorescent
probes is limited by an effect known as photobleaching. When excited, chemicals are more
reactive, and so the fluorophore can become locked in the excited state and signal is lost.
1.4.2 Nonlinear microscopy
Nonlinear microscopy is a subset of optical microscopy that has emerged as a power-
ful technique in the last few decades. The nonlinear description refers to the nonlinear
increase in the signal obtained with increase in incident beam intensity. Due to the non-
linear nature of the excitation interactions produce signal only in focal volume producing
a confocal-like image. The longer wavelengths used reduce the chance of photobleaching
and phototoxicity to samples. However this can be offset by the high density of photons
required to produce sufficient two photon absorption rates [145]. Two photon (TP) and
second harmonic generation (SHG) are nonlinear multiphoton microscopy imaging tech-
niques:
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Two photon autofluorescence is the absorption of two incident photons near simultane-
ously, resulting in the emission of . TP excited fluorescence is able to detect biological
structures such as cell bodies and elastin depending on the sample and wavelengths used
[145, 159]. The endogenous cellular signal is provided by autofluoresence in the cell, for
fibroblasts the cellular components nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, and flavin adenine
dinucleotide excite in the TP range and provide signal giving an idea of cell parameter
and structure [160, 161].
Second harmonic generation is the process by which photons of the same frequency are
combined together upon interacting with a noncentrosymmetric material, producing a
single frequency doubled photon [162]. SHG microscopy therefore uses the difference in
emitted SHG light at each spatial location to provide contrast in images. In biological
samples collagen is able to emit SHG light, allowing collagen to be observed independently
and without the need for staining or other complex or destructive preparation. Individ-
ual collagen fibres can be resolved, mature and developing collagen fibrils differentiated
[162], and the effect of strain on the collagen in the tissues studied by application of a
mechanical load [163, 164].
Due to the signal generation from the sample no addition preparation such as staining is
required, and the penetration depth reduces the need to section samples.In addition to
the basic TP autofluoresence and SHG signals, the technique can be combined with stains
such as DAPI to show cell nuclei, or other imaging modes, such as coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy (CARS) tuned to detect lipids, allowing cell bodies to be visually
localised alongside multiple ECM components [159].
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1.4.3 Electron microscopy
Electron microscopy (EM) is an imaging method that uses a high voltage electron beam
to produce signals that provide topological and compositional information on samples
[146]. An electron gun fires a beam of electrons at relativistic energies that are focused
via condensers and electromagnetic lenses onto the sample. Due to the small wavelength
of the high energy electrons a much higher resolution can be obtained than with optical
techniques, making EM highly attractive for the study of cells, ECM and mineralised par-
ticles. However invasive preparation and harsh imaging conditions prohibit live sample
imaging and are often destructive to the sample [146]. The two main types of electron mi-
croscopy are scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).
In SEM the electron beam is scanned across the surface of the sample, with the signal
gathered from electrons and/or x-rays that are emitted up from the sample. SEM can
achieve resolutions down to the nm and produce images covering areas from submicron
to mm [146]. The most common signal type used for imaging is secondary electrons
ejected from atoms in the sample which allow high depth of field images to be produced.
Backscattered incident X-rays produced by Compton scattering in the incident electron
beam provide elemental information on the elemental composition of the sample [146]. A
conductive sample holder and sputtering with a thin coating of a conductive material are
required to prevent the build up of electrons, unless an atmospheric chamber is used in
which case the sensitivity is reduced [146].
TEM uses the scattering of electrons passing through the sample as signal to produce an
image, and allows an even greater resolution that SEM, potentially down to the angstrom
level [165]. For electrons to be transmitted the sample must be very thin, typically
100nm or less [165] making preparation highly destructive to the sample. In addition
to images, diffraction patterns can be produced which can be used to determine the
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crystalline structure of the sample [165].
1.4.4 Confocal Raman microscopy
The Raman effect is the inelastic scattering of light due to the interaction of an inci-
dent photon with the vibrational modes present in molecules [166]. A laser with highly
coherent photons is shone onto the sample, light is scattered back either elastically or in-
elastically. The majority of the returned light will be elastically scattered (also known as
Rayleigh scattering), with only a very small number of photons - typically less than 1x106
scattering photons - undergoing Raman scattering [147]. The quantity will depend on the
materials and excitation wavelength, but relative intensity ratio for Rayleigh to Raman is
often greater than 109 [167]. Raman scattered light is typically measured in wavenumber
units (cm−1). In this study the wavenumber axis will be presented negative-to-positive.
The Raman effect (more properly but less commonly known as the Smekal-Raman effect)
was predicted by Adolf Smekal in 1923 [168], and shown by Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata
Raman in 1928 [169]. However due to the low sensitivity of the technique substantial
efforts were required to collect data at the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), making
the technique less appealing than IR until the widespread appearance of lasers and de-
velopment of high quantum efficiency charged-coupled device (CCD) photo detectors in
the 1960s. Advances in recent years with the introduction of low temperature CCDs to
reduce dark noise, a range of applicable laser wavelengths from ultraviolet (UV) 244nm to
infra-red (IR) 1060nm, and spectrograph gratings allowing whole spectra to be recorded
at once through 1000 or more channels have made Raman scattering increasingly practi-
cal and commonplace [147]. The laser wavelength and system set-up used will often be
determined by the sample. Raman scattering intensity is inversely proportional to the
wavelength λ, in the form λ−4. However biological samples are often highly fluorescent
and vulnerable to heat damage under low wavelength lasers. So red or NIR wavelengths
such as 785nm are often used in these cases [147].
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.11: Principles of Raman spectroscopy. (a) Raman scattering off a molecule.
(b) Photon absorption and emission in different mechanisms. (c) Example Raman spec-
troscopy spectrum showing the different regions (note that the Rayleigh peak is often
removed by use of filters).
By recording the energy shift in the scattered light a spectrum can be produced. The
presence, and location of peaks (also known as Raman bands) in the spectrum provides
information on the chemical bonds present. The intensity, shape, full width half maxi-
mum (FWHM), and spectral shift of peaks present in the spectrum can provide a further
wealth of information on the current state and environment of the sample such as the
phase [170], crystallinity [171] and polymorphism [172]. A number of peaks have been
identified and assigned for organic and inorganic compounds [173, 174, 175]. The nature of
Raman scattering means that samples do not require staining and acquisition of multiple
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analytes (multiplexing) can be performed. Generally the data will require pre and post
processing before effective analysis can be performed [147]. Cosmic ray removal, baseline
correction, smoothing, deconvolution and peak separation are commonly performed [147].
Raman spectroscopy is very similar to IR spectroscopy which also provides information
on the vibrational modes of chemical bonds, and the two are often used to provide compli-
mentary data on samples [176, 177]. The selection rules for each determine the presence
and strength of bonds that are detected. IR focused on the absorption/transmission of
wavelengths due to interacting with molecular bonds, as a result of the difference IR shows
symmetric and Raman shows asymmetric bonds. Raman has the advantage of the signal
not being blocked by water like in IR.
Due to the high level of information that can be obtained with non-destructive and
non-disruptive means, Raman spectroscopy is becoming increasingly popular as a tool
for investigating the composition of tissues [3, 178, 179, 180], monitoring wound heal-
ing [181], and other biomedical areas such as scaffold development in tissue engineering
[182, 183, 184, 185, 186].
Confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) is the combination of Raman spectroscopy with a
confocal imaging system (as discussed in the previous section) using the confocal optics
system to guide the scattered light to the detector, which allows a spectrum to be ob-
tained at discrete points. A map can be acquired by collecting a spectrum at each grid of
points over the sample. This allows hyperspectral imaging maps to be produced showing
the distribution of a particular species or variations between multiple species based on the
ratio in peak heights. In addition to the precise mapping the confocal system provides a
smaller detection volume, reducing the quantity of fluorescence [147]. However the inher-
ently weak nature of the Raman effect limits the quality of mapping resolution and/or
spectral integration time, to avoid sample damage and unreasonably long mapping times.
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Figure 1.12: Confocal Raman Microscope upright instrument layout. Based on schematic
from Dieing 2011 [147].
Line and global acquisition methods can reduce this by an order of magnitude but are less
sensitive due to higher laser diffusion inside the sample [166]. Additionally the limited
depth penetration of confocal microscopy is further reduced by the weak signal from Ra-
man scattering, with refraction being shown to further limit and effect depth sensitivity
[187, 188].
In addition to standard spontaneous Raman scattering a number of enhanced signal tech-
niques have been developed in recent decades [189], these are not used in this study but
are mentioned in the discussion. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) exploits
a plasma-resonance effect exciting the surface of a local nanoparticle or substrate that
causes a high scattering cross section, creating a 106 or greater increase in the Raman
signal [190]. SERS methods can interfere with the sample, shifting or changing the bands
present in the spectrum. Coherent Raman scattering techniques uses two synchronised
lasers to focus excitation on a single band. CARS [191] and stimulated Raman spec-
troscopy (SRS) [192] are the two main variations. Both provide a signal several orders
of magnitude higher than spontaneous Raman, allowing for video rate capture [193, 194],
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but are limited by the requirement of specific tuning and the complex nature limiting the
number of instruments and their availability.
1.4.5 Micro-CT
The three-dimensional information provided by optical techniques in thick opaque samples
is very limited. X-ray based techniques are able to non-destructively provide information
on complete samples without the need for physical or chemical preparation. Micro com-
puted tomography is an off-shoot of standard computed tomography (CT). Developed as
a result of the need for high resolution tomographic imaging of small samples, typically in
the order of a cm in diameter. Standard absorption based micro-CT provides information
on morphology with contrast given by difference in X-ray attenuation at each location.
A resolution down to 5µm with corresponding voxel volumes of 1x10−7 cubic mm can be
achieved.
X-rays beams passing through a material are attenuated based on the density and elec-
tron configuration at each point, and the incident X-ray energy. The type of attenuation
in the range used by micro-CT instruments is dependent on the X-ray energy with the
photoelectric effect dominating below 25keV, and Compton scattering being dominant at
higher energies [148]. By passing X-rays through a sample and detecting their intensity,
X-ray radiography produces a shadow image showing the internal structure, purely in
two-dimensions with depth information lost. CT methods collect a number of shadow
images around the sample and use them to reconstruct the volume. The most commonly
used technique in micro-CT is cone beam, which projects a magnified shadow image of
the sample onto a detector array. X-ray projection images are acquired of the sample
which is rotated about it’s vertical axis between the X-ray source and detector [148]. The
use of a cone beam allows the entire volume to be acquired at each angle, minimising the
number of exposures required. An inverse Radon transform can be applied, to produce a
three-dimensional reconstruction of the attenuation of each point in the volume through
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filtered back projection.
Soft tissue contrast is often very poor with micro-CT even at low energy levels due to
the low electron density of the tissue. Iodine and metal based stains can be used to in-
crease contrast, with Metscher [195, 196] showing whole animal staining, and Jeffery et
al. 2011 showing iodine providing contrast for individual muscle fibres [197]. Only the
attenuation of the material at each volume is provided so no specific chemical or biolog-
ical information beyond that which can be deduced from the morphology. Dual energy
[198, 199] Phase contrast [200, 201, 202], fluorescence [203] and spectral would provide
such information,but is still in early developmental stages [204]. In addition to the lim-
itations of the information, artifacts and misleading results can be present in micro-CT.
Ring artifacts occur as a result of differences in pixel sensitivity across the CCD detector,
and beam hardening [205]. The use of beam filters and instrument calibration combined
with algorithms have been developed to correct for these during or after reconstruction
[206]. Whilst the method is nondestructive, exposure to ionising radiation can damage
samples, especially by the dose applied to live cells. The absorbed dose is dependent on
the exposure time and X-ray beam properties. No live imaging is done in this study so
the chance of damage is minimal and of no real concern.
The ability to non-destructively produce three-dimensional information on scaffolds has
made micro-CT a popular modality in tissue engineering for looking at hard and soft
tissue scaffolds and their development [207, 208]. One particular application of interest is
the use of micro-CT as an effective means of studying mineralisation of soft tissue scaffolds
[209].
1.4.6 Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a high resolution scanning probe technique that can
provide images of the topology and mechanical properties of samples [150], first devel-
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oped by Binnig in 1986 [210] it has become an important technique for analysing material
properties at the nano and micro scales. The principle behind the method is that a laser
illuminated cantilever with a sharp point is moved across the sample, as the cantilever
interacts with the sample the laser spot is deflected up or down. By measuring the deflec-
tion on a photodiode array the level of deflection can be determined. An image is built
up by changing the x-y location of the probe and producing a colour map of the reading
at each point as it is scanned across the sample.
As the probe is not limited by a diffraction limit a higher resolution than SEM and optical
techniques can be achieved [150]. Additionally forces down to the nN level on the sam-
ple can be achieved [211], allowing highly sensitive measurements with minimal damage
to delicate materials like soft tissues. Scans can be performed in fluid or ambient air
requiring no sample preparation or treatment required beyond a reasonable flat surface.
However an uneven or rough sample is liable to produce artifacts by distorting the can-
tilever movement, along with other sources of error such as thermal drift from changes
in the ambient temperature [150]. Scans are typically limited to an area at most a few
hundred microns across, making it impractical for large sample analysis.
Mechanical properties of the sample such as hardness and stiffness can be calculated and
mapped from the acquired data. Measurement of mechanical properties [212], for fragile
soft tissue samples this is ideal with minimal risk of disruption from the probe. Indentation
can be performed by measuring indent caused by AFM tip and calculating the elastic or
Young’s modulus [212]. Significantly analysis of soft tissues has been presented by Zhu
et al [212]. Such a technique for mapping mechanical properties with high sensitivity
and minimal sample disruption, is theoretically ideal for application to measuring the
mechanical gradient between the hard and soft tissues in the BBLC.
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1.5 Research aims
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to investigate the development of the
ligament construct and the suitability of the system for in vivo implantation with a focus
on the use of imaging techniques. Specifically:
• Develop methods for imaging the biological, chemical and topological development of
the BBLC. To allow a comprehensive investigation of the system and the underlying
mechanisms involved.
• Elucidate the mineralisation mechanism at the interface. Specifically how exposure
to heated cell media effects the dissolution and chemical state of the CaP cement
anchors as a result of in vitro ageing.
• Investigate the biological formation of the system, with regard to how seeded cells
react to, and reorganise the soft tissue gel.
• Investigate biomineralisation of the sinew.
The work is divided into chapters as detailed below and illustrated in Fig. 1.13.
• Chapter 3 investigates the formation of a mineralised interface between the hard
and soft tissues as a result of culture under in vitro conditions.
• Chapter 4 investigates the biological development of the ligament sinew, focusing
on the changes in cellular and ECM structure and orientation as the construct
contracted and the mature ligament formed.
• Chapter 5 investigates chemical changes in the calcium phosphate phase in the
brushite anchors as a result of time spent under in vitro conditions.
• Chapter 6 investigates the induced mineralisation of the soft tissue sinew to create
a biomineralisation model using the BBLC.
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Figure 1.13: Overview of the focus of each results chapter presented in this study.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
2.1 Phosphate buffered saline solution
Two phosphate buffered saline (PBS) tablets (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) were dissolved in
400mL of distilled water to yield 0.01 M phosphate buffer, 0.0027 M potassium chlo-
ride and 0.137 M sodium chloride. Alternatively, 4 PBS-Dulbecco A tablets (OXOID,
UK) were dissolved in 400mL of distilled water.
2.2 Autoclaving
PBS and distilled water solutions were sterilised by autoclaving at 115◦C for 15 minutes.
2.3 Cell preparation and culture
Cell work was performed under sterile conditions in a laminar flow hood (BSB, Gelair Inc
Biomedicals, Germany) with all materials and tools sterilised before use and/or sprayed
with 70% ethanol before being entered into the hood.
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2.3.1 CTF cells
Cells were prepared as described in [94]. Embryonic chick tendon fibroblasts were isolated
from the flexor tendons of 13.5 day old chick embryos by a 1.5 hr digestion in the collage-
nase type-II solution (in serum, and antibiotic-free DMEM) at 37◦C. After digestion, the
solution was passed through a 100mm cell strainer (BD Biosciences, UK) to remove any
insoluble material. The cell solution was spun at 2500 rpm for 3 minutes. The obtained
cell pellet was suspended in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S (Invitrogen,
UK). Cells were frozen at -196◦C in 1mL vials of CTF cells in a 10% dimethyl sulfoxide
30% foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 60% DMEM solution.
2.3.2 Cell thawing
A 1mL vial of CTF cells stored in liquid nitrogen at -196◦C was thawed in a waterbath (JB
Aqua 12, Grant Instruments, UK) kept at 37◦C. The 1mL cell suspension was transferred
to a 50mL centrifuge tube, with 9mL of supplemented Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium
(sDMEM) was added. The 10mL cell suspension was pipetted up and down in succession
to separate cells before centrifuging (MSE Mistral 2000, UK) for 3 minutes at 1000rpm.
The supernatant was aspirated and the cells were resuspended in 10mL of fresh sDMEM.
The cell suspension was then transferred to a T-75cm2 flask for expansion in a humidity
controlled incubator (InCusaFe MCO-15AC, Sanya, Japan) at 5% CO2 and 37
◦C.
2.3.3 Cell culture
Cells in T-75cm2 flasks were cultured until they reached -70% confluency and were then
passaged into T-175cm2 flasks. The sDMEM growth medium was changed every 2 to 3
days. Cells between passages 2-5 were used for BBLC or split before reaching confluency.
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2.3.4 Cell dissociation from flasks
Spent sDMEM medium was aspirated and the cells were washed in PBS. 1mL of TrypLE
Select 1X solution (Invitrogen, UK) was added to a T-75cm2 flask and incubated for 1-5
minutes at 37◦C. To aid cell detachment from the flask, the flasks were tapped gently
to assist the dissociation process. TrypLE was deactivated by adding 9mL of sDMEM.
Where T-175cm2 flasks were used, 2mL of TrypLE was added, which was deactivated
using 8mL of sDMEM.
2.3.5 Cell counting
A drop taken from the cell suspension was loaded onto a haemocytometer, and cells
distributed in the 5 square grids were counted. The sum of the combined squares was
multiplied by 2000 to give the cell count in 1mL of the sDMEM cell suspension. Which was
then multiplied by the total volume of the cell suspension solution. For each suspension
two counts were taken and the average used.
2.4 BBLC materials and production
2.4.1 Brushite anchors
Orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4) (Fisher, UK) was supplied as 85% w/v in water, a concen-
tration of 15.2M. To prepare 100mL of 3.5M acid, 77mL of distilled water was added to
23.03mL orthophosphoric acid to obtain 3.5M orthophosphoric acid. 96mg of citric acid
(Sigma-Aldrich, UK), and 96mg of sodium pyrophosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, UK), were
added to the acid, to obtain 50mM citric acid and 50mM sodium pyrophosphate in 3.5M
orthophosphoric acid.
Brushite anchors were manufactured by mixing β-TCP with 3.5M orthophosphoric acid
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supplemented with 200mM citric acid and 200mM sodium pyrophosphate, in a 3.75 g/mL
ratio. The solid and liquid phases were mixed in a plastic weighing boat with a spatula
on a vibrating stage, then transferred into a custom designed trapezium mold (3mm back,
1mm front, 3mm length, 3mm depth, total volume of 18 cubic mm), had a stainless steel
pin inserted through the centre and was left to dry overnight.
2.4.2 Sylgard prepared well plates
SYLGARD polymer solution was prepared by mixing the SYLGARD base to catalyst at
a ratio of 10:1 (SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit, Dow Chemical Company, USA).
Approximately 1.5mL of the polymer solution was added to 35mm diameter well-plates.
The polymer filled plates were left on a flat surface to polymerise at room temperature
for 7 to 14 days.
2.4.3 Thrombin
1% w/v BSA in F12K was prepared by adding 1mg BSA powder (Sigma-Aldrich, UK)
per mL of Ham’s F12K (Kaighn’s) medium (Invitrogen UK). 5mL of the BSA/F12K
medium was added to each 1000 Units thrombin (UT) vial (Calbiochem, UK or Enzyme
Research Laboratories, UK) resulting in a stock of 200UT/mL. Solutions of 200UT/mL
were transferred into Bijou tubes and frozen at -20◦C. When needed the prepared thrombin
was removed from the freezer and defrosted at room temperature.
2.4.4 Fibrinogen
Fibrinogen solutions were prepared by dissolving 20mg of fibrinogen (Sigma-Aldrich, UK)
per mL of Ham’s F12K (Kaighn’s) medium (Invitrogen, UK) in a waterbath at 37◦C for
a period of 4 hours. The 20mg/mL fibrinogen solution was gently shaken every hour to
ensure dissolution of the fibrinogen powder. Thereafter, the fibrinogen was sterile filtered
using 0.22µm syringe filters. Alternatively, fibrinogen was sterilised sterile filter, frozen at
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-20◦C. When needed the prepared fibrinogen was removed from the freezer and defrosted
at room temperature.
2.4.5 Ascorbic acid and proline solutions
L-ascorbic acid 2-phophate sesquimagnesium salt hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was dis-
solved in phosphate buffer saline by dissolving 0.869g in 12mL of PBS. The final solution
had a concentration of 250mM and was syringe filtered to sterilise.
50mM L-Proline solutions were prepared by dissolving 69mg of L-Proline (Sigma-
Aldrich, UK) in 12mL of PBS. The solutions were then sterilised by syringe filtering.
2.4.6 Construct production
Ligament constructs were produced using the methodology described by Paxton et al.
2010 [64]. Pairs of anchors were pinned pointing toward each other 10mm apart in a
SYLGARD (Dow Chemical Company, USA) coated 36mm well plate and sterilised in 70%
ethanol for 20 mins. 500µL of thrombrin containing growth media (Dulbecco’s modified
eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(Biosera, UK) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) containing 2µL/mL
thrombin (Calbiochem, UK), 2µL/mL 200mM aminohexanoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, UK)
and 50µL/mL aprotinin (10mg/mL; Roche, UK) ) was added evenly and perturbed to
cover each plate. 200µL of 20mg/mL fibrinogen (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was added to each
plate drop wise and left to polymerise for 1 hr at 37◦C. Embryonic chick tendon fibroblast
cells between passage 2 and 5 were seeded on top of the gel with a cell concentration of
100x103/mL. Constructs were aged in incubators at 37◦C with a 5% CO2 atmosphere.
The cell media was changed every 2-3 days with 2mL of sDMEM, supplemented with 10%
bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, UK), L-glutamine
(Sigma-Aldrich, UK). From day 7 onward 50µM ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and
50µM proline (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) were added to encourage collagen deposition. Plates
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which developed a yellow hue indicating a change in pH due to a high level of brushite loss
were discarded. Instances of fibrin sticking to the plate during contraction were dislodged
using sterilised pipette tips.
2.4.7 Removal from media
For removal from culture, DMEM media was removed, constructs were washed with PBS
(3x5mins), fixed in 4% formaldehyde overnight, washed in PBS (3x5mins). Samples were
stored in PBS at 4◦C to keep them hydrated until imaging.
2.5 Note on preparation and consistency of constructs
Preperation after removal from culture
The dynamic and fragile nature of the constructs made consistent preparation problem-
atic. During the first 7-10 days the soft tissue is thin and highly flexible which presented
significant problems in the handling of the sinews. Cryotoming samples to provide a flat
surface was liable to distort or damage the interface and brushite anchor. When possible
the steel pin was removed to reduce the limiting effect it had on the cryotoming process.
Attempts to reduce the effect by setting the SYLGARD around the anchors or digging
pits in plain SYLGARD proved ineffective with the anchors being coated in a thin layer
or becoming to unstable.
Consistency
Due to the complex nature of the sinews and the number of materials used the ligament
constructs were highly sensitive to changes in material batch and cell behaviour. With
the cell viability, fibrin contraction rate, and cement anchor setting/dissolution among
other factors being liable to vary widely based on the used materials. Attempts were
made to ensure consistency with bulk batches of FBS and other highly materials acquired
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to minimise the variations.
Additionally preparation techniques were liable to perturb the sample. Cryotoming -
performed to expose the hard/soft interface or the inside of the sinew - was highly liable
to disrupt the sample; tearing or stretching the soft tissue component of the sinew or
fracturing the CaP anchor.
2.6 Computational analysis
Computational analysis of collected data was performed using a mixture of general (MAT-
LAB (R2011a, Mathworks, USA), and ImageJ (v1.48, National Institute of Health, USA))
and instrument specific software (see below).
2.7 Main imaging modalities
2.7.1 Confocal Raman microscopy
Confocal Raman microscopy was performed using a Witec Alpha 300R (Witec, Germany)
confocal Raman microscope, equipped with spectrograph (Acton SP2300, Pinceton In-
struments, NJ USA) 1024 channel CCD cooled to -63◦C, and 5x 0.1NA (E plan, Nikon,
Japan), 20x 0.45NA (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan), and 100x 0.8NA (LMPlanFL, Olympus,
Japan) atmospheric lenses. 785nm 300mW helium neon laser (Xtra single frequency laser,
Toptica Photonics, Germany) with a 300g/mm spectrograph grating producing a mean
spectral resolution of 3.23cm−1 over a range of 3088cm−1, with laser spot sizes of 5x -
δxy4788nm δz78500nm, 20x - δxy1064nm δz3876nm, 100x - δxy598nm δz1226nm. Alter-
nately a 514nm variable power 10-200mW (Model 277, Spectra-Physics,RI USA) with
600g/mm and 1800g/mm gratings providing mean spectral resolutions of 4.00cm−1 and
1.19cm−1 respectively over a range of 4096cm−1 and 1217cm−1, with laser spot sizes of
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5x - δxy3.135µm δz51.400µm, 20x - δxy0.696µm δz2.538µm, 100x - δxy0.391µm δz0.800µm.
Acquired data were preprocessed with cosmic ray removal performed using the Witec
Project software (v2.10, Witec, Germany). Baseline correction was performed in MAT-
LAB using a least squares method proposed by Zhang et al. [213]. The system used a
uint16 system for data collection from each CCD channel, allowing integer values between
0 and 65,536. In cases with a very weak signal in spectral areas of interest, or with a very
high fluorescent impurity the maximum value was reached leaving a saturated region in
the spectrum distorting the shape of the signal.
Single and line spectra were acquired at points and regions of interest. Spectrum are pre-
sented with the number of CCD counts/intensity given in arbitrary units (A.U.). Peak
intensity and shape are presented as; vs - very strong, s - strong, m - medium, w - weak.
The instrument was able to perform multiple accumulations at each point, reducing the
SNR. Generally no difference in signal quality was seen in variations between high inte-
gration time - low accumulations, and low integration time - high accumulations.
Area mapping images were produced by either using the in-built Witec Control image
mapping function or exporting the data in SPC format and reading it into MATLAB.
2.7.2 Confocal microscopy
Confocal microscopy was performed on a confocal microscope system (TCS SPE, Leica
systems, Germany) 10x and 40x atmospheric lenses. 6 frame averaging was used for each
image to minimise noise. Digital zoom was used for higher magnification images of regions
of interest, but was generally used between 1x-1.5x.
Samples were imaged to observe the nuclei (stained with 10µL of 5mg/mL DAPI (In-
vitrogen, UK)), and actin (stained with 10µL of 6.6µM phalloidin (Invitrogen, UK)) in
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cells, and general structure via reflectance. Using excitation wavelengths and spectral de-
tection channels of: DAPI 410nm exciation 430-480nm detection range, phalloidin 532nm
excitation 545-625nm detection range, reflectance 490nm excitation 470-520nm detection
range. Laser intensity, and detector gain were adjusted to optimise the observed image
and SNR based on the quality of the staining, the quantity of cells and background at
that region, optical properties of the tissue at each stage of development, and effect of
photobleaching. Penetration depths varied significantly with the composition of the sinew
and its optical properties at each time point, up 30µm were typically obtainable.
Subsequent image processing was performed using MATLAB, imageJ, and ICY (v1.5.4.2
developed by de Chaumont et al. [214]).
2.7.3 Micro-CT
Micro-CT data was acquired using a benchtop micro-CT unit (SkyScan 1172. Bruker-
microCT, Belgium). Samples were mounted on polystyrene bases and held vertically in
1.5mL eppendorf tubes for ligament constructs, or in the air for brushite cylinders. X-ray
shadow images were acquired about 180◦ as the sample was rotated on its vertical axis.
Magnification, voltage, current and other specific settings were varied between samples
depending on the material size and properties.
Data was reconstructed from shadow images using Nrecon v1.6.9.4 with graphical proces-
sor unit acceleration using GPUReconServer v1.6.9.4 (Bruker-microCT, Belgium) with
correction for beam hardening and ring artifacts applied during reconstruction. Crop-
ping of excessive file sizes and basic thresholding and brightness/contrast changes were
performed using ImageJ. For thresholding to remove the sinew and SYLGARD base; his-
tograms of the pixel intensity for each dataset were used to determine the range for each
component, with the ranges for non desired components set to 0. Saggital, transverse
and coronal image sets produced from reconstructed data using DataViewer (v1.5.1.2,
Bruker-microCT, Belgium).
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2.7.4 Two photon and SHG microscopy
Constructs fixed in 4% formaldehyde were imaged at the Department of Physics at the
University of Exeter using a custom confocal-like TP/SHG system as described by Mans-
field et al. 2009 [159]. Imaging was performed using 60x immersion lens with a PBS
meniscus used to maintain focus, with a 1020nm 200mW excitation laser. Image stacks
were taken at the midpoint of the sinew to a depth of 80µm into the sample from the
surface, either at the middle providing a top down view into the sinew, or at the edge
providing a cross section. Image stacks were acquired as 512x512 pixel images giving
a pixel size of 0.5µmx0.5µm. Higher resolution individual 1024x1024 pixel images with
averaging applied.
2.7.5 AFM
AFM was performed on the front of a day 15 interface immersed in PBS using a NanoWiz-
ard II AFM (JPK, UK) housed on a vibration isolation table in a closed chamber. Data
were acquired by intermittent contact mode under ambient conditions, using rectangular
pyramidal-tipped Si cantilevers (RTESP, Veeco, UK) with a nominal tip diameter of 50
nm. 100x100 pixel images were acquired from an area of 100x100 µm. Data was anal-
ysed, and height, slope and adhesion mappings were produced using JPK Data Processing
software (v4.1.8, JPK, UK).
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CHAPTER 3
INTERFACE MINERALISATION
The formation of a mineralised interface is essential to the intended function of the liga-
ment model. The extent of the interface formation and its functional effects will depend
on the quantity, size, and distribution of any mineralised particles deposited into the
sinew. As discussed in section 1.3.3, the brushite CaP cement used for the BBLC anchor
is expected to undergo fragmentation, and/or dissolution and reprecipitation whilst under
in vitro physiological conditions.
3.1 Imaging of the hard soft tissue interface
With such a chemically and biologically complex environment as the enthesis and similar
hard/soft junctions, no single imaging technique is able to provide a complete level of
information. This requires the use of multiple complimentary methods to provide the full
picture and enable a complete understanding of the structure and mechanics involved.
The contrasting properties of materials in the hard/soft interface makes sample prepara-
tion difficult, with the preparation required for one technique liable to disrupt the results
for another. A review on the imaging of biological hard/soft tissue interfaces by the au-
thor covers the topic in more depth (Bannerman et al. 2013 [151]).
Optical microscopy has been the most commonly applied imaging technique for study of
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the interface in native and engineered tissue. Histology in particular has been the most
commonplace method, and has a number of advantages in that it is able to show the cel-
lular distribution and determine matrix components [215]. However it generally requires
the fixation and/or freezing of samples, and the sectioning of tissues to thickness in the
order of microns to allow light through. These preparation methods can damage and
distort the sample making it unrepresentative of the true structure. More advanced opti-
cal techniques such as differential interference contrast [216], second harmonic generation
[162], and polarised OCT [217] can non-destructively provide a high level of information,
particularly with regard to isolating collagen content and structure, but are less com-
monly applied. Electron microscopy, generally SEM, allowing a much higher resolution
than optical based techniques is usually combined with light micrographs to provide mor-
phology and basic compositional information over multiple length scales from nano to mm
[143, 178, 215, 218].
Other imaging techniques that can provide a greater level of information on the bio-
chemical composition or three-dimensional structure are often under exploited. This is
particularly important for engineered tissues where composition and properties need to be
determined, by an ideally non-destructive means, for optimisation. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and ultrasound are often used at the clinical level to evaluate macro scale
enthesis disorders, such as arthritis [219]. There has been little use in research applications
despite potential for closer enthesis examination with MRI ultra-short sequences [220, 221]
and use of contrast agents, such as phosphate based ones that could be attached to the
hard tissue [222, 223]. Ultrasound has been more used, with spectral options allowing
quantification of mineralisation in hydrogels [224] and collagen detection [225]. Chemical
microscopy (such as Raman and IR) is often used as a point method, either shown as
single spectrum or with the spectra of a number of acquired points superimposed onto
a light micrograph providing crude spatial information on the composition [3, 178, 226].
Chemical imaging has been very limited with IR being the only technique to have been
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applied to chemical imaging of the enthesis, as reported by Spalazzi et al. 2013 [227]. Me-
chanical probe methods, which can provide important information on spatially localised
mechanical properties, have also been largely overlooked. AFM and nanoindentation have
been applied by Campbell et al. 2012 to the osteochondral interface [228], and to the pe-
riodontal ligament by Lin at al. [229]. X-ray based methods have been limited with the
most notable example being the use of synchrotron imaging by showing the phase con-
trast of the osteochondral junction [201]. Despite the rise of micro-CT, its application
to the study of micron scale mineralisation at the native interface has been limited or
non-existent.
3.2 Chapter aim
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the mineralisation of the fibrin sinew soft
tissue, via the breakdown of the brushite CaP cement anchors, as a result of ageing under
in vitro conditions. Using a range of modalities: CRM, micro-CT, and AFM to provide
information across the interface on the biochemical composition, morphological structure,
and mechanical properties, respectively.
3.3 Methods and materials
3.3.1 Confocal Raman microscopy
Ligament constructs were frozen to -20◦C and cyrotomed to the midpoint of the sinew
depth at the interface with the anchor. Stainless steel pins were removed from the anchors
if it was possible without damaging the sample, otherwise the protruding portion was re-
moved with wire-cutters to minimise their disruption. A number of means to prepare and
image the sample with minimal disruption were investigated; embedding the construct in
agarose gel, setting SYLGARD around pinless anchors, and inserting pinless anchors into
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sections cut from the SYLGARD with poor results.
CRM mapping was performed using CRM as described in Chapter 2, with a 785nm
excitation laser, and 1s integration times. Mappings were acquired at the front and side
of the anchor with 1s integration time and the area sizes and number of acquired spectral
points varying from small interface area only scans over 1000x1000µm with 150x150points
(approx 6.5 hrs), to 2000x6500µm with 200x200points (approx 11 hrs) covering the length
of half the ligament construct. Individual spectra were acquired at multiple points of
interest in the sinew and anchor with 20 accumulations of 3s integration times. Samples
were immersed in deionised water to prevent dehydration during the scan. Data was pre-
processed to remove cosmic rays using the instrument associated Witec Project software,
exported in SPC format into MATLAB, baseline corrected using a least squares penalised
method [213]. False colour image maps were produced by integrating over the sum of
peaks of interest in MATLAB and/or Witec Project.
3.3.2 Micro-CT
Constructs were imaged either unprocessed, or stained with an iodine solution. In both
cases the constructs were not the same samples as those used for Raman. Iodine staining
was performed by dehydrating the sample in a graded series of ethanol baths (30% ethanol
for 1hr, 50% ethanol for 1 hr, and 70% ethanol 1 hr) then leaving samples in 1% w/v
iodine in 100% ethanol over night, finally washing and storing the sample in 70% ethanol
until imaging. For both stained and unstained samples, constructs and their neighbouring
region of SYLGARD were cut out from the well plate, then inserted into 2mL eppendorf
tubes so that the sinew was parallel to the long axis of the tube and held firmly in place
by the remaining SYLGARD base to prevent movement during scanning.
Scanning was performed in a micro-CT system with sample tubes held vertically. X-ray
shadow images were taken 180◦ about the sample with an angular step size of 0.48◦, X-
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ray energy of 30kV for unstained or 40kV for iodine stained samples. Scans performed
over whole or half construct lengths with pixel sizes of 8µm and 11µm respectively for
all dimensions. Reconstruction was performed using NRecon software with correction for
beam hardening and ring artifacts. Visualisation and cross sections were produced using
DataViewer. Further processing was performed using ImageJ and MATLAB to enhance
image contrast.
Quantification of the number and morphological properties of mineralised particles in
the sinew was performed using MATLAB. Reconstructions were thresholded to remove
voxels representing the sinew and SYLGARD base using pixel values determined from the
distribution of intensity for each material in image pixel intensity histograms. Remaining
particles outside of the anchor were labelled, with the number, volume distribution and
size dispersion (standard deviation divided by the mean for all particles) calculated.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Brushite anchor and construct formation
The conversion of β-TCP and orthophosphoric acid to brushite is given by:
Ca3(PO4)2 +H3PO4 + 6H2O → 3CaHPO4.2H2O (3.1)
Given this conversion, the liquid to powder ratio (3.75:1), and the orthophosphoric
acid molarity (3.5M) a TCP to brushite conversion of 71% would be expected. Producing
a multiphase CaP scaffold consisting of 71% brushite and 29% TCP. Constructs were
formed as described by Paxton et al. 2010 [64]. After seeding with CTF cells, the fibrin
sinew contracted to form the ligament body over a period of 7 days, as described in section
1.3. In a small number of samples mineralised particles were observable to the naked eye
in the sinew body after 15 days in culture. Constructs removed from culture at set time
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points were fixed in 4% formaldehyde and left in PBS at 4◦C until analysed.
3.4.2 Confocal Raman microscopy
Fixed constructs were cryotomed to provide a flat surface suitable for confocal imaging
and expose the hard/soft tissue interface. CRM was performed using a 785nm wavelength
excitation laser, due to the destructiveness to the sample and high autofluorescence that
blocked all signal with the 514nm laser. Poor wide-field quality due to low lamp intensity
made comparison of Raman mapping to optical images impossible, and imaging of spe-
cific locations challenging. The hard/soft interface location was determined by change in
spectrum as the quantity of brushite decreased at the edge of the anchor for purposes of
setting up the mapping parameters.
Individual Raman spectra for the brushite anchors, and fibrin sinew were acquired (Fig.
3.1) and Raman band assignments of the bonds present in the were performed (Table
3.1) based on reports in the literature [230, 179]. TCP spectrum showed distinctive
P-O stretching at 948cm−1 and v1PO4 stretching at 970cm−1, additionally the spec-
trum was dominated by very strong peaks present at 1327cm−1 1386cm−1 1491cm−1 and
1656cm−1 determined to be associated with P=O phosphate stretching [231]. The mixed
brushite/TCP cement anchor was dominated at every point by the 1300-1656cm−1 peaks
observed in the TCP spectrum. The presence of brushite and relative quantity compared
to TCP at each point was identified by the presence of P-O stretching at 878cm−1 and a
v1PO4 peak shift to 985cm
−1. The spectrum of CTF cell seeded fibrin exhibited a strong
autofluorescence peak at 130cm−1 with a high background exponentially tapering off to
approximately 2500cm−1.
CRM Imaging mapping was performed across the hard/soft tissue interface along the
hard/soft interface of the anchors (Fig. 3.2). Mappings were taken at different time
points in the development of the sinews (Fig. 3.2) however difficulties with the reliability
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Figure 3.1: Raman spectra of BBLC components. (A) CTF cell seeded fibrin, (B)
brushite/TCP cement inter-grain region, and (C) brushite/TCP cement grain region.
Table 3.1: Major Raman peaks present in the 800-1050cm−1 region of interest and their
phase assignments based on the literature [230] for nonaged and aged brushite cement
anchors.
Wavenumber Vibrational mode Phase
(cm−1) assignment
878m P-O stretching mode of PO4 group Brushite
948m P-OH stretching mode of HPO2−4 TCP
960vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group OCP
970vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group TCP
985vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group Brushite
1010m P-O stretching mode of HPO2−4 OCP
1327vs P=O stretching TCP
1386vs P=O stretching TCP
of the preparation process prevented acquisition of a complete time series over 30 days.
The spatial sampling was variable between images depending on the settings used as a
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result of attempts to optimise the methodology. The spectral resolution was constant
but the low sensitivity made accurate determination of CaP phases (notably the v1PO4
shifts) and biological components present difficult in some cases.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Raman mapping of the PO4 group (950-990cm
−1) for all CaP phases showing
the distribution of mineralised particles at the hard/soft tissue interface. Mappings show
the interface at the front of the anchor (left side of the image) at (a) 10 days and (b) 14
days. Scale bar 100µm.
Mappings of the cement anchors show a granular structure, with brushite being dominant
in the inter-grain region but both phases present in the grains and inter-grain region.
Comparison of the front of the anchor for days 10 and 14 mapping of the v1PO4 phos-
phate for all CaP phases shows an increase in the number of mineralised particles in the
soft tissue sinew (Fig. 3.2). Conversely mappings taken at day 31 shows a mineralised
particle in the sinew when mapped over phosphate peaks (Fig. 3.3 (b)). However the
sinew and it’s structure was clearly evidenced when mapping over the autoflouresence
peak (Fig. 3.3 (b)), and investigation of the spectra at multiple points showed the sinew
in the anchor region to have a high phosphate content and the sinew further away to
be composed of collagen with little to no mineral content when compared to the single
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particle (Fig. 3.3 (c)) showing that development of the soft tissue was well advanced.
The different image parameters used to collect the day 31 image provide a lower spatial
sampling which will limit the sensitivity and may prevent smaller particles being observed
in the image mappings.
Large area scans from the anchor along to the midpoint of the sinew were also able to
show the separate components and the structure of the soft tissue clearly, but due to the
lower sampling resolution no mineral particles were observed in the sinew (Fig. 3.4). The
long 8+ hour mapping times also made the large are scans highly impractical with a low
sample processing rate and high chance of damage to the sample during the long exposure
time.
More detailed investigation of the spectrum at points in the anchor, sinew and of miner-
alised particles showed evidence of significant changes in the anchor composition during
the BBLC development. In the case of mineralised particles observed in the sinew of the
day 14 samples the particles and anchor were determined to be composed of brushite and
TCP (Fig. 3.5), with no transformation OCP or HA evidenced. Spectra taken from the
sinew near the anchor at day 31 showed high TCP content (Fig. 3.3) suggesting a high
presence of mineralisation below the mapping resolution of the techniques used. Mapping
of the most intense CaP phase based on the PO4 peak in each location is shown in Fig.
3.6. Comparison of the CaP content of the anchor at day 10 (Fig. 3.6 (a)) and Day 31
(Fig. 3.6 (b)) suggests extensive removal of the brushite content near the edge of the
anchor over time from the outside of the anchor, leaving a TCP cement with slowly ad-
vancing formation of by OCP. Such a reduction in the quantity of brushite without total
replacement by OCP would explain the observed softer nature of the anchors at later time
points. However due to the low spectral resolution of the spectrograph, as can be seen
in the spectrum for each phase in Fig. 3.6 (c), the chance of cross talk between peaks
reduces the reliability.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.3: Raman mapping of the interface and sinew for a day 31 BBLC. Mappings show
the interface at the front of the anchor (left side of the image) for (a) autofluorescence
(90-115cm−1), (b) v1PO4 for all CaP phases (950-990cm−1), and (c) the spectrum from
points 1. and 2. labelled in (a). Scale bar 100µm.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: Raman mapping over the anchor and up to the sinew midpoint in a day
10 construct. (a) schematic labelling the regions present (b) Sum of all peaks showing
the distribution of material (c) PO4 group for all CaP bands (950-990cm
−1) showing the
distribution of mineralised material. Scale bar 400µm.
The actual presence of collagen as the ECM deposited by the CTF cells is complicated
to determine at early time points due to the weak nature of the signal for the soft tissue
in comparison to the CaP cement, and the spectral overlap between the of the CaP and
collagen peaks under Raman spectroscopy. The initial formation and early presence of
collagen around the interface region is hard to determine. At day 31 spectra showing
collagen associated peaks such as the 1000cm−1 phenylalanine and the 1655cm−1 amide
type I [173] are observed in the sinew (Fig. 3.3c). The signal remains weak however and
so information about collagen beyond its presence in the region could not be determined.
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Figure 3.5: Raman spectral analysis of the day 14 PO4 group (950-990cm
−1) mapping
shown in Fig. 3.2. Scale bar 100µm.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.6: Raman cluster mapping showing change in CaP anchor composition after (a)
10 and (b) 31 days in vitro. (c) Spectrum for each phase present in the day 31 sample
showing the v1PO4 shift taken from the labelled points. Red - OCP, Green - brushite,
Blue - TCP, Black - sinew. Scale bar - 200µm.
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3.4.3 Micro-CT
Three-dimensional reconstructs of constructs were produced using micro-CT on samples
either without preparation, or stained with iodine. Micro-CT scans were used to produce
3D reconstructions of unprocessed sinews at days 11, 19 and 30. Scans were performed
on ligaments held vertically in sealed eppendorf tubes in an air medium. Samples used
for micro-CT scans were fixed in formaldehyde but otherwise not processed in any way
that might damage of distort them. Samples were kept mounted on the SYLGARD base
to provide support and maintain the structure of the sinew. X-ray shadow images (Fig.
3.7) acquired at 180◦ about the vertical axis of the sample. In these images the build
up of mineralised particles along the length of the sinew were observed, with little to no
internal details in the sinew structure other than the macro-structure apparent.
Figure 3.7: X-ray shadow image of day 19 construct. Mineralised particles are apparent
in the soft tissue outside the anchor. An - anchor, Sy - SYLGARD, Si - sinew, arrows
highlight mineral in sinew. Scale bar 1mm.
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Three-dimensional reconstructions were produced of sinews and slices used to study the
structure (Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9). Reconstructions showed high levels of contrast due to
x-ray attenuation in the CaP anchors. The soft tissue sinew conversely produced a very
weak signal contrast with the internal structure showing no specific structure, appearing
essentially homogeneous. The SYLGARD base provided a higher level of attenuation and
contrast than the sinew. The internal structure of the sinew and SYLGARD based was
dominated by ring artifacts, even with high correction applied. Beam hardening artifacts
were also present around pins and anchors.
(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Slices of Micro-CT reconstructions for day 19 ligament constructions. Showing
full length slices (a) the coronal and (b,c,d) transverse slices taken at the points labelled
in (a). Scale bar 1mm.
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.9: Slices of Micro-CT reconstructions for day 30 ligament constructions. Showing
full length slices (a) the coronal, (b) sagittal, and (c,d,e) transverse slices taken at the
points labelled in (a). Scale bar 1mm.
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Slices taken from 3D reconstructions show mineral present in the sinew (Fig. 3.8, 3.9).
Variations along the transverse slices are seen, possible as result of folding of the sinew,
at day 19 (Fig. 3.8) but the sinew is essentially a uniform cylinder at day 30 (Fig. 3.9).
Sagittal slices of the reconstruction taken at the interface between the hard and soft tis-
sues (Fig. 3.10) show an apparent break down of the anchor material from a constant
surface at day 19, to a broken and pitted one at day 30. Suggesting that the mineralised
hard/soft tissue interface theorised in Chapter 1 is forming.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.10: Micro-CT sagittal slices across the hard/soft interface. (a,c) Day 19 and (b,d)
day 30 across the hard/soft interface. With (a,b) soft tissue included and (c,d) thresholded
out to only show the mineralised components. Arrows in (d) highlight fractures in the
anchor. Scale bar 0.5mm.
In addition to the distribution of mineralised particles at the interface, reconstructions
were used to investigate mineralisation along the length of the sinew. Three dimensional
reconstructions with the soft tissue removed by thresholding are shown in Fig. 3.11. A
substantial quantity of mineralisation can be seen along the length of the sinew at each
of the time points that were imaged. Quantification of the sinew mineralisation shown
in Table. 3.2 was performed using MATLAB to determine the size and distribution of
the mineralised particles by thresholding to remove the soft tissue and then labelling the
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particles across the whole image-stack (with an upper size limit to exclude the anchors).
The results line up with, and provide quantifiable values to the images shown in Fig.
3.11. Notably the upper size range of the mineralised particles are much larger than
those observed under CRM in the previous section, likely as a result of the much larger
volume investigated and nondestructive preparation method. Mineralised particles below
the scan resolution will be missing or distorted in their representation so the distribution
of submicron mineralisation is unknown.
Figure 3.11: Thresholded micro-CT 3D reconstructions showing mineralisation along the
sinew for day (a) 11, (b) 19 and (c) 30 constructs. Scale bar 1mm.
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Table 3.2: Quantification of mineralised particles in Micro-CT reconstructions shown in
Fig. 3.11. Particles measured over entire sinew volume.
Day Number of Max volume Median volume and Size
particles (µm3) STD (µm3) dispersion
11 16 1.93x106 1.29x105, 5.84x105 1.44
19 24 1.63x106 8.01x104, 3.70x105 1.58
30 32 3.40x106 7.04x106, 7.16x105 2.18
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Iodine stained BBLC
To produce a high signal and contrast in the soft tissue samples were dehydrated by an
alcohol series and stained with an iodine based solution. Samples stained in iodine exhib-
ited a significant increase in stiffness, becoming highly rigid as a result of the dehydration
process, with a notably dark brown colour due to the absorbed iodine. X-ray shadow
images show the much reduced volume of the sinew which had contracted away from the
SYLGARD based (Fig. 3.12). The processing method is not expected to produce changes
in the quantity and aggregation of mineralised particles, other than an apparent higher
density.
Micro-CT reconstructions of these samples showed a much higher contrast sinew, with
internal structure visible in addition to the mineralised particles. Slices taken along the
saggital and transverse axis show the increased contrast of the sinew, with the stronger
signal reducing the effect of ring artifacts (Fig. 3.13). A much higher density of the sinew
is seen diverging away from the front of the anchor (Fig. 3.13 (B,C)). At the midpoint
of the construct, differences in the sinew structure suggest that folding or aggregation of
the sinew is observed as reported by Paxton et al. 2012 [94].
One of the effects of the dehydration process was the shrinkage of tissue causing it to pull
away from the front interface with the brushite anchor in a number of places. Notably in
these cases a large quantity of mineralised particles are observed in the sinew adjacent to
the anchor region (Fig. 3.14, Fig. 3.13 (C)). It is uncertain if the folding pattern shown
in the transverse slices is the actual state of the sinew or entirely/partly due to shrinking
and deformation as a result of dehydration during the iodine staining process.
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Figure 3.12: X-ray shadow image of a day 20 iodine stained construct. Scale bar 1mm.
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.13: Slices of Micro-CT reconstructions for a day 20 iodine stained ligament
constructions. Showing full length slices (a) the coronal and (b) saggital, and transverse
slices (c,d,e) taken at the points labelled in (b). Scale bar 1mm.
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Figure 3.14: Three-dimensional reconstruction - shown in two-dimensions - of a day 20
iodine stained ligament construct. Arrow highlights dense region of mineralised particles
in the soft tissue around the interface region. Image brightness has been increased to
improve visual contrast of mineralised particles. Scale bar 1mm.
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3.4.4 AFM
A preliminary experiment with AFM was performed on a day 15 interface in intermit-
tent contact mode, to investigate the change in stiffness and other properties across the
interface between the tissues. Produced images of the measured slope, height, and probe
adhesion (Fig. 3.15) show a clearly defined interface was resolved. With the hard and
soft tissues discernible and mineralised particles apparent in the soft tissue, similar to Ra-
man mappings shown above. However there was insufficient sensitivity to collect data to
accurately infer mechanical properties across the interface. This was further confounded
by an inhomogeneous surface produced as a result of cutting artifacts required to expose
the interface, which are visible as horizontal lines staggered across the mappings. A more
highly polished surface is needed for further AFM mapping, with loss of interface integrity
from preparation a problem for collecting and the reliability of data. During data col-
lection there was additionally drift in intensity due to changes in environmental thermal
conditions.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.15: AFM mappings across the hard/soft tissue interface. Showing anchor on the
left, and soft tissue on the right hand side of images. (a,c,e) Height and (b,d,f) phase.
Scale bar 20µm. Colour scale is arbitrary between images with white-dark representing
max-min.
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3.5 Discussion
Transitions of force between materials with different properties in the L/T–bone attach-
ment site is smoothed and dissipated by the graded enthesis to prevent damage and failure.
In addition to the L/T–bone application focused on here, mineralisation of soft tissue also
has potential application in a number of other areas. Graded interfaces are important in
a number of biological applications including the bone–cartilage osteochondral junction
[232], tooth–bone via the peridontal ligament [233], and attachments of similar materials
such as the dentine–enamel interface in teeth [234] and narwhal tusks [235]. The general
method used for reproducing this in biomaterials has been the designed combining of
multiple materials or property gradients in a single material, the BBLC model is intended
to form from separate materials with no direct guidance.
The work presented in this chapter (Fig 3.2, 3.10) has shown that as expected the brushite
cement anchor underwent dissolution and fragmentation with time when aged in vitro.
Creating a region of mixed hard/soft tissue from the breakdown of the anchor in contact
with the soft tissue, and mineralisation observed in the sinew as both large micron–scale
particles and a submicron background level in the sinew between particles as seen under
CRM. This provides important evidence in support of the formation of a graded min-
eralised interface between the two tissues similar to the native enthesis. However the
quantity of large mineralised particles observed along the length of the sinew was seen to
increase with time. The extensive mineralisation is liable to produce complications that
might have important ramifications for the mechanical and biological function of the ma-
ture ligament. With a likely excessive stiffness resulting from mineralisation potentially
reducing their elastic properties and disrupting collagen formation. Though mechanical
testing through tensile loading and AFM would be needed to determine this.
CRM only allowed a small sampling window over a single plane to be practically imaged.
Whilst the confocal nature allows multiple planes to be imaged, the limited depth achiev-
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able for confocal techniques in turbid media and the long acquisition time required for a
single plane to be mapped makes collection of a detailed 3D image-stack with significant
volume with respect to the total hard/soft tissue height impractical. In addition to the
limited window offered by CRM, the destructive nature of the preparation process to
access the interface makes it possible that mineralised elements seen in the sinew were
a result of damage during preparation. Whilst the number of particles present is seen
to increase over time was in part seen to increase here and in similar hydrogel/brushite
systems [231]. Other factors such as the weakening of the anchor material making it
more liable that the particles are the result of the preparation process. As a result of
this micro-CT was performed to verify the mineralisation process and provide a means
of fully quantifying the number and morphological properties of particles in the soft tissue.
Micro-CT reconstructions showing interface breakdown (Fig 3.10) and mineralised par-
ticles (Fig 3.11) in the sinew confirmed that the mineralised particles are present in the
mature sinew and not (at least entirely) a result of the destructive CRM preperation. Re-
constructions of the soft tissue sinew provided poor contrast due to the low attenuation,
with no useful information beyond the structure boundaries. Iodine staining based on
previous work by Metscher [195, 196] greatly increased the soft tissue contrast. Whilst
the level of internal structure inside the sinew would be expected to be too small, and low
in contrast for the iodine staining to show substantial information, the macrostructure
was shown much more clear, in particular in the cross sections shown in Fig 3.13. The
wavelike/crimping shape of the reconstructed cross sections is similar to the results of
OCT reported on the developing sinews previously [94]. The morphology might also be
due to shrinkage and distortion of the soft tissue as a result of the dehydration by the
alcohol series. One of the most significant of the iodine results was the reconstruction
shown in Fig. 3.14. In this case it appears that shrinking of the soft tissue resulted in
it pulling away from the front of the anchor, leaving a distinct air–gap between the two
materials, and revealing a dense layer of radio-attenuating mineralised particles in the
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sinew.
The formation of a graded interface was the aim of this chapter and this has been achieved
to an extent. A region of dense mineralised particles mixing with the soft tissue was ob-
served. The presence of a smooth mechanical gradient remains uncertain as whilst the
AFM was able to differentiate between the tissues, showing a mapping of the hard tissue
similar to those produced using CRM, mechanical measurements and mapping were made
unreliable by preparation artifacts.
Previous work performed using a similar system to determine the ability of brushite to
mineralise a hydrogel has been reported by Koburger et al. 2014 [231]. In this study
brushite/hydrogel disks were aged in PBS or simulated body fluid (SBF), and imaged via
CRM mapping over the interface region between the two materials. Mappings over the
v1PO4 phosphate peak for all CaP phases showed a deposition of mineralised particles
in the hydrogel near the interface after exposure under in vitro conditions similar to the
results presented in this chapter. Likewise analysis of the mineralised particles showed
their composition matched that of the cement, with little compositional change, beyond
evidence of a low quantity of OCP forming [231]. The quantity of mineralised particles
was determined to be much higher in samples with static media, than those with media
changed dynamically on a daily basis, as a result of saturation of ions in the static me-
dia. The increased complexity and dynamic nature of the BBLC system compared to the
brushite/hydrogel disks, which used a different and acellular hydrogel, presented different
biochemical conditions. The build up of particles is much smaller and highly variable in
the BBLC, in part this will be due to the refreshment rate of the media and the known
dissolution inhibition of the FBS proteins present in the sDMEM media [126].
The extension of large mineralised particles along the entire length of the sinew, as ob-
served in the micro-CT reconstructions, complicates the matter with mineralisation clearly
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occurring and influencing the ligament sinew well beyond the interface region. Collagen
becomes progressively stiffer with mineralisation [236]. Whilst the presence of bonding
between mineral and collagen is unknown the presence in such a large quantity will effect
the stiffness and reduce the effectiveness of the sinew to act as a viscoelastic soft tissue.
To reach a point up to 5mm away from the anchor itself the mineralised particles will
have undergone reprecipitation from the media. Migration of large particles without a
large driving force will be limited by the fibrin–gel pore size, which whilst not measured
could not be on the order of the larger particles observed. Alternatively dissolved mineral
ions in the sinew could be re-precipitated, as a result of media saturation, onto a suitable
nucleation site which acted as a seed for further crystallisation. It is possible that parti-
cles were detached from the anchor during the construct preparation process and became
caught in the contracting sinew. However the internalisation of the particles and increase
with respect to time in culture makes this unlikely.
The mechanisms for the breakdown and dissolution of the CaP cement anchor are key to
understanding and controlling the formation of the interface. The behaviour of cements
is complex with the composition [115], architecture [121], and chemical and biological
environment playing important roles. In an implanted graft, native osteoclast cells would
be expected to assist in the breakdown and resorption of CaP cements [121], however the
CTF cells present in the construct are not osteo–like in their properties and so would not
be expected to be a factor. As such changes can be assumed to be as a result of dissolution
and re-precipitation of soluble ions caused by immersion in unsaturated media.
Cement formation is a result of the reactant and acid reacting when mixed, leaving prod-
uct and a residual quantity of reactant. A granular structure can be seen in the results
from each imaging modality with Raman spectroscopy showing that the grains are TCP
dominated, surrounded by an inter-grain region composed of brushite and TCP. Miner-
alisation across multiple length scales is observed in the sinew at later time points. A
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background of the major TCP peaks can be observed in the sinew well away from the an-
chor and observed particles so that it would be outside the spot size to excite and collect
from the anchor itself. The weaker v1PO4 peaks are harder to determine in these cases due
to the weaker signal making the composition other than TCP less certain. Unpublished
results obtained from TEM have shown a high build up of need-like mineralised crystals
is present in the sinew and cells around the anchor at the nano-scale. These needles are
expected to be HA based on their structure, however the ability to detect such small
quantities of HA in the sinew is limited to higher resolution imaging techniques such as
TEM. The dominance of the TCP peaks indicates that a large quantity of submicron
TCP crystals are present in the sinew.
Phase changes as a result of ageing of the brushite samples are not expected in significant
quantity due to the recorded inhibition of the hydrolysis of brushite in an environment
with serum [127]. However the observation of brushite undergoing dissolution at later
time points leaving a TCP dominated cement, with the formation of OCP at the outside
of the anchor and in mineralised particles in the sinew. It has previously been reported
that the rate of brushite dissolution increases with the refresh rate of the media as more
saturation free media allows for the dissolution of ions [126]. However conversely for the
re-precipitation, in this case in the form of OCP, the removal of Ca and P ion saturated
media reduces the resources for recrystallisation and precipitation.
TCP is much less soluble than brushite, and so is not expected to undergo dissolution,
despite this the presence of TCP was observed in particles and the background of the
sinew. Based on the results shown it appears the dissolution of the brushite dominated
intergrain-region might release locked up smaller particles of TCP and cause the TCP
grains to fragment. Additionally TCP grain boundaries have been shown to be more sol-
uble, so could cause fragmentation in TCP with cell media when not expected to be any
at all [120]. The high quantity of mineralisation observed in the iodine stained sample
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suggests fragmentation with mixing by the sinew around it.
In native tissue the crystallisation of minerals is a complex process controlled by biological
mediation. Cyclic stretching of the sinews may be an important factor in the controlled
extent of mineralisation, no work has been performed directly testing this development
however.
Pathological crystallisation is common with the higher than normal saturation of the
mineral in body fluids, quantity of crystallisation inducers/inhibitors and a lapse in the
immune system leading to the formation of calcified deposits [237]. The deposition of
large quantities of mineral in the ligament portion of the BBLC is particularly similar to
results seen in clinical studies of the formative phase of calcific tendinopathy, a disease
where calcified deposits build up in the L/T [238]. Calcific tendinopathy can occur in
any L/T, with the most common being in the rotator tendon cuff [237]. The build up
of calcification is thought to be due to either the degeneration of L/T fibres followed
by development of calcium deposits [239], or a favourable environment permitting cell
mediated calcification [238]. Calcifications generally are later reabsorbed, or in a smaller
number of cases require surgery to remove [238]. Analysis of removed calcified deposits
reported by Grases et al. 2014 found they were present in regions of collagen disarray and
consisted of amorphous and poorly crystalline carbonated HA [237]. The same research
also suggested that lower levels of the inhibitor phytate, and high levels of the regulator
osteopontin.
The similarities in the two environments (particularly the particle’s dense, well defined
and homogeneous nature) suggest the possibility of using the findings from native systems
to optimise the BBLC and use it as a model for calcific teninopathy. The cells present
and differences in environment likely make mediation by cells in the BBLC unfeasible.
More probable is the supersaturation of dissolved brushite in the media followed by seed-
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ing onto a crystallisation inducers. The poorly developed and organised collagen at early
time points in the formation of the BBLC may allow crystalline seeding, or other debris.
In either case the presence of mineralised particles will be disruptive to the formation of
the sinew and its desired biomechanics.
Given the high rate of brushite dissolution, this raises the issue of whether brushite and
similar high solubility bone graft materials may present an increased risk for calcification
of proximal soft tissues. A search of the literature found no evidence of this, however the
only relatively recent introduction and low use of brushite may have prevented sufficient
cases to be noted. The high refreshment rate of fluids and relative total volume when
in situ compared to the in vitro experimental environment may prevent such an issue
occurring.
A number of limitations were present in the work presented in this chapter. Consistency in
the materials used, development in vitro and sample preparation. Attempts were made to
ensure materials used were consistent and from the same batch. Preparation of interface
in particular was problematic due to the differing material properties between the hard
and soft tissues. The use of pins to hold the anchor in place further complicated this by
weakening the anchor structure and providing a large fault line for total structural failure.
Attempts to embed pinless anchors into the SYLGARD were unsuccessful.
Another main limitation in the work presented here is the resolution of each modality
used was in the µm range. Crystals and particle sizes of mineralised components are far
more often on the nano-scale. Work not published by other members of the group using
TEM has shown extensive mineralisation of the cells and fibrin sinew about the anchor
at the nm scale.
The work in this chapter has shown that mineralised particles, with chemical spectra
matching those observed in the anchor, became distributed in the soft tissue. In part this
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has suggested the formation of a mixed interface with a dense mineralised band around
the anchor, however the micro-CT results showing large (micron or larger) mineralised
particles along the length of the sinew and increasingly as a result of time in vitro suggests
that the mineralisation is able to occur well beyond the interface. This total mineralisa-
tion could present a significant obstacle to the development of the ligament construct as
the mineralised particles will disrupt the formation of aligned collagen in the soft tissue
and a sufficiently high level of mineralisation along the soft tissue would greatly increase
the stiffness, reducing both the effectiveness of the developed interface and the ability
of the soft tissue to undergo tensile load without failure. Controlling the extent of the
mineralisation may prove difficult due to the single unit nature of the construct which is
formed in a open environment, making localised addition of growth factors to encourage
the breakdown of mineralisation in only specific areas infeasible.
Given a sufficient supply of phosphates or similar minerals it might be expected that the
entire sinew will eventually consist of mineralised collagen. Such a result would make it
impractical as a ligament, but it could potentially be translated to use as a bone graft
material or model of bone formation. Native cortical bone is composed of a hierarchical
structure consisting of collagen fibrils bonded to HA. The medical applications of such a
graft and a further investigation into the potential is presented in Chapter 6.
3.6 Future work
Future work on the development of the interface will need to focus on the optimisation
of the design of the cement anchors, and the imaging techniques. Especially with regard
to requiring minimal invasive sample preparation to reduce artifacts and the number of
destroyed samples.
Optimisation of mineral release and resorption will be key for the CaP cement anchors
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to produce a graded interface over a range in the order of several hundred microns with
a strong attachment. The use of surface modification to control the size and release of
mineralised particles along with factors such as porosity to encourage biological and soft
tissue ingrowth may be required. The use of methods such as 3D printing would allow
for such high precision design, with potential for the incorporation of biological mate-
rials such as collagen [240]. This would provide a significant advance over the current
method of mixing the components by hand and leaving the solution to set as a whole,
which is liable to produce inconsistent results. Considerable work could be performed
looking at the composition and phases used in the anchor, in addition to the embedding
of drug or growth factors into the cement for slow release and their effect on the soft
tissue. Increasing the media refreshment rate, such as by a constant flow as found in
closed bioreactors, may limit the saturation of mineral ions in the media and reduce or
prevent substantial mineralisation in the sinew body. The addition of crystalisation in-
hibitors such as pyrophosphates to the media may reduce the build up of large mineralised
particles [139, 241]. Biologically the co-culture of osteoblast cells on the anchors prior to,
or after BBLC production may allow for better biological mediation of the mineral com-
ponents in the system.
Imaging techniques to improve the quality and reliability of data obtained using the re-
ported modalities, and extension to further modalities is required to elucidate the mecha-
nisms and evolution of the interface region. One of the major limitations in this work was
the weakness of the signal from Raman scattering, requiring long image scans for a single
area. This was limiting both in the throughput of samples, and in the quality of data
with risk of deformity from dehydration for exposed samples, or appearance of bubbles or
changes in the volume of water present in hydrated imaging conditions. Whilst Raman
is an inherently weak scattering effect there are techniques with significantly higher sig-
nals which have been developed that are able to produce video-rate images; CARS and
SRS. Ideally a micro-tome combined with a CARS or SRS microscope, similar to those
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reported before by Rosenthal et al. [242], would allow a rapid and detailed throughput
of data and a 3D chemical map of the entire interface region to be built. However with
large mineralised particles the cryotoming process may remove particles from the sample,
leaving an empty hole in later layers and images. Extension of computational analysis
with the applications of more advanced techniques such as Principal component analysis
(PCA), to provide a deeper analysis of the spectral information may be key to under-
standing the mineralisation process. Additionally combined CRM and AFM is possible
with commercial instruments available. The setup with an ideally prepared sample would
allow detailed chemical and mechanical data to be collected simultaneously over the same
region. Such information would be highly valuable in determining if there is a gradient in
mineralisation and stiffness that is truly representative of the mechanical function of the
native enthesis.
Further TEM of the interface to investigate mineralisation at the nanoscale is required,
particularly with respect to mineral presence at different times and distances from the
anchor. Nanoindentation has been applied alongside AFM, to the mechanical mapping
of the osteochondral interface [228] such an application here would enable the mechanical
gradient across the interface to be measured. An alternative to probe based mechanical
mapping would be Brillouin imaging [243], which uses the detection of thermally excited
phonons to determine mechanical properties. Combined with Raman it has be shown to
produce mechanical and chemical mapping [244], providing a detailed level of information
that would be invaluable for understanding the state of the BBLC system and helping to
optimise it.
Ultimately for the system to be directly clinically translatable effective, non-invasive imag-
ing and monitoring will be needed. As discussed at the start of this chapter (section 3.1)
a number of modalities allow for this including: ultrasound, MRI, OCT, and CT with
controlled doses. These would allow 3D reconstructions and data to be collected non-
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invasively, but at the cost of reduced resolution compared to EM and standard optical
microscopy. Knowing the state and organisation of collagen at the interface is impor-
tant. With regard to mineralisation along the sinew, investigation of collagen structure
and organisation around the mineralised deposits would be required to understand their
structural effect. It is later shown in Chapter 6 that TP/SHG is able to produce three-
dimensional stacks through the mineral component and the collagen organisation through
the TP and SHG modes respectively.
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CHAPTER 4
SINEW DEVELOPMENT
The soft tissue sinew body of the construct is another vital component in the effective
tissue engineering of a viable ligament replacement graft. As discussed in section 1.1.1 the
load bearing capabilities of ligaments are enabled by high levels of collagen and elastin
which align along the axis of load providing tensile strength and viscoelastic properties
respectively. For the ligament-construct to function as an effective replacement graft the
digestion of fibrin and formation of a new ECM by the seeded fibroblast cells will need
to take place. This chapter investigates the changes in cellular and extracellular content
and organisation inside the sinew body as the construct develops and matures.
4.1 Alignment in tissue engineering
Due to the importance of cellular and ECM organisation in tissues there has been a large
quantity of work performed investigating controlling the alignment of engineered scaffolds
through scaffold design or external forces. Previous work has used topologically patterned
surfaces, chemical signals, loading forces, and electric stimulation to induce the desired
structural alignment [245].
The initial scaffold design, and subsequent growth and remodelling under in vitro con-
ditions need to be monitored and optimised to ensure effective integration. The cells
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present, matrix composition, and application of external stimuli will affect how the scaf-
fold is remodelled and the growth factors or ECM that are secreted. Fibroblast cells
are known to be load sensitive and will align along the axis of strain [246, 247]. They
have been shown to continually reorganise existing collagen based matrices based on the
load [248], with the remodelling and deposition of new collagen dependent on the cellular
morphology [249] and environmental conditions [250].
Cells react to their environment and external stimuli, with the deposition and remodelling
of the ECM [249]. Various means have been used to achieve this in two dimensions includ-
ing the use of micropatterned surfaces [251], mechanical tensile forces [252, 253], or shear
forces [254]. These have allowed effective study of the effect of specific conditions such as
cell elongation [249]. However the physiological accuracy and application of two dimen-
sional substrates is limited due to their unrepresentative nature making them unsuitable
for biomedical applications. As a result an increasing number of studies are concentrating
on inducing alignment in three dimensions, by the design of scaffolds to incorporate fea-
tures such as electrospun fibres [67, 70] and the application of static or cyclic tensile loads
[95, 255]. Much of the reported work has been performed on 2D surfaces. This allows
easy control and observation of the cells and ECM but is not representative of a 3D sys-
tem. Due to the limits of the 2D systems and need to develop effective tissue engineered
scaffolds for in vivo there has been increasing interest in the development of 3D aligned
scaffolds. Computational modelling of finite element systems has been increasingly used
in recent years to predict strain and resulting matrix organisation [247, 256]. For further
information on engineering alignment see a recent review by Li et al. 2013 [245].
As discussed in Chapter 1 there is an essential need to image tissue engineered constructs
as they develop, to monitor their development and ensure successful optimisation [257].
A range of imaging techniques have been harnessed to provide information on tissue en-
gineered constructs [257]. Of these light microscopy is the most widespread and easily
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accessible allowing general reflectance/transmission, polarisation, or specific labelling of
cellular structure; both in vitro and after removal from culture. Depending on the nature
of the material, birefringence can be exploited by polarised light to provide further in-
formation on alignment, particularly with materials like collagen which have an intrinsic
birefringence. Polarised light microscopy [258, 259], OCT [260], and SHG [164], along
with the other modalities discussed in section 3.1 are able to provide information on the
collagen structure in the imaging of engineered tissues. However microscopy images of
complex cellular environments often require processing and analysis to gain the desired
information. Manual quantification of microscope images is time-consuming and open
to variations based on individual interpretation. As a result of this a number of auto-
mated or semi-automated computational quantification techniques have been developed
in recent years for application in this area for the purpose of measuring cellular/fibre
orientation and overall alignment [245]. These include elliptical fitting [261, 262], binary
statistical [263], Radon transform [264], and fast Fourier transform radial sweep (FFTRS)
[254, 265, 266, 267].
4.2 Chapter aim
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the biological formation and development of the
soft tissue sinew body as the BBLC developed and matured. Using microscopy techniques
to image the development and provide quantifiable measurements by computational pro-
cessing.
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4.3 Methods and materials
4.3.1 2D fibroblast culture
22x22mm glass cover-slips were sterilised by immersion in 70% ethanol followed by rinsing
in PBS, and placed inside 33mm well plates. 1mL of DMEM (supplemented with 10%
bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, HEPES, L-glutamine) with CTF cells between
passage 2 and 5 were added with a cell concentration of 100x103/mL. Cells were aged in
incubators at 37◦C with a 5% CO2 atmosphere. The cell media was replaced every 2-3
days with 2mL of sDMEM. At 14 days slides were removed from culture and prepared for
imaging.
4.3.2 Fibrin only and SYLGARD sinews
In addition to the brushite anchors constructs were produced using SYLGARD anchors
cut to the shape of the brushite anchors with stainless steel pins inserted through them,
or with only stainless steel pins.
Fibrin only constructs were produced as above, with the exception of the exclusion of
anchors, were produced and aged for 0 to 21 days.
4.3.3 Immunofluorescence staining
Constructs were removed from incubation at 3-4 day intervals from day 0 to day 18 and
prepared for imaging using a whole mount method. Constructs were removed from culture,
washed with PBS, set in 4% formaldehyde overnight, washed with PBS, cryotomed at -
21◦C (Starlet 2212, Bright Instruments, UK) to provide a smooth surface for imaging and
allow penetration of the constructs inner structure, washed with PSB, permeablised in
0.5% triton-x (Fisher, UK) at 37◦C for 4 hours, washed with PBS, stained with 10µL
5mg/mL DAPI (Invitrogen, UK) and 10µL phalloidin 6.6µM (Invitrogen, UK) in 2mL
PBS for 4 hours at room temperature, washed in PBS to remove excess stain, and left to
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dry overnight.
4.3.4 Confocal microscopy
Imaging was performed using a fluorescence confocal microscope (TCS SPE, Leica sys-
tems, Germany) with a 10x atmospheric objective lens. 410nm and 532nm laser excitation
wavelengths were used for DAPI and phalloidin images respectively, with 3 frame averages
used to produce each image. Images were acquired along the length of the sinew at each
time point, and saved as 1024x1024 pixel uncompressed tif files with both stains overlaid.
4.3.5 Fast Fourier transform radial sweep
Images were selected to avoid ligament wall or external space outside of the sinew. MAT-
LAB was used to apply computational processing. Images were converted to grey-scale,
tapered around the edge using a Gaussian based function, and put through a high-pass
filter, before being converted via a two dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT) to a
frequency shifted power spectrum. Pixel intensity was summed along each angle from the
centre of magnitude power spectrum images about 180 degrees in 1 degree increments.
The image was rotated for each angle, with every increment taken from the default im-
age. The first 10% of the pixels in each angle outward from the centre were discarded.
Results were normalised against a theoretical maximum intensity for an ideal case of total
alignment. A histogram of the intensity for each angle was output. Values for the angle
of maximum intensity and orientation index defined by the number of steps away from
the angle of maximum intensity until more then 50% of the total pixel intensity had been
covered - were calculated.
4.3.6 Rat tendon
Tendon sections were taken from the tail of adult rats. Extracted sections were fixed in
formaldehyde, cryotomed, permeablised in triton-x, stained with DAPI and imaged using
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confocal microscopy as described for the constructs described above.
4.3.7 Raman Spectroscopy
Single point spectra were taken from the surface of the ligament midpoint in fixed day
7, 35 and 45 BBLCs. Raman spectroscopy was performed using a 785nm excitation
wavelength, with 20 accumulations of 3s integration times acquired. Cosmic ray removal,
and baseline correction performed on collected spectra.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Cells cultured on cover-slips
Cells were grown under two-dimensional culture conditions to determine their behaviour
under non-guided conditions. CTF cells cultured on plain glass cover slips in a 2D system
were observed to quickly multiply and cover the slip to the point of confluence within
5 days. Confocal images of slides stained with DAPI and phalloidin at 14 and 21 days
(Fig. 4.1) showed a high density of cells covering the surface of the slide with no overall
alignment or orientation preference at either time point.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Confocal images of CTF cells grown in two-dimensional culture conditions.
Stained with DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (red) at (a) 14 and (b) 21 days. Scale bar
100µm.
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4.4.2 Fibrin contraction
Fibrin only scaffolds, identical to BBLCs without anchors to arrest the contracting sinew,
were produced and allowed to contract under in vitro conditions for up to 21 days. To
allow investigation of the behaviour of cells seeded into fibrin, without the driving forces
induced by the anchors. Without the anchors in place to guide the morphology, the fibrin
contracted into a singular spherical ball 2-3mm in width by day 7 and remained at that
size for the remainder of the time course. Confocal imaging of the fibrin scaffolds (Fig.
4.2) showed changes in the cellular behaviour as the CTF cells adapted to, and changed
the matrix. Initially at day 0, 4 hours after seeding, cells were seen to attach to the
fibrin forming a thick layer of disorganised cells at the surface (Fig. 4.2a) with a much
less dense quantity of disorganised cells to a limited depth into the scaffold (Fig. 4.2b).
As the cells multiplied and migrated further into the contracting scaffold different cell
behaviour was observed dependent on location. The thick outer wall of disorganised cells
remained at all time points, with cells inside the scaffold body aligning together to form
fibres of elongated cells connecting sections of outer wall (Fig. 4.2c, 4.2d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.2: Confocal images of stained CTF cells in fibrin undergoing contraction. Cells
were stained with DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (red). Images show (a) the outside of the
fibrin scaffold at day 0. (b) 40µm inside of the fibrin scaffold at day 0. (c) A cross section
of the walls and inside of the fibrin scaffold at day 4. (d) Cell interaction at day 4.
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4.4.3 Construct formation
Confocal microscopy performed on the midpoint of BBLC sinews at multiple points of
development is shown in Fig. 4.3. As shown previously with the fibrin only constructs,
a cell dense sheath was observed on the outside of the constructs at all time points with
cellular migration into the fibrin gel matrix. In addition to the outer walls, thick inner
walls were observed (Fig. 4.3b, 4.3d).
Significantly a high quantity of cellular elongation and alignment was apparent in the
sinew body orientated along the axis of fibrin stretching, both in very high (Fig. 4.3a,
4.3d) and very low (Fig. 4.3c) cell density regions. The alignment of cells was generally
observed to be highly linear, with large scale curvature around denser walls, but no evi-
dence of a sinusoidal crimp like effect as seen in native tissues. A non-uniform structure
was apparent in a number of cases. Typically the cell density inside the inter-wall region
was much lower than that in the walls (Fig. 4.3b), further more the density and organi-
sation of cells was seen to vary amongst regions at the same spatial point along the sinew
with a highly aligned and elongated region or cells being separated (Fig. 4.3e). Gaps or
distortions in the sinew as a result of tearing during preparation or disruption caused by
the mineralised particles described in Chapter 3 were apparent (Fig. 4.3e).
Images obtained at the interface with the hard tissue showed cells behaving differently
between the ligament body and when in proximity to the anchor. The interface at day
15 is shown in Fig. 4.4. A clear difference in cell shape and organisation is seen with cell
in the ligament body exhibiting high elongation and alignment (as shown in Fig. 4.3),
but becoming more stellate and less organised as they approach and reach the anchor.
Notably a high level of alignment can be seen in cells looping around the outside of the
anchor. Due to damage from the preparation process the tearing, distortion or total de-
struction of the interface region was a common problem.
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To allow a better examination of cell behaviour around the anchor region, BBLCs were
produced with SYLGARD anchors to prevent anchor/sinew bonding; allowing the non-
destructive removal of the anchor without distorting the surrounding soft tissue region.
Confocal imaging of contracted SYGLARD anchor constructs are shown in Fig. 4.5.
Images taken at the interface region show highly aligned phalloidin stained cells diverging
around the front of the anchor leaving a corridor of disorganised cells to the front of the
anchor (Fig. 4.5 (a)). Fig. 4.5 (b) shows a stitched series of figures following around
the interface to the side of the anchor showing the high alignment of cells in the lassoing
arms.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.3: Confocal images of cells in contracted BBLCs. Stained with DAPI (blue) and
phalloidin (red). Constructs at (a,b) 11 and (c-e) 18 days. Images are acquired with the
long axis of the ligament going left-right.
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Figure 4.4: Confocal images of the day 15 anchor interface between the brushite anchor
and soft tissue. Stained with DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (red). As shown in the photo-
graph the brushite anchor (An) is on the lower left hand side, dark regions on the right
are regions distorted by tears (T) in the soft tissue.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Confocal images of stained cells in BBLC produced with SYLGARD anchors.
Stained with DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (red). (a) Cell organisation at the interface
showing the divergence of aligned cells away from the front anchor/sinew interface and
around the sides. (b) A series of sitched images taken at the interface and moving around
the side of the anchor. An - anchor.
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4.4.4 Computational analysis
Computational analysis of alignment in produced phantoms designed to mimic extreme
examples of rounded vs elongated cells (Fig. 4.6) and imaged constructs (Fig. 4.7) was
performed using FFTRS. By converting the image to K space by using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) a magnitude image can be produced (Fig. 4.7b) . By measuring the
pixel intensity along each radial line a value for each angle giving a value for orientation
can be produced and used to plot a histogram for each angle (Fig. 4.7c) [266]. Orientation
index defined as - the number of steps away from the angle of maximum intensity until
more than 50% of the total pixel intensity had been covered - was used to quantify each
image as described by Sacks et al. 1997 [268]. Measured orientation index values of 47
for circles and 23 ovals for phantom images, and 25, and 18 for the day 0 and 18 BBLC
sections respectively. Quantifiable results were obtainable, however the large variations in
sinew structure and cell density made a more complete quantification along each construct
and the whole time series impractical.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.6: FFTRS of phantom images. Phantom images of (a) circles and (d) elongated
ovals, with their respective (b,e) magnitude images, and (c,f) radial sweep histograms.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.7: FFTRS of confocal microscopy images. Confocal microscopy images of (a)
disorder day 0 cells and (d) elongated highly aligned cells, with their respective (b,e)
magnitude images, and (c,f) radial sweep histograms.
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4.4.5 Rat tendon
Rat tendon was imaged as a native tissue comparison for the BBLC cellular structure.
Sections of rat tail tendon stained with DAPI were imaged under confocal microscopy
(Fig. 4.8). Images were taken at multiple points in the tendon, with possible further
variation due to preparation perturbations. As would be expected the images show a
structure representative of the L/T anatomy described in section 1.1.1. Thick cell walls
of the endotenon surrounding secondary fibre bundles, 250µm to greater than 500µm
diameter were observed (unexpected given that others report much smaller sizes). The
crimping of the collagen fibres can clearly be seen from the organisation of the cells which
are known to be organised parallel to the collagen fibres. The amplitude and frequency of
the crimping is seen to vary between images with a notable difference between the short
sharp crimps seen in Fig. 4.8c and 4.8d, compared with the shallow longer crimps in Fig.
4.8a and 4.8b this is Likely due to the preparation of the tendon exerting a tensile force or
allowing the fibres to relax. Interestingly the organisation of cell dense sheaths, separated
by regions of less dense but highly aligned cells is similar to some of the structure seen in
the BBLC sinew in the previous sections (despite the apparent lack of crimping).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.8: Confocal microscopy of rat tail tendons stained with DAPI. Showing (a-e) the
crimping structure of the cells between fibres inside secondary collagen bundles, and (f)
the outer layer of the sheath surrounding the tendon.
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4.4.6 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were taken at the centre point in the sinew at multiple time points with
a 785nm excitation laser (Fig. 4.9). Raman bands were assigned (Table. 4.1) based
on previous reports in the literature [174, 269, 173]. Analysed spectra showed a clear
presence of collagen content from day 7 onwards with the spectrum with dominance of
strong peaks at the 1000cm−1 phenylalanine and 1655cm−1 amide I. The collagen asso-
ciated signal was very weak compared to the background autofluorescence. Before day 7
only the auto-fluorescent aspect of the spectrum was apparent with the thin and highly
transparent nature of the sinew making background signal from the polystyrene well plate
a common interference (removed or not shown in presented results).
The Raman spectrum of fibrin and fibrinogen reported by Marx et al. 1979 using a 488nm
excitation laser [270], show a highly similar spectral composition to that of collagen. The
low level of signal, with no discernible peaks until the deposition of collagen is shown
by biochemical assays [64], suggests that the Raman spectrum of collagen is what is
observed in (Fig. 4.9). Assays for the specific collagen and fibrin content at each time
point would be needed to confirm this though. While fibrin should be detectable under
Raman spectroscopy it was not detected beyond the background noise in this study. The
ratio and position of Raman peaks during the development suggest that the collagen
composition remains consistent.
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Table 4.1: Major Raman peaks found in the BBLC sinew.
Wavenumber (cm−1) Vibrational mode Assignment
750 Symmetric breathing of tryptophan Tryptophan/DNA
850 Hydroxyproline Collagen
936 Proline Collagen
972 C-C backbone Collagen
1003 Phenylalanine Collagen
1243 Amide III Collagen
1323 CH2/CH3 deformation Collagen
1450 CH2 Collagen
1655 Amide I Collagen
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: Raman spectra of BBLC sinew taken at multiple points during sinew devel-
opment. (a) unprocessed Raman spectrum for day 7. (b) Background corrected Raman
spectra of sinew taken at the midpoint of day 7, day 35 and day 45 samples. The red
bands in part (a) show the position of the magnified region in part (b).
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4.4.7 Two photon and SHG microscopy
As a means of simultaneously imaging the cellular and collagen structure of the BBLC,
TP/SHG microscopy was performed on day 3, 7 and 45 BBLCs. Two photon and second
harmonic generation image stacks were acquired simultaneously from the surface to about
80µm into sinews. Image stacks were taken at the surface at the midpoint of the sinew
at the middle and edge showing the inside of the sinew (Fig. 4.10), and the cross section
respectively. In each case a high level of autofluorescence is seen in the background of the
TP images due to the fixation of the samples in formaldehyde.
Figure 4.10: Schematic of regions TP/SHG image stacks were acquired in, and their
designations.
Day 3 image stacks taken at the surface of the sinew are shown in Fig. 4.11. TP images
showed a low density of cells organised into long strands as observed with the fluorescent
stained cells under confocal microscopy previously (sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). SHG showed
no evidence of collagen with only white noise evident in the collected images. Day 7 image
stacks at the surface of the sinew (Fig. 4.12) more clearly showed the outer sheath of cells
with alignment and interaction between cells. As with the day 3 sample the SHG images
showed no collagen signal in the area imaged. A layer of thick particles were observed
on the outside of the sinew, the lack of appearance of the particles in other samples and
suggests that the structure observed was a contamination.
Stacks were taken at the surface (Fig. 4.13, with a higher resolution single frame shown
in Fig. 4.14), and both edges (Fig. 4.15) of a day 45 sample. The mature structure
showed significant change to the sinew structure in comparison to the earlier samples.
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Most notably the SHG signal showing a very dense layer of collagen in the outer sheath
along with the dense cell sheath. Inside the sinew the presence of continuous collagen
fibres, with lengths in the order of 100s of microns, aligned along the axis of the sinew as
seen under SHG indicates significant collagen organisation. In addition to the detection
of collagen a much higher cell density both at the outside wall and inside of the sinew is
observed compared to the younger samples, and a higher background fluorescence in the
two photon images.
The outside of the sinews are shown in Fig. 4.15. From this it was seen that the collagen
and cell density was highest at the outside of the sinew where it is in contact with the
media. Matching the high cell density sheath shown with confocal imaging in section
4.4.3.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.11: Two photon (a,c,e) and SHG (b,d,f) microscopy of the surface of a day 3
sinew. (a,b) At the sinew surface, (c,d) 30µm and (e,f) 60µm into the sample. Scale bar
50µm.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.12: Two photon (a,c,e) and SHG (b,d,f) microscopy of the surface of a day 7
sinew. (a,b) At the sinew surface, (c,d) 30µm and (e,f) 60µm into the sample. Scale bar
50µm.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.13: Two photon (a,c,e) and SHG (b,d,f) microscopy of the surface of a day 45
sinew. (a,b) At the sinew surface, (c,d) 30µm and (e,f) 60µm into the sample. Scale bar
50µm.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.14: TP/SHG microscopy of day 45 sinew surface, obtained at a higher resolution
with averaging applied. (a) TP and (b) SHG images. Scale bar 50µm.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.15: Two photon (a,c) and SHG (b,d) microscopy of the edges of a day 45 sinew.
(a,b) At the sinew upper edge, (c,d) at the lower edge. Scale bar 50µm.
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4.5 Discussion
Alignment of cells and ECM plays a key role in the function of a number of tissues, and
dictates how the cells interact with their environment [245, 271]. For L/T in particular,
aligned collagen provides the tensile strength required to withstand the loading from the
performance of day–to–day tasks [1] with the matrix morphology and mechanical load
shown to influence cell behaviour [248, 251]. As such the formation of constructs with
highly aligned collagen and cellular structure is essential for the successful development
of tissue engineered solutions.
The results presented in this chapter show that the formation of the BBLC is a dynamic
process. The soft tissue undergoes significant change at multiple scale levels during de-
velopment. On the macro scale it starts as a thin flat fibrin sheet, which then contracts
into a dense collagenous cylinder held taut between the anchors. During the contraction
process high levels of cellular order were seen to emerge from initial total disorder of the
seeded cells, as shown in Fig. 4.16. With the highest concentration of cells and colla-
gen present at later time points forming a dense outer sheath. In addition to the cell
dense outer-sheath, cell dense inner-walls were observed inside the sinew of contracted
constructs, presumably as a result of the folding reported by Paxton et al. 2012 [94].
The results of the system using anchors to guide the formation are clearly much more
complex and well ordered than those of cells cultured in a two-dimensional environment
or unguided fibrin that were also investigated. However the cell density and alignment
was heterogeneous across a given cross section, and the divergence of matrix and aligned
cells around the interface are likely to be limiting factors in the mechanical properties of
the sinew.
Computational quantification of alignment present at each point in time and location
along the sinew was investigated using FFTRS. The FFTRS has been previously used in
studies of fibre and cellular alignment [254, 272]. The ability to provide quantification
without specific labelling and easy filtering of noise makes the use of FFTRS practical in
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Figure 4.16: Overview of cellular changes in the BBLC during development.
complex environments such as seen in the BBLS. Values that matched the expectation of
extreme examples and phantoms showed the method is applicable to relatively sparsely
cellular systems, however variations in the sinew content and structure made complete
systematic quantification for each spatial location and time point challenging.
The mechanics of the sinew contraction and subsequent re-organisation of cells and ECM
are key to understanding the developing sinew.
The major factors in cellular organisation will be tensile load due to contraction, and
contact guidance from the internal structure of the scaffold itself. A number of stud-
ies have investigated the cues and interplay between the two factors in fibroblast seeded
scaffolds [273, 248, 274]. With the reported results suggesting a high ability to remodel
cellular and collagen alignment in response to loading, even in cases with inert guidance
patterning [274]. Initially the fibrin gel scaffold will be in a state of disorder when poly-
merised without any guiding factors [106]. So for seeded cells initially contact guidance
from the fibrin gel matrix is likely to be the dominant factor, with cells showing generally
isotropic organisation as they migrate into the unmodified fibrin during the first 5 days
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after initiation. Fibroblasts once migrated into in a fibrin matrix will reorder the fibrin
fibres causing contraction [275]. Once the fibrin contraction passes the anchors and the
shape of the ligament-proper forms, a critical point will be achieved with tensile load
becoming the dominant factor, causing cells to align along the axis of load as reported.
It was observed that in addition to the highly aligned regions of cells that there were also
regions which showed low cellular alignment, and sections where high and low alignment
regions were adjacent. The continued presence of regions of low alignment once the criti-
cal point had been reached suggests that the load across the sinew at a given cross section
is not homogeneous, with some areas being exposed to much smaller tensile strain. This
corresponds with physical [247, 255] and computational models [256] of collagen systems
under tensile load showing an uneven load distribution. It has been shown previously
that the thickness of the sinew is dependent on the quantity of supplements added [94],
as such it is possible that control of supplementation combined with cyclic loading may
encourage development of a uniformly developed sinew. Variations in regions of high/low
alignment and cell density may be a result of the sinew contraction, and folding process
that takes place during the contraction, creating differences in the exposure to mechanical
load and the availability of fresh nutrients at each point in the sample. Indeed at every
time point it was observed that the density of cells was much lower in the inner body of
the sinew as compared to the sinew/media interface. This suggests that the environment
inside the body of the sinew is less favourable for cellular growth and migration, with a
lower replacement rate of media likely to be one of the major causes. This may mean
that areas of high cellular density, and therefore high ECM deposition and remodelling,
bearing the majority of the load are limited to the outer sections of the sinew.
Nutrient depletion and build up of metabolic waste as a result of high cell density around
the outside of the sinew and poor internal diffusion is likely to be the reason for the low cell
density observed inside the sinew. Mature L/T have a low cell density [1], but this might
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lead to inhomogeneous ECM deposition [276]. Regions with lower cell density and/or
mechanical load will be weaker with less capability to withstand and repair damage from
loading forces. The acidic nature of brushite and the pH changes caused by dissolution of
ions in the media might be expected to deter cells from the region. The quantity of cells
seen around the anchor region suggests the high CaP cement and Ca/P ion saturation is
not sufficiently toxic or disruptive to prevent cells living in, and organising the interface
region. However investigation of the effect of cellular internalisation stained of CaP par-
ticles with fluorescent markers on MC3T3 cells, has shown potentially toxic consequences
for cells as a result of aggregation beyond the cells ability to handle has been reported
by Williams et al. [277, 278]. The work concerned the application of CaP as transfection
reagents where large quantities of small particles not bound into a cement will be used,
but the effect could still be problematic given the high number of nano sized needle like
particles observed in the TEM images and strong sub-micron background shown under
Raman spectroscopy as noted in Chapter 3. It is possible that function such as collagen
deposition and organisation may be effected, but no data were able to support this either
way.
One of the most notable variations in alignment across the sample was the interface region
around the anchor. Cellular imaging has shown evidence of a lasso like effect, as the final
structure formed in the soft tissue looped around the anchor rather than forming a close
connection with the front of the anchor (Fig. 4.17) as would be desired. In addition to the
microscopy imaging presented in this chapter, the iodine stained constructs reconstructed
using micro-CT in Chapter 3 showed further evidence of this, with higher density soft
tissue in Fig. 3.14 diverging around the anchor. Such a divergence poses a significant
problem for the formation of a strong interface, with the tissue at the front of the anchor
unprepared for load bearing. However this is complicated by the previous findings that
the attachment strength is increased with the use of CaP based anchors, as opposed to
more stable materials such as alumina [93], indicating that the mechanical properties are
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likely a mix of sinew/anchor bonding, in addition to the simple lasso around the anchor.
Figure 4.17: Schematic of areas of greatest cell/material density and alignment in devel-
oped constructs.
In addition to the cellular content, the ECM plays an important role in the tissue func-
tion. Collagen is key to the effective working of connective tissues, providing the tensile
strength to prevent failure under load. The quantity and organisation of collagen are both
important factors. Elastin provides the viscoelastic properties for passive relaxation. The
presence of collagen from early time points in the sinew has been shown here via Ra-
man spectroscopy and in previous work by assays [64]. The simultaneous detection of
both components by the use of TP/SHG microscopy has been reported before [159]. In
the TP/SHG microscopy presented in this study high fluorescence detected in the TP
signal, as a result of fixation, prevented the observation of elastin fibres in the sinew. Ra-
man spectroscopy detection of elastin presence and organisation has been demonstrated
[279, 280], however was not observed in the results of this study. Leaving it uncertain if
elastin is present in the sinews at any time point. The absence of a collagen SHG signal
before day 45, despite the presence at the earlier time points as shown by other methods,
suggests that the deposited collagen has not been organised at earlier time points. The
collagen structure observed under SHG at day 45 is very different to that seen in native
tissues, in terms of its morphology and relatively lower density. Investigation of the Ra-
man signal for differences in the collagen spectra showed no apparent difference, although
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the weak signal may have lead to minor peaks or shifts and morphological changes in the
major ones being lost amongst the background noise. Fluorescent stains for collagen and
procollagen [281] might allow for a better understanding of the state of collagen at earlier
time points.
As noted in the previous chapter there were a number of complications and limitations
arising as a result of the dynamic nature of the BBLC and techniques used.
The dynamic nature of the system makes consistent and effective sample preparation
and comparison challenging as the morphology and properties of the materials changed
between each time point. The level of structural information is limited by the depth
penetration of the techniques available. The depth penetration of confocal microscopy is
dependent on the scattering of the tissue. At day 0 when the fibrin is highly transpar-
ent with limited cell penetration this presents a minimal problem. However the mature
construct has a thickness in the order of mm with a much more opaque composition and
varying structural changes as a result of the folding reported previously, with cell sheets
changing in Z height with respect to the imaging plane. Whilst the general structure
has been imaged using micro-CT in the previous chapter and OCT previously [94], these
provide limited information on the micro-structure at the cellular level where the density
and alignment of cells provide important information on the cell viability and behaviour
under load.
Another major limitation of this work was the static nature of the construct once it had
contracted completely to the final form. For the properties of the native tissue to be repli-
cated, the environmental conditions need to be applied to induce proper adaptation by
the construct. Previous studies, including cases on the BBLC [95], have used bioreactors
to induce a periodic cyclic load onto the sample [252, 282]. The reported results have
varied with differences in materials and conditions, but a general agreement of higher
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collagen deposition and growth factor expression is common [95] with higher cell count
compared to static samples also has been recorded [283]. Studies of non-loaded native
L/T have even shown negative effects, with loss in tenocyte elongation and increase in
crimping after only 4 weeks [284].
The results shown in this chapter have shown the formation of highly aligned collagenous
sinew from initially disordered and through a dynamic self-assembling process to one with
a complex structure showing differences in cellular organisation between the ligament body
and anchor region. However variations in the biological structure inside the construct,
divergence of alignment away from the interface, and purely linear alignment will limit
the potential effectiveness under mechanical load.
4.6 Further work
As with the previous section regarding the interface formation, further work on the liga-
ment body will need to focus on the optimisation of the sinew, and the imaging techniques
used to allow a better understanding of the development and composition at each stage.
Optimisation of the sinew to produce a graft with native tissue like properties is essential.
Therefore further optimisation of the sinew itself is required through design of the scaf-
fold itself and the addition of physical driving factors in vitro. With regard to the design,
the dynamic nature of the fibrin scaffold limits the ability to add physical modifications
such as micropatterning in the sinew to guide formation. One potential idea is use of
biodegradable nanofibres attached into anchors, either set into the cement or attached by
a biologically friendly glue. Such a system would ideally guide contraction and encour-
age more direct cellular development and organisation about the interface, rather than
diverging away. Of particular interest is the development of methods to form crimping
sinusoidal nanofibres [70], such a morphology would theoretically encourage the forma-
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tion of a sinusoidal patterning in the cellular and extracellular structure with the ability
to withstand higher loads by recreating the toe region, characteristic of the stress-strain
relation for native L/T. Computational methods such as finite element modelling, based
on data from imaging results, may be needed to quantify the expected load at each point
in the sinew, particularly with regard to the anchor region.
As discussed earlier cyclic loading replicates the mechanical environment of developing
connective tissues and has been shown to be an important factor in the development of
native and engineered tissues [79]. The requirement of a motorised bioreactor with a
controlled environment however limits the throughput of samples.
The current work was performed on fibroblast cells extracted from chicken embryos seeded
onto bovine fibrin in FBS. It has been shown that foetal and adult cells from the same
species exhibit different behaviour [285]. So for clinical application it will need to be
verified that results can be reproduced with human adult tissue. Whilst successful decel-
lularisation and storage of the BBLC has been reported [98], how reseeded cells migrate
into and adapt to the emptied scaffold, and whether subsequent mechanical loading to
prepare them is unknown. Alternatively other options for the BBLC include the devel-
opment as a thin sheet of aligned cells that could be wrapped around injured native L/T
tissue to encourage repair.
Further imaging is required to build up a more complete image of the current sinew forma-
tion and assist in future optimisation. A more complete time series using non-destructive
real time measurements techniques would be the initial goal. The knowledge of collagen
development and organisation in particular is incomplete with only a small window of
the whole time series, and at a single point in the sinew acquired. Further study of the
collagen deposition spatially and temporally is required to understand the loading forces
present and the cells reaction and remodelling of the ECM to them. There is also the
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potential to study samples under mechanical load through TP/SHG microscopy [163] and
the optical anisotropy of collagen has been shown to allow polarisation microscopy and
polarisation based Raman [286, 287, 288] under both static and loaded systems.
Finally for potential clinical application nondestructive imaging methods with non-invasive
in vitro capabilities will be needed. Imaging during contraction would provide a greater
level of information on the process the cells are undergoing. A number of means exist for
this, such as those discussed at the start of Chapter 1 (section 3.1). MRI of the BBLC has
been investigated by masters students in the group with inconclusive results. New tech-
niques are constantly being developed that lend great potential such as lens array based
polarisation techniques, not requiring thin samples for transmission [289] and single plane
illumination microscopy [290].
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CHAPTER 5
BRUSHITE CEMENT AGEING
One of the main functions of the brushite cement anchors used in the ligament construct
is to allow efficient attachment of the BBLC implant to the bone. For effective attach-
ment and integration, the construct will need to be attached to the femur and tibia via a
bone tunnel at each end, similar to the BPTB graft. In this regard the bone-to-cement
hard/hard tissue interface can essentially be considered to act as a bone graft, for this
to function successfully the cement will need to encourage biological ingrowth and be
resorbed and replaced by new bone tissue. Bone grafts will typically only need to with-
stand compression forces, here there will be a direct tensile load as the attached ligament
is pulled. Complications could arise if the cement undergoes transformation into a more
stable CaP phase. This would require substantially longer to be resorbed and replaced
by bone, creating a long term weakly attached implant, or if high levels of fragmentation
and/or dissolution occur then the cement may lack the structural integrity to function as
a bone graft. During the production and maturation of the ligament construct the system
is exposed to a high volume of dynamic media at 37◦C which has been shown to cause
compositional changes in Chapter 3 that could result in significant changes in properties.
This chapter investigates the chemical and physical changes in brushite cements aged un-
der physiological conditions; considering the applications as a bone graft material, both
in this context and for the ligament construct.
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5.1 Clinical need for bone grafts
Bone plays an essential role in the body; in addition to the well known function as struc-
tural support and protection for soft tissues, it also acts as a reservoir for mineral storage
[291], and bone marrow is a source of blood cell production [292]. A number of factors
including gender, age, diet, loading will affect the composition and mechanical properties
of the bone [293]. In cases of damage caused by trauma or surgery, osteogenic cells can
repair minor defects. However if the defect is too large for spontaneous healing, a bone
graft will be required to restore functionality and/or prevent fiberous tissue ingrowth.
Relating to ACL grafts there is a need to fill bone tunnels and allow them to heal over in
cases of revision surgeries requiring a bone graft [47].
As with L/T grafting discussed in Chapter 1 there are a range of grafting material options
available for bone grafts, with their own advantages and failings [59, 293, 294, 295]. As a
result of the limitations with autografts and allografts there has been a growing interest
in synthetic biomaterial based bone grafts [120]. The development of CaP cements as
bone graft biomaterials was discussed in section 1.3.3.
5.2 Analysis of phase change in CaP cements
The fundamental importance of CaP phase, and transformation to other phases when im-
planted was discussed in section 1.3.3. Despite the importance of the phase composition
for the behaviour of cements, the currently used methods to determine and monitor their
evolution in 3D bodies are highly limited. Analysis of cements and their chemical and
biological properties has generally relied on high resolution imaging, combined with bulk
compositional measurements of the sample as a whole rather than with consideration to
spatial variations. These methods are suitable for monitoring a mono-layer of crystals,
however in a complex heterogeneous system such as a 3D cement scaffold in a dynamic
environment a large information gap is created. This is especially important in hydraulic
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cements such as brushite where handling and setting conditions can drastically reduce the
properties and morphology of the cement.
This is of particular importance, given that despite the quantity of work performed on
CaPs and number of in vivo studies there are still a number of areas with fragmented or
very little understanding [120]. Most of the work has been performed on apatites with
a comparatively low quantity looking at brushite cements [296]. The solubility values of
CaPs have been questioned [297] and dissolution mechanics are poorly understood [298].
Imaging techniques have been employed to examine the topography of the cement at
the macro scale and the nanoscale crystal structure. In cases of in vivo impants, light
micrographs with histological staining provide a more detailed level of information on
the cement resorbtion and advancing biological integration [131, 299, 300, 301]. However
this requires an intensive and destructive level of sample preparation, and provides no
information regarding the current CaP phase. SEM allows study of crystal morphology
[119, 126, 302], but only elemental information which gives a rough idea at best of the
phases present. Non-destructive tomographic reconstruction through CT [303] and X-ray
synchrotron radiation [304] allow high resolution morphologies to be reconstructed, pro-
viding a wealth of information on the sample but again are unable to provide explicit
chemical information. As a result of this the CaP phases and other components present
are usually confirmed by analysis of chemical bond data obtained from IR [230], nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) [305], or Raman [230] spectroscopy, or structural information
from x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns [230]. These measurements are generally taken
from powdered samples so that the overall composition is acquired, but with the total
loss of any spatial variations. XRD has generally been the gold standard for determining
composition, however diffraction patterns depend on the crystalline nature of the sample
with amorphous or non-crystalline samples being poorly or not detected. Dedicated pa-
pers on the subject of CaP cement analysis usually only apply a combination of SEM,
micro-CT, and XRD [306].
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In some cases spatial information has been provided through a series of points taken
from multiple Raman spectra [179], or XRD patterns of regions [142]. However these
are severely limited in their scope providing only a small quantity of data, and are li-
able to give misleading results if variations or impurities within the sample do not occur
evenly across the whole structure. Chemical imaging techniques are available using Ra-
man and IR spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy in particular is well established for bone
and CaP analysis [179, 269, 307]. In addition to the Raman techniques discussed already
other chemical imaging methods are possible, such as attenuated total reflection Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopic imaging which shares many similar capabilities but are
not commonly available [308]. Synchrotron radiation can be used for high resolution X-
ray micro-diffraction giving compositional information [309], however the limited resource
time, lengthy organisation, and destructive preparation process severely limit the avail-
ability. Despite the obvious application the use of chemical imaging in CaPs has been
limited. CRM has been reported for the mineralisation of biofilms [310], drug release
from a brushite cement [311] and a limited study of osteointergration [312]. This has
likely been due to the technique only developing to a technological level where acquiring
data-sets with a large number of points is feasible within a practical time frame.
5.3 Chapter aim
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the use of CRM to map CaP phases in cement
cylinders. To allow the visualisation of phase changes as a result of time spent in phys-
iological conditions, and enable a better understanding of the fundamental behaviour of
cements in 3D environments.
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5.4 Materials and methods
5.4.1 Brushite cylinder production
To produce brushite cement cylinders, β-TCP was mixed with 3.5M orthophosphoric acid
at a powder to liquid ratio of 1.75g/mL. The mixture was poured into custom made 12mm
high by 6mm diameter cylindrical moulds, and left to set overnight.
5.4.2 Brushite cylinder ageing
Cement cylinders were sterilised under UV light overnight. Sterilised Cylinders were
placed into 50mL centrifuge tubes with 20mL of either DMEM, sDMEM, or sterile PBS
at a liquid to cement volume ratio (LCVR) of 60:1. Samples were incubated at 37◦C for
10 days in the FBS and DMEM solutions, and for 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 days in PBS,
and 20 and 30 days for PBS raised to a pH of 12.5 by the addition of sodium hydroxide
(Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Media was changed daily in each case. pH readings were taken
for day 1 to 30 in the PBS aged cylinders. In each case care was taken to randomise the
position the cylinder was in after each media change. Cylinders were removed from ageing
medium, washed in distilled water, dried overnight at 37◦C, cut using a scalpel across the
midpoint to expose the cross-section. Individual halves were mounted on a sample holder
using distilled water and frozen to -20◦C in a cryostat (Starlet 2212, Bright Instruments,
UK), samples were cryotomed in 2 µm steps to produce a smooth surface suitable for
confocal imaging. Cylinders were then briefly washed with distilled water to remove any
debris, and dried at 37◦C before imaging.
5.4.3 Raman mapping
Mapping was performed using a confocal Raman microscope with a 785nm 300mW argon
laser for DMEM, FBS and day 10 PBS samples, over a spectral range of 0-3000cm−1
with a mean spectral resolution of 3.6cm−1, using a 300g/mm with 750nm blazing grating
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spectrograph. For the extended PBS media ageing a 60mW 514nm argon laser was used,
with data collected over a spectral range of 200-1200cm−1 with a mean spectral resolution
of 1.2cm−1, using a 1800g/mm with 500nm blazing grating. Mapping was collected for
whole area scans using a 5x 0.1NA atmospheric lens, over a 6500x6500µm area with
100x100 points collected with an integration period of 1s. Higher resolution scans at
the cross section edge were acquired with a 20x 0.45NA atmospheric lens, over an area
of 1000x1000µm, with 100x100 points collected and 1s integration time. Acquisition of
single spectra from points of interest was performed by taking 20 accumulations of 3
second integration periods. To minimise sample movement during scanning, cylinders
were attached to a 35mm well plate using double-sided tape.
5.4.4 Processing Raman data
Data was pre-processed to remove cosmic rays using the instrument associated software,
exported in SPC format into MATLAB, baseline corrected, and vector normalised. Least
squares regression was used for fitting of individual Gaussians to each peak. False colour
image maps were produced by integrating over the sum of peaks of interest. For further
processing the dataset was segmented to separate the sample from background and allow
calculation of the measured area and centroid. The dominant phase in each pixel location
was determined by the association of the peak with the highest intensity. Measurement
of OCP penetration distance at each time point, determined by the average distance into
the sample of the OCP band based on five measurements, was performed using ImageJ.
5.4.5 Micro-CT
Samples from the dynamically aged PBS series were imaged after being sectioned and
following CRM mapping. Half cylinders were attached to a sample holder by a small
quantity of low radio attenuating dental gum and inserted into the micro-CT for scanning.
Image scans were performed after flat field correction. X-ray shadow images were taken
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180◦ about the sample, with a 0.4◦ step size, 280ms exposure time, 3 frame averaging,
using a 50kV, 130µA X-ray beam, with aluminium and copper filters in place. Returning
499 2000x1200 pixel .tiff images with an image pixel size of 5.3µm. Reconstruction was
performed using NRecon software with correction for ring artifacts applied. Visualisation
and cross sections were produced using DataViewer. Further processing was performed
using imageJ and MATLAB.
5.4.6 Helium pycnometry
Samples used were from the dynamically aged PBS series, after being cut and imaged with
CRM. Geometric measurements of cylinders were made using a sliding calliper with the
radius and height values taken as the mean of 3 measurements. Samples were mounted in
a helium pycnometer (AccuPyc 1340 Gas Pycnometer, Micromeritics Instrument Corpo-
ration, GA USA). Analysis was performed by 10 initial helium purges with 10 subsequent
measurements per sample. The true density and porosity for each sample were calculated
and plotted.
5.4.7 Bulk analysis
Samples from each PBS and pH 12.5 PBS time point were dried, and ground using a
mortar and pestle. Raman spectra were acquired at 5 randomly chosen points from each
powder sample using the 514nm wavelength laser, 20x lens with 20 accumulations at 3
seconds integration time per accumulation. Resulting spectra were pre-processed to re-
move cosmic rays using the associated Witec Project software and averaged together.
Average spectra were exported and base-line corrected in MATLAB. For XRD approxi-
mately 500mg of the powder was distributed over a 10mm diameter circular area of Scotch
tape and attached to the sample holder. XRD patterns were acquired using a Bruker D8
Advance Diffractometer (ASX Gmbh. Bruker, Germany) using the copper K-alpha line
1.5406nm at 40kV and 30mA. Each data set was collected from 2-θ angles 5-60 degrees
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at 0.05 degree/s step rate. The sample was rotated about its axis during the entire mea-
surement to minimise the influence of preferential crystal orientation. Data was baseline
corrected, and smoothed using MATLAB. Peak identification was performed using ICDD
data cards.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Cylinder production
Brushite cylinders (Fig. 5.1) were produced by mixing β-TCP and orthophosphoric acid,
pouring the thoroughly mixed solution into a 6mm diameter by 12mm high custom made
cylindrical mold and allowing them to set. A reactant to product ratio of 66% brushite
to 34% TCP was expected given the reactions described in equation 3.1.
Figure 5.1: Photograph of Brushite cement cylinders.
5.5.2 Cylinder ageing
Cylinders were sterilised under UV light, and aged under dynamic physiological conditions
in either PBS, DMEM, sDMEM, or FBS media changed every 24 hours. In every case the
cylinders showed no visual sign of breakdown when removed from the media. Cylinders
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aged in DMEM or FBS based media developed a visibly yellow hue on the outside of the
cylinder that remained after multiple washes in PBS, but did not penetrate to the interior.
The pH of PBS removed, showed a large initial drop in each case from the standard PBS
pH of 7.3, to slightly acidic pH of 6.5 +/- 0.2, with the measured pH values steadily
increasing over time reaching a high of 7 at day 30 (data not shown).
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5.5.3 Raman image mapping
CRM mapping was performed using a 785nm laser on cylinders that were non-aged and
aged for 10 days in PBS, DMEM, 100% FBS, or DMEM with 10%FBS. Regions covering
whole cylinder cross sections with an image pixel size of 65x65µm, and a higher resolution
of the cylinder edge with a with a pixel size of 10x10µm were collected. The main spectral
region of interest was 830-1030cm−1. Calcium phosphate phases were identified based on
Raman spectral peak locations previously reported in the literature [230] (Table 5.1). The
P-O stretching mode (ν1) of the PO4 group which has a unique peak shift for brushite
(985cm−1), OCP (958cm−1), and TCP (970cm−1) was used as the main reference peak for
each CaP phase. Spectra at the centre and edge of a cylinder aged for 50 days in PBS are
shown in Fig. 5.2. A -5cm−1 shift in the peak location was observed for samples aged in
DMEM and FBS based media. Prior to image formation datasets were filtered to remove
cosmic rays, baseline corrected, and vector normalisation was applied to compensate for
variations in sample height. Due to the close proximity of the peaks (12cm−1) relative to
the spectral resolution of the grating (3.5cm−1) and their FWHM (10cm−1), a significant
overlap was present which would give rise to misleading results as constructive interfer-
ence increased the apparent intensity of weaker or non-present peaks. A classical least
squares regression was performed to fit an individual Gaussian to each peak in the region
for image mapping calculations to be taken from. It should be noted that intensity values
were produced to be consistent across phases for each sample mapping but not between
every data set. The heat map for normalised values is Fig. 5.2.
Image mapping of samples that were aged for 10 days in media for edge sections (Fig.
5.3) showed clear differences in the cement composition dependent on the media content.
In non-aged samples a homogeneous structure was present with the most intense peak
being that indicative of brushite, and lower more disperse peaks indicative of TCP. OCP
was not detectable at this time point beyond the background noise. At 10 days a shell
of OCP was observed to be forming around the outside of the cylinder in the PBS and
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non-supplemented DMEM samples. A higher quantity of brushite dissolution and deeper
penetration of OCP was apparent in the PBS aged sample, whereas the DMEM aged sam-
ple had a layer of build up on the outside of the cylinder itself which spectrally matched
OCP. Conversely the supplemented DMEM and FBS samples, with 10% and 100% serum
respectively, showed no evidence of brushite dissolution or OCP formation.
Image mapping data acquired was processed to provide further visualisation data on the
phase quantity and distribution. Mappings were segmented, with the dominant phase
at each spatial location determined based on maximum peak intensity. This was used
to produce binary composite images showing the dominant phase at each time point for
the edge areas (Fig. 5.3). This mapping of the dominant phase at each spatial location
collaborated the heat map images for each peak, showing a solid ring of OCP around
the outer edge of PBS and DMEM aged samples, with a higher density of TCP forming
around and to a greater penetration depth than the OCP. Analysis of the Raman spectra
showed no evidence of HA formation in any sample.
Table 5.1: Major Raman peaks from aged and non-aged brushite cylinders found in the
800-1050cm−1 wavenumber region and their phase assignments.
Wavenumber (cm−1) Vibrational mode Phase assignment
878m P-O stretching mode of PO4 group Brushite
948m P-OH stretching mode of HPO2−4 TCP
958vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group OCP
963vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group HA
970vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group TCP
985vs P-O stretching mode of PO4 group Brushite
1010m P-O stretching mode of HPO2−4 OCP
Having found that CRM mapping of brushite cylinders was able to spatially determine
phase change in media with different compositions, the study was extended to encompass
a longer time series allowing a deeper investigation of the material evolution. Raman
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Figure 5.2: Formation of confocal Raman microscopy heat maps over cross section of
cylinder surface. Scale bar 1000µm.
imaging mapping of cylinders aged in dynamic PBS for 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 days was
performed and processed as before over the whole cylinder cross section (Fig. 5.4) and
at a higher resolution over the edge region (Fig. 5.5). A 514nm laser was used due to
the minimal autofluorescence in PBS aged samples, enabling a higher signal intensity and
access to a higher spectral resolution grating for improved differentiation of the PO4 peaks.
Image mapping over the time series showed results similar to those from the PBS and
non-supplemented DMEM seen in Fig. 5.3. An initial largely uniform phase distribution
dominated by brushite, with a weak TCP signal, and no OCP was seen for the unaged
cylinder. At 5 days a layer of OCP was observed at the outside of the cylinder, with a
higher density of TCP both about the OCP and penetrating further into the sample. At
each subsequent time point the layer of OCP and TCP increased in area and radial pen-
etration. Further analysis of the spectra supported the results shown by the PO4 peaks.
With the decay of the 878cm−1 PO4 peak associated with brushite alongside the drop in
intensity and complete removal of the 985cm−1 peak at the outside of the cylinder, and
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Figure 5.3: Confocal Raman microscopy heat maps of partial cross sections taken at the
outside edge of the cylinders after 10 days ageing in dynamic media. Heat maps of the
PO4 peak for brushite, OCP and TCP phases are shown for cylinders aged in each media.
Combined images shows the dominant phase at each location determined by highest peak
intensity; green - brushite, red - OCP, blue - TCP. Scale bar 200µm.
the appearance of the 1010cm−1 P-O HPO2−4 OCP peak alongside the main PO4 OCP
peak.
The results suggest that over time in dynamic PBS, the outer brushite layer of the cylinder
was eroded away by hydrolysis, leaving a TCP structure that is replaced by OCP. From
these results it can be determined that the outer brushite layer of the cylinder was eroded
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Figure 5.4: Confocal Raman microscopy heat maps of whole cylinder cross sections after
up to 50 days ageing in dynamic PBS media. Heat maps of the PO4 peak for brushite,
OCP and TCP phases are shown for cylinders aged in each media. Combined images
shows the dominant phase at each location determined by highest peak intensity; green -
brushite, red - OCP, blue - TCP. Scale bar 200µm.
away by hydrolysis over time while in dynamic PBS, leaving a TCP structure. The rate
at which the dissolution of brushite and precipitation of OCP occurred for a particular
location was clearly shown to be dependent on the distance from the cylinder edge, with
initial OCP appearance by 5 days at the edge of the cylinder, the outer radius of brushite
being completely replaced by 10 days, and only a small central core of brushite remaining
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Figure 5.5: Confocal Raman microscopy heat maps of partial cross sections taken at the
outside edge of the cylinders after up to 50 days ageing in dynamic PBS media. Heat
maps of the PO4 peak for brushite, OCP and TCP phases are shown for cylinders aged
in each media. Combined images shows the dominant phase at each location determined
by highest peak intensity; green - brushite, red - OCP, blue - TCP. Scale bar 200µm.
at 50 days. As seen in the PBS results for Fig. 5.3 a thin approximately 50-200µm layer
of brushite was observed on the outside of the cylinder at aged time points - notably at
day 20 and 30 in Fig. 5.5 - despite the otherwise complete dissolution of brushite 100µm
or further into the sample. This layer was seen to degrade and be replaced by OCP at the
50 day time point. Composite images of the three phases showing the dominant phase at
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each point showed the emergence of a distinct three phase structure with phases clustered
by radial distance as the brushite underwent dissolution, leaving the TCP scaffold that
was subsequently seeded by OCP. The percentage of the total area for each phase was
calculated for each time point based on these results (Table. 5.2). In addition an estimate
of the penetration distance of OCP was determined using composite images (Table. 5.2).
Both of these supported the visual observations of brushite dissolution and OCP penetra-
tion. Such quantifications are limited by random variation of TCP distributions between
samples and the assumption of the most intense peak being sufficiently dominant, but
allow a reasonable estimate and insight of the phase composition at each time point and
its evolution. The distribution of TCP may be a result of uneven mixing of the TCP
powder and liquid phase creating regions with a higher density of brushite in some cases,
and given that a full conversion is not expected there will be variations in the structure
at the micro level in each sample.
Table 5.2: Quantification of approximate area and penetration changes for phases at each
time point for samples aged in PBS based on the dominant phase calculated at each
spatial location.
Time point Brushite % OCP % TCP % OCP
(days) penetration (µm)
0 88.6 0.0 11.4 0
5 88.3 0.7 11.0 150
10 90.0 5.9 4.0 350
20 50.1 8.3 41.6 520
30 37.8 22.6 39.6 750
50 12.6 44.2 43.2 1300
In addition to the results shown above a small number of cylinders showed inhomogenous
structure under CRM mapping. Mappings of day 0, and day 30 in dynamic DMEM are
shown in Fig. 5.6. Heat maps for brushite and TCP in the day 0 cylinder suggest the
cylinder set in a series of concentric circles, alternating between the two phases. Heat
maps for day 30 show highly variable dissolution of brushite and penetration of TCP,
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with up to 600µm radial differences suggesting that the variability in setting of the ce-
ments can be far more pronounced than the more stable brushite around the edge of the
cylinder seen above. Care was taken to randomise the position of the cylinder each time
the media was changed.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: Raman mapping of inhomogeneous samples. Day 0 cylinder with (a) brushite
and (b) TCP mappings, and a cylinder aged 30 days in DMEM with mappings for (c)
brushite, and (d) OCP. Mappings produced using Witec Project software.
Brushite cylinders dynamically aged in PBS raised to a pH of 12.5 by the addition of
sodium hydroxide were imaged using CRM at 10, 20 and 30 days (Fig. 5.7). Results
showed similar results with brushite being replaced by OCP as a function of distance over
time, but at a much higher rate with complete dissolution of brushite by 30 days. Impor-
tantly the determination of the presence of HA was complicated by the spectral proximity
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of the PO4 peak for OCP and HA liable to give false results. However analysis of the
spectra with reference to other peaks associated with each phase, such as the HPO2−4
peak for OCP, allowed identification with reasonable certainty (Fig. 5.8). As noted above
there was inhomogeneous penetration with day 10 and 20 whole area scans showing the
remaining core of brushite is off centre, despite being different samples in each case due
to the destructive nature of the method.
Figure 5.7: Confocal Raman microscopy heat maps of whole cylinder cross sections after
up to 30 days ageing in dynamic pH 12.5 PBS media. Heat maps of the PO4 peak for
brushite, OCP and TCP phases are shown for cylinders aged in each media. Combined
images shows the dominant phase at each location determined by highest peak intensity;
green - brushite, red - OCP, blue - TCP, white - HA. Scale bar 1000µm.
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Figure 5.8: The spectral proximity of the PO4 peak for OCP and HA in the Raman
spectrum of CaP cements.
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5.5.4 Micro-CT
Micro-CT reconstructions performed over the whole volume of the sectioned cylinder at
a pixel size of 5.4µm are shown for 0 (Fig. 5.9) and 50 (Fig. 5.10) days in dynamic PBS.
The coronal slice through the centre of the cylinder and transverse slices taken at the top,
mid-point and bottom of each reconstruction provide a view of the gradient of exposure
to fresh media. Slices over the time series show changes in density and porosity where
aged constructs which aligned with the phase regions seen in the CRM image mapping
series (Fig. 5.4). Comparing the reconstructions at day 0 to day 50 shows a clear change
in structure as the brushite is removed and/or replaced by OCP leaving a volume of lower
density and porosity that is seen to curve within the structure, with respect to the distance
from the phase boundary to the nearest outside edge of the cylinder. Non-homogeneous
regions of mineral density suggesting more or less complete cement setting, and air holes
acting as large pores are apparent and may explain the variations seen in phase change
(Fig. 5.6).
The presence of the outer shell of brushite seen under Raman microscopy was also observed
in the micro-CT reconstructions as a band of highly attenuating mineral around the
outside of the transverse slices (Fig. 5.11).
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(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.9: Micro-CT reconstruction of a day 0 cylinder. Showing (a) coronal slice through
the centre of the cylinder and transverse slices at the (b) upper surface, (c) middle, and
(d) lower surface. Scale bar 1mm.
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(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Micro-CT reconstruction of a cylinder aged for 50 days in dynamic PBS.
Showing (a) coronal slice through the centre of the cylinder and transverse slices at the
(b) upper surface, (c) middle, and (d) lower surface. Scale bar 1mm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Border layer of brushite seen in Micro-CT day 10 in pH 12.5 PBS. Scale bar
500µm.
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5.5.5 Bulk analysis
Helium pycnometry was performed on sectioned cylinders. Afterwards samples were
ground to a powder for compositional analysis under Raman spectroscopy and XRD.
Helium pycnometry
Helium pycnometry was performed for each time point on half cylinder samples that had
been aged in dynamic PBS (0,5,10,20,30,50 days) to determine the apparent and true
densities. Helium pycnometry is able to obtain an accurate measurement of the material
volume, with helium atoms able to penetrate pores down to a limit of 0.1nm [313]. The
porosity was calculated as shown in equation 5.1:
Porosity[%] =
Vapp − Vtrue
Vtrue
x100 (5.1)
Where Vapp is the sample volume measured by geometrical dimensions, and Vtrue is the
real sample volume. The results are shown in Fig. 5.12. The porosity of the samples was
seen to change over time when exposed to in vitro conditions. The calculated porosity
results show a increase in porosity of the cylinders corresponding with in vitro time in
PBS media. The changes in porosity collaborate the results seen under micro-CT.
Raman point spectroscopy
Raman spectrum of powdered samples were acquired by acquiring a number of spectra at
points across the sample and taking the average spectrum for each time point (Fig. 5.13).
Results correspond the same story as seen with mapping; a brushite and TCP sample
with the brushite decreasing over time and the appearance of OCP later in the time
series. Notably these results highlight that there is a much lower sensitivity in the point
method. OCP does not become clearly detectable until 20 days, despite the presence and
in some spatial locations dominance of OCP in the mapping time series at 5 and 10 days
shown in Fig. 5.5.
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XRD
XRD patterns collected from powdered cylinders aged in dynamic PBS are shown in
Fig. 5.14. Analysis of diffraction patterns showed the same results as with point Raman
spectroscopy above; brushite and TCP cement, with a decline in brushite over time and
appearance of OCP at later points. Again OCP was not seen prior to day 20 showing the
difference in sensitivity in addition to the loss in spatial information. No evidence of HA
was found, with no distinct HA peaks detectable beyond the background noise or from
peaks that would not be contributed by other confirmed phases.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: Helium pycnometry of PBS aged cylinders. Graphs show (a) True density
and (b) the relative porosity fraction of the volume at each time point.
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Figure 5.13: Raman spectrum of powdered brushite cylinders aged in PBS. Key: Brushite
- B, OCP - O, TCP - T.
Figure 5.14: Powder XRD patterns of brushite cylinders aged in PBS. Normalised to the
most intense brushite peak. Key: Brushite - B, OCP - O, TCP - T.
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5.6 Discussion
The work presented in this chapter investigated the effect of physiological ageing condi-
tions on brushite CaP cements as used in the BBLC. The brushite anchor in the BBLC
will need to function as an effective bone graft material to rapidly bond with and be
resorbed by the bone to avoid pullout or other failures. Additionally in revision surgeries
where the primary graft has failed the first stage requires filling the previous bone tunnel,
the use of brushite cement would avoid the need to harvest bone as an autograft. These
needs are complicated by the currently poorly understood and varied results reported in
the literature.
This study investigated the visualisation of phase changes using Raman imaging on
brushite cement cylinders aged in a range of media. Dynamic media removal was used to
encourage a higher rate of hydrolysis and dissolution, but with lower recrystalisation as
the fresh media would remove ions from the system and reduce saturation. Importantly,
it was observed that in PBS aged samples a shell of OCP formed but did not prevent
further dissolution, with continued loss of brushite and penetration of OCP over the entire
time course. Indeed, in samples with raised PBS pH total dissolution of brushite with
replacement by OCP and then HA was observed. It was also shown that the presence of
protein inhibited phase change, even at serum concentrations as low as 10vol% matching
previously reported results [127].
The transformation from brushite to a more stable phase such as HA has been shown to
be an important factor in the highly unpredictable degradation of brushite cements under
physiological conditions [142]. Ageing of brushite cements in vivo [131, 142, 179, 299, 300,
301] and in vitro [126, 127, 231] has been undertaken by a number of studies with incon-
sistent results. For in vitro ageing a range of ageing mediums including distilled water
[314], SBF [231], PBS [126, 127, 231], cell culture medium [315, 316], and bovine serum
[127] have been used. In these studies brushite has been shown to undergo dissolution and
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transformation to OCP, as reported here, or HA depending on the cement composition
and conditions it has been aged in. OCP is known to be metastable and will quickly
transform to HA [135], however this was only observed in the time frame of this study
under accelerated conditions with a raised pH. As a result of these variations in phase
transformation, amongst other differences in degradation, there is an ongoing debate as
to which media composition most accurately duplicates native physiological bioactivity
conditions [316, 317, 318].
As discussed earlier, much of the analysis in studies on the physiological aging of CaPs has
focused on a combination of morphological imaging coupled with spectral bulk compo-
sitional properties. These measurements provide information on the overall composition
and properties, such as crystal size, but severely limit the depth and scope of phase in-
formation available. The spatial distribution of the phases remains unknown leading to
an assumption of homogeneous distribution, which as I have shown is not the case in
3D samples in an aqueous environment with dynamic ion composition which is known to
chemically interact with CaPs. Some studies have used methods acquiring spectral infor-
mation at a number of points; providing information on changes in calcium to phosphate
ratios [142] and phase as a function of spatial location [142, 179]. However these are still
limited, requiring wide point spacing to cover the whole sample, and leaving uncertainty
as to whether a particular point is a true representation or an impurity. Raman imaging
presents a potentially ideal solution as a means to resolve the stated information gap and
the issue of bioactivity, being able to map chemical molecules and species without the
need to label or destructively prepare samples. Whilst Raman spectroscopy is unable to
to directly quantify the amount of each phase present, it is able to identify and provide
information on the species present and their relative intensities. Previously we have ap-
plied Raman mapping to the interface in a brushite-hydrogel system; showing evidence
of the cement undergoing dissolution or fragmentation, and transforming into OCP when
aged in a PBS or SBF media [231]. The work presented in the current study gives a more
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controlled experimental environment allowing a clearer visualisation of the phase changes
occurring as the samples aged.
For cylinders aged in PBS a three phase structure was seen to emerge and continuously de-
velop as brushite underwent dissolution, leaving a scaffold of the original TCP reactants,
which was subsequently seeded with OCP. With an additional fourth phase observed in
higher pH PBS as HA followed after OCP. This suggested a nondirect route of conversion
from brushite to OCP given the buffer region dominated by TCP between the two phases.
The presence of such a buffer region at the interface between the two phases could be due
to brushite being partially hydrolysed to an amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) phase,
before reacting with ions from solution to form OCP. The conversion of ACP to OCP has
been reported previously [312, 319, 320]. The characterisation of ACP by Raman spec-
troscopy is problematic due to the loose non-crystalline nature of the species resulting in
very broad peaks [321]. This is further complicated by the presence of the two or three
other phases at any given spatial point in the region, with largely overlapping spectra in
the region of interest. The main vibrational peak indicative of ACP is given as a broad
PO4 shifted to 950cm
−1 with a high width for all other associated peaks [319]. Analysis
of the data failed to find sufficient evidence of the presence of such a peak in the buffer
region. Comparison of the ratio of the peak intensity at 970cm−1 to 950cm−1 to look
for variations which might be indicative of a ACP PO4 shift contributing to the overall
signal of the HPO2−4 TCP peak about 950cm
−1 found no significant variation across the
buffer region compared to any other areas regardless of time point. Given the highly
soluble nature of ACP at more acidic pH a high rate of conversion to OCP would be
expected [305] leaving only a small quantity at any given time point. This discrepancy
may be explained by the formation of more stable ACP2 phase as a precursor to OCP
as described by Christoffersen et al. [320] or the effect of concentration gradients in the
porous structure and kinetic stabilisation reducing the conversion rate. Regardless of the
conversion mechanism, the outside shell of OCP was not seen to prevent brushite disso-
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lution further into the sample. In the case of higher pH media HA formation from OCP
appeared at later time points, as would be expected given the preferred stability of HA
in this region over OCP and brushite [115]. The transformation appeared to follow direct
conversion with no intermediates, however the weak ACP signal and fact the process has
been shown to occur quickly with an intermediate ACP phase under similar pH conditions
[322] means intermediate stages are likely but hard to detect.
The transformation of brushite to OCP itself is surprising given the lower stability of
OCP compared to HA predicted in solubility isotherms, with the majority of cases in
the literature reporting the transformation of brushite to HA when aged in a neutral or
slightly alkaline media. Whilst isotherms allow a prediction of the thermodynamically
preferred phase, the kinetics of conversion in supersaturated media can mean that a less
stable but more kinetically favourable phase grows faster and defines the composition of
the final structure. Hydrolysis of brushite to OCP in a pH environment of 6.2-7.4 between
25◦C and 37◦C due to much higher conversion rate to OCP over HA was reported by Tung
and Brown [323]. Importantly the brushite cements used in this study were not formed
with a setting retardant or calcification inhibitor unlike many others reported studies. In
a similar circumstance Malsy et al. [324] reported brushite converted to OCP and apatite
in magnesium free cement mixtures. The direct transformation of brushite to OCP is
given by Mert et al. [325] as one of the following reactions:
10CaHPO4.2H20→ Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4.5H2O + 2Ca2+ + 4H2PO−4 + 15H20 (5.2)
6CaHPO4.2H20 + 2Ca
2+ → Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4.5H2O + 7H2O + 4H+ (5.3)
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5CaHPO4.2H20 + 3Ca
2+ +HPO2−4 →
Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4.5H2O + 5H2O + 4H
+ (5.4)
Such a direct route would explain the decrease in pH from 7.3 to 6.5 as the brushite was
first exposed to PBS resulting in a high level of dissolution, with the PBS pH subsequently
rising as the remaining quantity of brushite decreased and became more deeply entombed
inside the cylinder reducing the quantity and rate of dissolution.
The heat maps in the Raman mapping results (Fig. 5.4 and 5.5) suggests an increase in
TCP alongside the appearance of OCP, however this is a misleading effect due to the loss
of brushite in areas where dissolution had taken place. TCP, which is less soluble than
brushite [140], has a higher intensity signal in these positions compared to areas where
brushite has not undergone dissolution. Formation of further TCP is unlikely without
stabilisation from magnesium ions [140] which were not present in the cylinder or PBS
media. Normalisation of this is complicated due to variations in each phase across each
sample, and changes in overall phase intensity and quantities in each time point. Leading
to a misleading result as the brushite degrades the TCP which is highly stable, and not
expected to form more in media given the lack of magnesium, appears to increase dra-
matically. Likewise the intensity of OCP will be seen to increase faster than is true, due
to the decrease in the brushite peaks. The positioning of an object of constant height and
intensity or embedding a soft but highly stable object into the cement itself as a reference
point might help compensate for some of the variables involved. Uneven distribution of
phases was observed in some samples, even for nonaged cylinders. This suggests an un-
even mixing/setting of reactants and may have important consequences for in situ use
where the conditions will be more complex and harder to control.
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The variation in initial OCP seeding location between the PBS and basic DMEM media
in Fig. 5.3 suggests a difference in the precipitation routes. In DMEM aged samples the
majority of OCP formed on the outside of the cylinder, whilst in the PBS aged samples the
outside remained dominated by a thick band of brushite even after 30 days, with brushite
further into the sample undergoing dissolution and being replaced by OCP. The formation
of OCP on the outside of the cylinder may be caused by adsorption of components in the
DMEM media on the cylinder surface enabling OCP precipitation and possibly limiting,
but not preventing, transport in and out of the structure. The presence of a less soluble
outer band of brushite as seen in the PBS aged samples raises the issue of uniformity in
the cement as a result of local conditions during setting which may have significant con-
sequences for in vivo implants. In such situations phase composition will determine local
pH and have a marked affect on the ingrowth of cells on implanted cements. The stalling
or reduced rate of cell migration could cause complications if conversion of brushite to a
more stable phase outpaces resorption, and/or regions of highly insoluble cement are left
after otherwise total resorption.
The results of this study have shown that the evolution of multiple CaP phases can be
mapped based on their intensity distribution over a series of time points. Differences
in phase transformation based on media were observed, matching previous reports that
showed the presence of proteins in serum based media inhibiting dissolution [127]. Previ-
ous ageing work on similar samples has noted morphological changes around the outside
of aged brushite cylinders under scanning electron microscopy [126] coinciding with de-
tected overall sample degradation and mechanical changes. This matches the changes
seen in the PBS ageing series as the outer ring of OCP was seen to emerge. The ability
to accurately resolve and display spectral information at a number of points across the
sample adds a considerable contribution to the understanding of the cement and its bioac-
tivity. High resolution imaging of phases will enable a better understanding of the rate
and consistency of phase conversion. This is especially significant as we have shown that
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the acquisition of spectra through bulk methods gives a much less sensitive result, with
the emergence of phases in small quantities not clearly detected until a number of days
after they were observed under CRM. Furthermore the compositional information that
can be obtained from the Raman spectra is far greater than can be obtained through the
histological staining reported in the literature, and does not require lengthy and complex
sample preparation (eg: producing thin sections, dehydrating, staining).
The major limitation of the presented methodology is that it is mildly destructive, requir-
ing physical preparation of the sample to access the plane of interest and make it suitable
for confocal imaging. The depth penetration of confocal microscopy in turbid media is
under ideal conditions 200µm which will be much reduced in cements. This limits the
application of CRM to processed in vitro and ex vivo samples. However recent devel-
opment of techniques for deep Raman data collection in soft tissue and bone [326], and
endoscopic probes [327] may make remote access in vivo imaging of cements to depths
in the order of tens of millimetres plausible. Raman is also diffraction limited in its res-
olution to a maximum of about 200nm, which will be further reduced if a low numerical
aperture lens is used to view a larger area, and/or a longer wavelength laser is used to
minimise fluorescence and chance of damage to the sample. Depending on the cement
system in question the resolution will likely be equivalent to or much greater than the size
of individual crystals meaning that it may be unable to resolve to the level of individual
crystals with each spectra being composed of a combination of multiple phases, as seen
in this study. Due to the highly complex nature of brushite cements and the number of
variables that affect the cement bioactivity degradation the use of multiple complimentary
techniques is of course still required, though the application of chemical imaging adds a
powerful tool for use in further investigations given that work will be over a similar size
range.
We have shown that localised information on chemical composition and phase changes in
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brushite CaP cements can be mapped and quantified using CRM. This enabled spatially
resolved monitoring of the simultaneous evolution of brushite, TCP and OCP phases in
samples aged in vitro, giving clear information on the distribution and relative quantity
of each phase over time. Ultimately, this has facilitated a deeper insight into the mech-
anisms involved in the transformation between phases. This chemical mapping provides
an important information bridge between the morphology based high resolution electron
microscopy imaging, and bulk chemical composition results often applied in the literature.
Applied to further in vivo and in vitro results such information will enable a deeper level
of understanding into the chemical interaction between the sample and it’s surrounding
environment and the biochemical mechanisms involved, allowing for the improved opti-
misation of brushite cements for bone graft applications. This is the first case that the
author is aware of where the phase composition, and evolution as a result of time in media
of a CaP cement has been mapped. Outside of bone graft applications there are many
areas in biomedicine where monitoring the development and evolution of mineralised re-
gions is or importance. Brushite and HA are often the main constituents of kidney stones,
whose formation is not fully understood [328] and variations in mineralisation as a result
of change/decay in teeth [329].
The results have an important consequence for the BBLC. The possibility of partial
or total conversion to more stable phases would be limiting to the mineralisation at the
interface and later bone graft attachment. No previous study has looked at CaP cements
that have been aged under in vitro conditions for a period of time followed by in vivo
implantation. In the short term the presence of proteins from the serum in the media will
inhibit brushite dissolution, as reported in Chapter 3.
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5.7 Further work
Further work needs to be performed extending the experimental scope of the work pre-
sented here for both the BBLC and bone graft applications.
The systems studied here are very simple, using a basic geometry in a highly controlled
acellular environment. Further in vitro studies using osteoblast cells to investigate biolog-
ically mediated breakdown are required to extend the scope and validate the mechanisms
reported. Ultimately ex vivo samples from in situ studies are the only true way to de-
termine how the CaP cements will behave, such a sample would ideally have a very high
level of information that could be collected by Raman imaging showing the biological
components alongside the CaP phases and aiding an understanding of the mechanisms
between the two. Relating to the attachment of the anchors a study of osteointergration
for pre-aged cements would be required to validate their potential.
Extension of the current imaging methodologies to incorporate multivariate analysis, in
addition to the univariate analysis currently applied, would allow for a much higher level
of information to be extracted possibly adding further insight. Inclusion of high spatial
accuracy mechanical testing to correspond with phase distributions seen in Raman map-
ping. The potential for in situ analysis with the methodology used here would be limited
due to the nature of confocal microscopy and slow imaging times requiring invasive and
destructive removal of the sample region to effectively map over the implant at depths
below the surface. Higher signal intensity techniques such as CARS and SRS may allow a
higher throughput of ex vivo samples, but the need to tune for each PO4 shift may make
that potentially infeasible in practice.
As noted earlier there are a wide range of techniques applied to provide information on
the properties and state of CaP cements. The work presented here was largely limited
to a focus on imaging techniques. Combination with further analytical methods will be
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required to provide a complete elucidation of the phase evolution and changes in material
properties.
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CHAPTER 6
SINEW BIOMINERALISATION
Biomineralisation is the process of organisms producing minerals to harden or stiffen tis-
sues, most notably in humans as the mineralised skeleton. As discussed in section 5.1
there is a significant medical need for bone-implants, which has resulted in development
and investigation of biomaterials with oesteoconductive properties. In addition to want-
ing to encourage bone growth, there is also a need to decrease or stop bone formation in
unwanted places where it can severely impair function. Understanding biomineralisation
and the factors involved may allow for the development of non or minimally invasive pro-
cedures to increase/decrease bone mineral density as needed. In Chapter 3 the extensive
mineralisation of the ligament soft tissue was reported. In this chapter the potential for a
more controlled and homogeneous mineralisation of the soft tissue, as a means to develop
a model for biomineralisation is investigated.
6.1 Biomineralisation
6.1.1 Bone structure and native biomineralisation
Bone has a complex hierarchical structure (Fig. 6.1). The basic unit is a collagen-mineral
composite, composed of mineral platelets of carbonated hydroxyapatite, protein and water
[330]. The protein component is mostly in the form of collagen type I, with 85-90% of
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bone protein [331]. The mineral component is stiff and brittle, whilst the wet protein
is softer but tough. The composite formed from the two combines the stiff and tough
material properties of the separate materials to produce a substance that is rigid and
also resistant to fracture [330]. Below a certain size materials become insensitive to flaws
[133]. The shape, size, volume fraction, and arrangement of the mineralised particles is
fundamental to the mechanics of the composite and the tissue at large [330].
Figure 6.1: Multilayer structure of bone, and organisation of collagen and hydroxyapatite
in mineralised collagen fibrils. Image modified from Nair et al. 2013 [332] with permission.
6.1.2 Medical need to control bone formation
As discussed previously in section 5.1 there is a large demand for bone implants, which
far outstrips the availability and practicality of donor bone. Briefly: bone loss through
disease, trauma, or genetic conditions can result in dehabilitation and loss of quality of
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life. Grafts with native bone as autograft is ideal but limited, and allografts present a
number of complications. In addition to the current medical issues other areas are likely
to play a larger role in the future. As mankind reaches out into space with longer periods
of time spent in orbit, or voyages to planets and beyond becoming more commonplace
there will be a need to compensate for the bone mineral density loss in micro-gravity
environments [333]. Losses of bone mineral as a result of long-duration space-flights have
been calculated to range between 2% and 9%, with a predicted recovery of 50% within 9
months after landing [334]. In such cases bone loss limits the physical tasks an individual
can safely perform and leaves them vulnerable to injury. Repeated surgical intervention
using bone grafting materials to speed up the recovery process is undesirable and imprac-
tical.
Conversely to encourage the formation of new bone there is also a need to understand
the biomineralisation process to prevent uncontrolled formation. Heterotopic ossification
(HO) is the process by which bone forms in non-osseous tissues, as either a result of
trauma, neurogenics or genetics. Depending on the quantity and location of bone formed
it can be unobtrusive and only noticed by chance on clinical radiography [335], or it can
severely limit function and affect the quality of life of individuals. The main cause has
been as a result of trauma or damage to the central nervous system. Surgery presents
a risk of HO formation with over 10% of surgeries resulting in HO formation [335]. HO
has become an increasingly commonplace amongst war veterans in recent years with up
to 65% of injuries resulting in HO formation [336], due to a higher proportion of blast
injuries in theatres such as Afghanistan and Iraq [337]. Treatment of HO is currently very
limited with the current methods involving surgery to block, or remove the osseous tissue.
6.1.3 Experimental mimicry of biomineralisation
A number of studies have taken place in the last decade looking at the transformation of
collagen into a bone-like material by mineralisation at multiple length scales [338, 339,
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340, 341, 342]. Generally methods are split between biochemically driven mineralisation
of collagen scaffolds, and cellular modulated mechanisms. These have provided much
information on the roles and effect of each material. However the collagen tempate used
is generally not aligned and in low quantities limiting their representative nature and
effective use.
6.1.4 Chapter aim
The sinew component of the BBLC, is essentially a highly aligned collagenous structure.
By providing a source of phosphates to induce mineralisation a bone like structure can
ideally be formed. The formation of a mineralised construct would allow for a model to
be developed based on the observed changes during the mineralisation process, allowing
for testing of treatments and potentially be translatable for use as a bone replacement
graft. Hence the aim of this chapter was to investigate the biomineralisation potential of
the BBLC.
6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Construct production
Constructs were incubated for 7 days in supplemented DMEM, with additional P and
AA supplements after 7 days to encourage collagen growth, after 21 days from initiation
mineralised solutions were added. At 45 days constructs were removed from culture,
washed in PBS, fixed in 4% formaldehyde, and washed and stored in PBS.
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6.2.2 Potassium phosphate supplemented constructs
Construct production
Constructs were produced as described above (section 6.2.1) either without supplemen-
tation as a control, or were supplemented with one of either potassium phosphate (Sigma-
Aldrich, UK), sodium pyrophosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, UK), or sodium triphosphate pentaba-
sic (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) from 21 days. 0.1%wt of each in powder form was added to
supplemented DMEM with no pH neutralisation. Constructs were aged for a further 21
days in the phosphate supplemented DMEM media, with the media changed on a 2-3 day
basis as before. On removal from media constructs were washed in PBS 3x5mins, fixed
in 4% formaldehyde, washed in PBS 3x5mins.
Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were acquired of each phosphate powder, and at the surface of each of
the supplemented and non-supplemented sinews. Using a 785nm laser combined with 20x
lens, 20 accumulations of 3 seconds were used to produce each spectra. Spectra were
preprocessed to remove cosmic rays and baseline corrected. In addition to the spectral
data, video images were acquired under the 20x and 5x lens of each sinew using the CRM.
TEM
TEM images were acquired of the 0.1%wt potassium phosphate sample that had been
sectioned to a thin slice, using a schottky field emitter TEM (Technai F20, Philips, UK)
at 200kV. Bright image TEM and selected area diffraction (SAD) modes were acquired.
6.2.3 Potassium phosphate supplemented constructs (controlled
pH)
Constructs were produced as described above (section 6.2.1) either without supplementa-
tion as a control or were supplemented with potassium phosphate solution. Solutions used
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were: unsupplemented control, 0.1%wt potassium phosphate as described above, PBS
with 10% or 20% potassium phosphate, pH neutralised with sodium hydroxide (Sigma-
Aldrich). For the PBS solutions 100µL of either was added to the media in each well
plate after the replacement of sDMEM producing a 0.5%wt and 1%wt solution respec-
tively. Constructs were aged for a further 21 days in the phosphate supplemented media,
with some removed at this stage and the remaining in a 1%wt for a further 10 days. On
removal from media constructs were washed in PBS 3x5mins, fixed in 4% formaldehyde,
and washed in PBS 3x5mins.
Micro-CT
Samples supplemented using each solution were scanned in a micro-CT. Sinews were
mounted in 1.5mL eppendorf tubes, using the sylgard base to provide support, and
scanned in an air atmosphere as described in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.2). 0.4 degree step
size about 180 degrees, with X-ray beam parameters of 20kV, 100µA. Producing 9.38µm
pixel size shadow images. Scans were reconstructed as before (section 3.3.2) and analysed
using ImageJ and DataViewer.
Drying sinews
After the wet sample data was acquired, samples were dried by removal from PBS and
kept in an incubator at 37◦C for 2-3 hours.
Optical microscopy
Reflection microscopy images were acquired of dried sinews using confocal microscopy
with 10x lens and 1x-1.5x digital zoom (section 2.7.2). Further images were acquired
under brightfield microscopy (Modified Axio Observer Z1 microscope, Zeiss, Germany)
using a 10x lens with images saved as png format.
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SEM
Backscattered electron (BSE) images and elemental X-ray analysis were acquired on the
outside and a cross section of the 1%wt neutralised sample, sputter coated with gold, using
a SEM (XL-30 LaB6, Philips, UK) with an accelerating voltage of 4-8kV. Elemental data
from crystals was collected from objects by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
For crystal only, regions of interest protruding from the sample body were chosen to
minimise the chance of background influence.
Further secondary BSE images and X-ray elemental spectrum were acquired of the sur-
face, protruding crystals, and sinew interior via a cross section of a 1%wt non-neutralised
sample, non-sputter coated, in an environmental SEM (XL-30 FEG Environmental, Philips,
UK) with an accelerating voltage of 20kV. Images were acquired at magnifications be-
tween 65x and 2100x for general and crystal specific images respectively. Elemental data
was collected using EDS taken at the surface, and inside the sinew via a cross sectional
cutting. Spectra from crystals was collected from objects overhanging the sample to
minimise background influence.
Measurement of spherical particles and needles was performed using ImageJ to deter-
mine the sizes and range, with at least 10 measurements taken for each per image.
6.2.4 MC3T3 seeded constructs
Constructs were produced as described above (section 6.2.1) with the differences that
osteoblast potential lineage MC3T3 cells were used in place of CTF cells, AA and P sup-
plementation was added after 14 days in culture, and no mineralisation supplementation
was added. Samples were removed at day 25 and analysed using CRM and TP/SHG
imaging.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Potassium phosphate supplemented constructs
Constructs were developed using stainless steel pins as anchors in place of the brushite
cement reported previously to remove the source of early mineralisation (Fig. 6.2). Once
the sinews contracted, phosphate compounds were added to the media. Either potassium
phosphate monobasic (KH2PO4), sodium pyrophosphate tetrabasic (Na4P2O7), or sodium
triphosphate pentabasic (Na5P3O10) were added directly to cell media at 0.1%wt after 21
days with no pH neutralisation. Providing a control source of mineral material to the
mature constructs. High levels of colour change were apparent in the media due to the
drop in pH from the quantity of phosphate added, suggesting much more acidic nature
and likely total cell death. Constructs were supplemented with mineralised media for
a further 21 days before analysis. Visually constructs showed no variation between the
mineralised and control samples. However a high level of precipitate was observed to form
on the well plate in constructs supplemented with phosphates.
Figure 6.2: Ligament construct produced using stainless steel pins as anchors. Scale bar
1mm.
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Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was performed on the surface of control and phosphate supplemented
sinews (Fig. 6.3). Widefield images provided no detail or contrast of the samples due
to their still hydrated state and the low intensity of the microscope lamp. The major-
ity of Raman peaks observed in each supplemented sample correlated with those present
in the control spectrum which showed collagen bands at positions recorded in literature
[174, 269] and covered previously in section 4.4.6 showing the collagen dominated struc-
ture remained. Most notably the potassium phosphate sample showed a phosphate peak
at 960cm−1, the phosphate peak combined with the collagen gives a spectrum that is at
least superficially identical to that of bone [269] (Fig. 6.4).
Figure 6.3: Raman spectra of sinews supplemented with phosphate based media. (a)
Unsupplemented control sinew, and sinews supplemented with (b) potassium phosphate,
(c) triphosphate, and (d) pyrophosphate.
Comparison was performed of the Raman spectrum of mineralised sinews to the Raman
spectrum of the dry phosphate powders (Not shown). The results showed a significant
shift in the observed peaks associated with the phosphates, suggesting a change in the
chemical composition of the phosphate compounds on the sinew; though it was uncertain
whether this was as a result of dissolution in the cell media or bonding with the sinew.
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Figure 6.4: Raman spectrum of potassium phosphate sinew compared to bone. Bone
spectrum insert reproduced from Morris et al. [269] with permission.
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TEM
High resolution TEM images were acquired of the 0.1%wt potassium phosphate sample
on sections taken from the midpoint of the sinew (Fig. 6.5). This allowed images with
nm resolution, below the size of collagen fibrils, to be acquired. The images showed an
ordered structure with very densely packed and highly aligned organic structure. Darker
regions on the sample possibly are likely indicative of mineral deposits, similar in contrast
to the dark banding seen in native mineralised collagen. SAD patterns were acquired
alongside each TEM image (Fig. 6.6). SAD shows electron scattering in the sample at a
number of discrete locations, from which the crystalline structure of the sample can be
determined, and the presence of native like HA could be confirmed. The presence of such
scattering points in the SAD images suggest a highly crystalline structure. A systemic
acquisition of TEM and SAD data for control samples was not achieved, preventing simple
comparison of SAD results between samples with known differences in mineralisation that
would help determine the source of the diffraction pattern. Likewise the complex crystal
structure was not determined from the SAD images, which would have provided further
information on the sample composition.
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Figure 6.5: TEM image of 0.1wt% potassium phosphate supplemented sinew, magnified
inset showing individual fibrils. Inset modified via ImageJ to increase contrast.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.6: SAD patterns from TEM images of 0.1wt% potassium phosphate supple-
mented sinews.
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6.3.2 Potassium phosphate supplemented constructs (controlled
pH)
After the promising results of the initial supplementation, a more controlled experiment
was undertaken with potassium phosphate. Potassium phosphate was added to the me-
dia either directly as before as 0.1wt%, or in a pH neutralised PBS solution at 0.5wt%
and 1wt%. Contraction of sinews occurred as reported previously. After 7 days supple-
mentation with AA and P was performed. 21 days since initiation potassium phosphate
supplementation was performed for 24 days. The use of neutralised phosphate solutions
resulted in a much more neutral media about pH 7.3 with less pH induced colour change
compared to the direct powder method (Fig. 6.7).
Figure 6.7: Effect of potassium phosphate supplementation on DMEM cell media colour.
Left to right: control, 1wt% neutralised, 1wt% neutralised and with aa+p, 0.5% neu-
tralised and with aa+p, 0.1%wt non-neutralised
Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy performed on the control and potassium phosphate supplemented
sinews gave peaks identical to those presented in the un-neutralised samples (section 6.3.1)
shown in Fig. 6.4. Raman spectra taken at points along the sample showed more signifi-
cant variations in the intensity of the v1PO4 phosphate peak for each of the neutralised
samples with respect to the collagen peaks, suggesting an uneven coating of the miner-
alised particles on the surface of the sinew. The poor quality of the widefield microscopy
images obtained from hydrated samples limited the ability to match observed spectra to
topography.
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Micro-CT
Micro-CT reconstructions of each sample were performed to determine the quantity and
distribution of minerals inside the sinew. Sinews developed using control and neutralised/non-
neutralised potassium phosphate supplementation were reconstructed with an image pixel
size of 9.38µm. A partial three dimensional reconstruction of a 0.1% non-neutralised
potassium phosphate sinew is shown in Fig. 6.8 with sagittal and transverse cross sec-
tions for each sample shown in 6.9.
Reconstructions of the supplemented sinews shown in Fig 6.9 exhibit little variation in
the morphology and radio attenuating composition between each sample. A small number
of high X-ray attenuation points, possibly associated with a build-up of mineralised par-
ticles, were apparent on the surface of samples. It is unclear whether these were caused
by build ups of mineralisation or other sources such as contamination during preparation.
Regardless of the source the sinews as a whole exhibited little variation between the con-
trol and supplemented samples suggesting that any overall mineralisation has occurred at
a very low scale, below the sensitivity of the micro-CT.
Figure 6.8: Three-dimensional micro-CT reconstruction of 0.1% non-neutralised potas-
sium phosphate supplemented scaffold showing (a) top down and (b) side on view of the
sinew, pins and SYLGARD base. Scale bar 0.1mm.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.9: Micro-CT cross sections of potassium phosphate supplemented sinews. Show-
ing the (a,c,e) sagittal and (b,d,f) transverse cross sections. For (a,b) unsupplemented
control, and (c,d) 0.1%wt non-neutralised (e,f) 1%wt neutralised supplemented sinews.
Scale bar 1000µm.
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Two photon and second harmonic generation
Image stacks of TP-SHG images were acquired on day 45 control and 1%wt neutralised
sinews. Image stacks were acquired looking down into the midpoint of sample at the centre
(Fig. 6.10), and at the edges (Fig. 6.11). In addition to cells the TP was able to produce
signal and contrast for mineralised particles. No label was used so the signal would be
entirely due to autofluorescence from the particles. A build up of mineralisation observed
on the ligament surface at depths of 100µm measured from the edge of the collagen
SHG signal, with up to 130µm in some cases (Fig. 6.11c). A much lower penetration of
particles into the sinew body was observed with a much smaller and less dense quantity
of mineralisation observed inside the collagen sheath (Fig. 6.11d). As with the BBLCs
grown under standard conditions (section 4.4.7), organised collagen was seen to be present
in the day 45 sample from the SHG signal. As before a dense layer of collagen correlated
with the dense outer wall of cells with much lower density inside the sinew body itself
(Fig. 6.10). The SHG signal was weaker in mineralised sample, likely as a result of the
increased scattering caused by the dense and opaque phosphate particles on the surface.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.10: Two photon (a,c,e) and SHG (b,d,f) microscopy of the surface of a day 45
1%wt neutralised sinew. (a,b) At the sinew surface, (c,d) 30µm and (e,f) 60µm into the
sample.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.11: Two photon and SHG microscopy of day 45 1%wt neutralised taken at the
edge showing a cross sectional view. (a) TP and (b) SHG (right) images of the outside of
the sinew, (c,d) Merged signals (TP blue, SHG red) showing the extent of mineralisation
(c) outside the collagen sheath and (d) into the sample.
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Optical microscopy
After Raman spectroscopy, micro-CT and TP/SHG data were obtained, ligaments were
dried for 3+ hours in an incubator at 37◦C. The drying process resulting a reduced sample
volume and change in colour from white to a dark brown. Dried samples were imaged
under CRM, reflectance confocal microscopy, reflectance microscopy and SEM to study
the mineralisation over the surface.
Optical imaging under the widefield mode of the CRM allowed detailed observation of
the surface to be seen (Fig. 6.12). However the drying process resulted in a significantly
higher autofluorescence in subsequent Raman spectroscopy. Dramatically reducing the
signal quality with high autofluorescence, and in many points making it impossible to
differentiate sample peaks from the background and preventing detailed comparison of
topography to spectral content. Burning of samples by the excitation laser due to the
reduced water content was also clearly visible in some instances and possibly the cause of
the high autofluorescence observed in the acquired Raman spectra. The Under images ob-
tained at 20x magnification bright reflective mineralisation seen distributed in clumps on
surface of phosphate supplemented samples (Fig. 6.12a ,c , e). 0.1%wt non-neutralised
were almost fully coated in mineralised particles, whilst the neutralised samples had a
much lower and variable distribution, and no mineralisation present in the control. In
non-mineralised regions structural alignment was observed in control and neutralised sam-
ples. The low intensity and collection of the light under the 5x objective prevented surface
mineralisation being effectively studied over a larger area. But allowed clear observation
of long needle-like crystals protruding from the surface of mineralised samples (Fig. 6.12
b, d, f). A total mineral coverage of the 0.1%wt samples with high quantities of long (up
to 200µm) needle-like mineralised particles in the potassium phosphate supplemented
samples.
Reflectance confocal microscopy performed on the samples (Fig. 6.13) backed up the re-
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sults seen under the CRM video mode with control samples exhibiting no mineralisation
and regions of high alignment (Fig. 6.13a,b), and supplemented samples showing miner-
alisation and the presence of long needle-like crystals (Fig. 6.13c,d). Similar results were
seen with further optical imaging under reflectance microscopy (Fig. 6.14).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.12: Confocal microscopy reflectance images of construct surfaces obtained under
the widefield mode of the CRM at (a,c,e) 20x and (b,d,f) 5x of (a,b) control, (c,d) 0.1%wt
non-neutralised (e,f) 1% neutralised. Arrows show mineralisation and crystals on the
sinew surface.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.13: Confocal reflectance microscopy of the surface of dried potassium phosphate
supplemented sinews. (a,b) control, (c,d) 0.1% non-neutralised potassium phosphate.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.14: Reflectance microscopy of the surface of dried potassium phosphate supple-
mented sinews. (a) control (b) 0.1%wt non-neutralised potassium phosphate. Scale bar
0.5mm.
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SEM
SEM was used to provide high resolution images of the mineralised particles on the sam-
ple surface and determine elementary composition via X-ray energy spectra. BSE images
and EDS acquired of 1%wt neutralised sputtered with gold (Fig. 6.15), and 0.1%wt non-
neutralised non gold sputtered (Fig. 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19), samples.
SEM backscattered electron images and EDS data were acquired for 0.1%wt neutralised
sinews at multiple points over the surface (Fig. 6.18, and 6.19 ). Backscattered electron
images showed high levels of debris on the surface of the phosphate supplemented sam-
ples, present as a mixture of irregular spherical-like and needle-like crystals. Elemental
analysis suggested only carbon and oxygen were present at a given location on the debris,
despite the visual observation of mineralised particles present in the area and composi-
tional information on such areas acquired from Raman spectroscopy. Similar debris was
seen in 0.1%wt non-neutralised sinew BSE images, however conversely a much more varied
elemental composition was given. The detected elemental composition of each sample is
given in Table 6.1. The XRD data suggests the crystals on the surface are formed largely
of sodium-chloride, with very low levels of phosphate present. An exception is the case of
point 3 of the data shown in Fig.6.19 where at the surface of the sample the quantity of
Ca and P is comparable to and higher than the Na and Cl content. Image scans showing
the cross section of the sinew near the surface showed much lower levels of mineralisation,
and were largely dominated by oxygen, nitrogen and carbon (Fig. 6.17). The difference in
elements detected between samples may be due to variations instrument sensitivity and
sampling settings.
Measurement of particle and needle sizes was performed. In the 1%wt neutralised sinew
measurements on the surface gave a mean length of 60µm with width of 1.1µm for long
needle-like crystals. Spherical mineral particles varied in diameter between 1–15µm with
a median value of 5µm. Mean penetration of 50µm into the sinew based on cross sec-
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tions, assuming that the mineralisation present occurred during time in vitro, and was
not a result of contamination during preparation. Measurements of debris on 0.1%wt
non-neutralise was made difficult by lower magnification and image resolution, crude mea-
surements suggested size distributions comparable to the neutralised ones given above.
Table 6.1: Elemental content from each 0.1%wt non-neutralised potassium phosphate
supplemented sample, as determined by SEM EDS.
Sample Content (%) C-K O-K Na-K P-K Cl-K K-K Ca-K
Sinew – surface
Fig. 6.16a Weight 40.15 7.96 10.92 18.31 0.83 20.86 0.92
Atom 55.43 9.42 11.32 13.21 0.47 9.76 0.38
Fig. 6.19a p2 Weight 37.75 5.86 21.88 0.50 33.61 0.41
Atom 57.83 6.73 17.51 0.30 17.44 0.19
Fig. 6.19a p3 Weight 46.74 26.06 7.76 6.05 5.44 0.53 7.42
Atom 60.75 25.43 5.27 3.05 2.40 0.21 2.89
Sinew – internal
Fig. 6.17a Weight 48.55 16.37 22.82 4.29 0.94 5.25 0.72
Atom 57.30 16.57 20.22 2.65 0.43 2.10 0.26
Needle-like crystal
Fig. 6.18a Weight 64.03 10.95 12.26 0.14 11.80 0.03 0.40
Atom 77.16 9.90 7.72 0.07 4.82 0.01 0.15
Fig. 6.18c Weight 60.90 8.71 15.19 14.97 0.24
Atom 75.64 8.12 9.85 6.30 0.09
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.15: SEM topography and compositional information of the surface of a day 45
1%wt neutralised sinew. Showing (a-c) secondary backscattered electron imaging for the
surface, (d) the surface and immediate inside of the sinew, and (e) the EDS elemental
composition spectrum at (f) a point taken on the mineral debris.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: SEM topography and compositional information of the surface of a day 45
0.1wt% non-neutralised sinew. Showing (a) secondary backscattered electron imaging for
the surface, and (b) the elemental composition spectrum. Weight and composition % for
each element at each point present are given in Table 6.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.17: SEM topography and compositional information of the inside of a day 45
0.1wt% non-neutralised sinew. Showing (a) secondary backscattered electron imaging for
the surface, and (b) the elemental composition spectrum. Weight and composition % for
each element at each point present are given in Table 6.1.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.18: SEM topography and compositional information of a protruding crystal from
a day 45 0.1wt% non-neutralised sinew. Showing (a,c) secondary backscattered electron
imaging for the surface, and (b) the elemental composition spectrum for a). Weight and
composition % for each element at each point present are given in Table 6.1.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.19: SEM topography and compositional information of the surface for a day
45 0.1wt% non-neutralised sinew. Showing (a) secondary backscattered electron imaging
for the surface, and (b,c,d) the elemental composition spectrum at each labelled point.
Weight and composition % for each element at each point present are given in Table 6.1.
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6.3.3 MC3T3 seeded constructs
As an alternative to phosphate supplementation the use of mouse osteoblastic cell line
MC3T3 cells for construct seeding, instead of the CTF cells that had been used previously
for all reported construct development, was investigated with the intention of allowing
biologically modulated mineralisation to occur through the propensity of osteoblast cells
to initiate mineralisation or their differentiation to osteoblast cells. The MC3T3 cell
based sinews exhibited significantly slower contraction in comparison to CTF cells after
contraction terminated, the constructs remained rounded with a non-uniform structure
with variations in the thickness of sinew leaving a highly porous pattern (Fig. 6.20). In
a high proportion of samples the sinew was torn by the pins and floated free, suggesting
a much weaker soft tissue, possibly due to a lower collagen content.
Figure 6.20: MC3T3 constructs after 20 days. Both samples show the ovular final shape
with one end torn off from the anchor pin.
Raman spectroscopy of points taken on the surface of the sinew for day 25 MC3T3 samples
showed a collagen based content similar to that seen in the CTF cell samples (Fig. 6.21).
A peak associated with HA is present at 963cm−1, suggesting mineralisation has occurred.
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Figure 6.21: Raman spectrum of MC3T3 sinew at 20 days.
TP and SHG microscopy performed on the day 25 MC3T3 construct (Fig. 6.22) showed
a dense cell wall on the surface of the sinew as observed with CTF cells, but very low
to no migration of cells inside the sinew body. No SHG signal for collagen content was
apparent at any point.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.22: Two photon (a,c) / SHG (b,d) images of MC3T3 sinew. (a,b) surface (c,d)
40µm below the surface. Scale bar 50um.
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6.4 Discussion
Biomineralisation and the formation of bone tissue is vital to the function of the human
body, with significant issues arising as a result of excessive or insufficient bone formation
as discussed earlier (section 6.1.2). A number of studies have investigated biomineralisa-
tion of collagen through chemically or biologically driven mechanisms. The BBLC, as a
matrix of highly aligned collagenous tissue, provides an ideal basis as a model for further
study of biomineralisation, and may itself function as an effective tissue engineered bone
graft if successful. Micro-CT results from Chapter 3 showed significant build up of min-
eralised particles along the sinew. The aim of this chapter was to develop a model for the
large scale mineralisation of the BBLC system.
Initially the addition of phosphate ions based on methods such as those reported by
Liu et al. [338] was investigated. The addition of polyphosphates or pyrophosphates
showed a build up of chemically altered mineralisation detectable by Raman spectroscopy
of sinews. Potassium phosphate supplemented sinews in particular produced a Raman
spectrum which alone highly matched that of bone (Fig. 6.4), and showed mineralised
particles mixed in with the aligned collagen in TEM (Fig. 6.5) and crystalline structure
under SAD (Fig. 6.6). Extension of potassium phosphate supplementation with pH neu-
tralised solutions and a range of supplement concentrations, however were less promising
when investigated more thoroughly. Images from multiple microscopy methods showed a
build up of mineralised particles was only present on the surface of the sinew (Fig. 6.11 ).
EDS showed that the top layer of crystals were predominantly NaCl, including needle-like
crystals reaching 100s of microns away from the surface (Fig. 6.15 - 6.19). As an alter-
native to phosphate supplementation, the biologically mediated mineralisation through
seeding of MC3T3 osteoblast-like cells instead of CTFs was also investigated. However
despite evidence of mineralisation, MC3T3 seeded sinews showed poor contraction with
the cells not migrating into the fibrin and the sinews becoming so weak they tore away
from the anchors However these were only developed to day 25 compared to the day 45
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sinews seeded with .
Initially biomineralisation by the addition of a poly or pyro phosphates to the sDMEM
cell media was investigated. The use of polyphosphates to induce mineralisation was de-
cided based on previous reports in the literature using similar materials, most notably the
use of polyphosphate by Liu et al. [338]. The presence of a bioavaliable polyphosphate is
thought to play an important role in the biomineralisation of apatite and collagen [343].
It has been shown that phosphorylation - the addition of a phosphate (PO34) group to an
organic molecule - is essential for calcification of bone [344], with phosphates thought to
provide electrostatic attraction and act as nucleation sites for apatite [345, 346].
A large quantity of precipitate was observed on the sinew and well plate in all phosphate
supplemented samples. The attached mineral was not displaced from either by multiple
washes. The presence of the mineralised peaks and their differences in spectral distribution
from that seen in the basic powders suggests that they had undergone chemical change.
Variation in the mineralisation observed under microscopy, with some regions dense in
precipitate and others mostly consisting of exposed sinew. Interestingly the coverage of
mineralised particles was greater in the 0.1%wt non-neutralised than 1%wt neutralised
samples, suggesting the repreciptiation process is highly dependent on the environmental
pH. Micro-CT results suggested minimal or non-existent distribution of mineralised par-
ticles at the micron scale range with only a small number of highly attenuating regions
apparent. This was in contrast to the brushite anchor based sinews shown in Chapter
2 where large (over 100µm) mineralised particles were seen to be internally distributed
along the length of the sinew. The outer layer of mineralisation was not detected in the
micro-CT reconstructions, shown to be up to the order of 100s of microns thick. Suggest-
ing that the mineralisation seen under microscopy is largely of a low density with weak
radio attenuation. It may alternatively be that the layer of debris is only thick in small
regions, by chance those selected to study in TP/SHG.
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Microscopy images suggested an inability of larger crystals to grow within the structure,
resulting in build up of mineralised particles over the surface, further blocking access into
the ligament body. Use of nano scale crystals may encourage a more uniform distribution
of mineralised particles into the sinews. However given the density and size of the sinews
under the conditions used here the total penetration may prove impossible or highly im-
practical, and the separate mineralisation and later combination of multiple thinner sinew
sheets may be required to achieve the goal of mineralised tissue formation.
The composition of the crystals when analysed via EDS revealed a very low phosphate
content, with sodium and chlorine content being a number of factors higher. The high
sodium and chlorine peaks present is in direct contrast. However the small depth pene-
tration of the SEM interaction volume limits elemental information to the very top layer
of the sample. Due to the ionic nature of such compounds, Raman peaks associated with
NaCl are highly dependent on the surrounding lattice [175]. Generally they are expected
to be broad and in the region below 200cm−1 [175]. In the BBLC sinews a broad and
high autofluorescence background from the biological components is already present in
that spectral region making a determination of the presence of NaCl in the Raman spec-
trum problematic. Microscopy images showed no precipitation in control sinews so it is
unlikely that observed debris is a result of other processes such as formaldehyde crys-
tallisation. The state of the precipitate on the surface prevented use of other analytical
methods such as XRD to further quantify the structure and composition.
The formation of so many long (200µm or greater) needle like structures lying on and
protruding from the surface of the sinews is unexpected. The formation of long needle-like
NaCL crystals has been reported [347], but has not been observed before in BBLCs. The
difference in pH level of the media for straight phosphate and neutralised may explain the
large variation seen in the quantity of crystals deposited in the supplemented samples.
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The quantity, size and dispersion of particles were not seen to vary significantly between
supplemented samples when imaged suggesting that the NaCl crystals may be dependent
on the phosphate as a seeding site. Storage in PBS after removal from culture is likely to
be responsible for the crystal formation due to its high NaCl content. Interestingly this
has not been observed before on samples stored in PBS, so must be related to the potas-
sium phosphate supplementation in some way. It is assumed that the initial phosphate
mineralisation might have acted as a nucleation core attracting the NaCl salt layer on top.
Variations in the distribution of the mineral density and chemical composition are not
necessarily a sign of failure. Native bone itself is not a flawless uniform and pure system.
In native bone the mineralisation of the bone matrix varies greatly from 0-43% volume as
a result of bone material being resorbed and a delay in the mineralisation process [330].
The difference in areas as a result of remodelling, known as the bone mineralisation den-
sity distribution, is thought to play a role in fracture resistance [330]. Poorly crystalline
HA phase with ion and active group substitutions a common and dynamic process. How-
ever the high difference in mineral density at the surface and inside the sinew, along with
the dominance of NaCl crystals seen here does not provide such beneficial effects.
The major failure here from the point of view of mineralisation was the accumulation of
a large mineralised layer on the outside of the sinew with very little. It is thought that an
ACP intermediate phase is needed for collagen mineralisation by apatites. In the absence
of an agent, such as carboxylic acid, to stabilise ACP it has been reported previously that
the phosphoprotein accumulated in large extrafibular mineralised spheres in the collagen
matrix [348, 349], preventing movement into the superstructure of the collagen [350] and
stopping full phosphorylation of the collagen molecules [351]. Such results are similar to
the large build up of mineral seen here and may be the cause of the poor mineral infil-
tration. The low quantity of Ca ions present in the media will also have played a role in
the poor mineralisation and possibly outright prevented apatite formation regardless of
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ACP stabilisation and mineral infiltration. The collagen matrix itself may also prove a
problem. Collagen is known to influence bone formation and organisation of apatites at
the atomic and large length scales [339]. The presence of type I collagen in large quan-
tities in the BBLC has been shown and quantified before [64]. However the organisation
of collagen imaged here and in Chapter 4 by SHG microscopy shows an organisation not
representative of native tissue, with uncertainty to how it will react to phosphorylation.
The final investigation explored the use of osteoblast-like cells, in the place of CTF cells,
to reorganise the sinew and deposit the ECM and later induce mineralisation. Whilst it
has been shown that the presence of cells is not required for mineralisation [209, 338], the
use of osteo-line cells which are able to mediate mineralisation will ideally allow a more
biologically favourable and controlled system to be produced. Particularly with regard
to mineralisation inside the dense sinew which they can migrate into. MC3T3 cells are
an osteoblast precursor with fibroblast like morphology and properties. Their behaviour
can be controlled, with ascorbic acid having been shown to encourage MC3T3 differen-
tiation to osteoblast lines and hence increase the mineralisation output [352, 353]. ECM
alignment has been shown to be important for osteoblast behaviour [354]. The use of an
established three-dimensional aligned collagenous scaffold like the BBLC will allow ideal
circumstances for exploitation of this.
MC3T3 cells exhibited significantly slower contraction and uneven ligament construct for-
mation compared to CTFs in the work performed. Taking 14+ days to contract down to a
final size which was less elliptical than that achieved with CTF cells, and a higher failure
rate of sinews tearing away from anchors. The presence of a Raman band at 963cm−1
is suggestive of mineral formation as or similar to HA. However MC3T3 also were seen
to undergo poor migration into the sinew as seen under TP microscopy Fig. 6.22, which
may result in a construct with a highly mineralised outside and non-mineralised inner.
Scaffolds seeded with CTF cells with MC3T3 or direct lineage osteoblasts added at a later
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time point may have a more promising effect.
The MC3T3 work presented here was performed under short time constraints and was
very limited in its scope. Since this work was performed, further studies using different
MC3T3 cell lines has found that the contraction is much faster with MC3T3 than CTF
cells, and significant mineralisation by them has been detected suggesting that poor re-
sults shown here may be due to unhealthy cells.
The work presented in this chapter has shown interesting results, with significant promise
for further extension of this work and the application of chemical and biological methods
to form a biomineralisation model. However a number of limitations were present. Due to
time constraints and the availability of instruments a very low quantity and consistency
of results was obtained.
Two important parameters that were not tested were the cell viability and mechanical
properties of the supplemented sinews. Given the large change in media colour as a re-
sult of both the neutralised and non-neutralised phosphate supplementation the sDMEM
media underwent a significant pH change beyond the capability of the HEPES buffer to
correct. Cell viability and function may be badly effected by the large drop in pH. Despite
this no evidence of large scale decomposition that would be suggestive of total cell death
was observed. In the case of osteoblasts a higher optimisation has been observed in acidic
pH environments. As a result of the mineralisation of the sinews a change in the me-
chanical properties, most notably an increase in the stiffness, would be expected. Crude
estimates of the mechanical properties based on handling and simple tests performed by
manipulating the sinew body with tweezers showed no large scale change into a more rigid
bone like structure.
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6.5 Future work
As noted above the work presented in this chapter has shown interesting results and po-
tential for further work. However much highly quantitative work needs to be performed
to ensure that the results and data are consistent for each condition to allow for effective
optimisation and understanding of the mechanisms involved.
Materials and supplements need to be expanded for example the use of a stabilising agent
for the formation of ACP, and Ca ion source and further investigation of other ion and
biological sources to encourage mineralisation. One option is to reintroduce the brushite
anchors (removed to study the ability to control mineralisation without their influence
and prevent the large mineralised particles observed in Chapter 3) as a source of Ca and P
ions for phosphorylation and apatite formation. Such a use of cements as mineral sources
for biomineralisation has been successfully reported before [355, 356]. The BBLC is a soft
tissue, even with mineralisation will be in need of support to produce a more rigid and
robust tissue. To this end various supplements have been considered such as methionine.
Osteoblast cell work reported was very limited due to time constraints. As noted above,
work performed by others using alternative MC3T3 cell lines has shown much higher
quality sinew formation and mineralisation present. Co-culture, CTFs to produce colla-
gen then add osteoblasts to induce mineralisation. Use of the decellularisation described
for the constructs previously by Labled et al. [98] to remove CTFs and allow seeding of
osteoblasts onto an empty highly aligned collagenous scaffold may prove an effective route.
A combination of mineral supplementation and osteoblast cell lines may be required. Cal-
cium and phosphate ions are known to play an important role in bone osteointergration
of soft tissues. Phosphate ions delivered using a drug based approach have been shown to
regulate osteoblast apoptosis [357], osteopontin production [358], and mineralisation rate
[359]. Habibovic et al. demonstrated an osteogenic effect of phosphate ions released into
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thoracic muscles of mice [360].
The techniques used here including the high-resolution TEM and TP/SHG were very
limited in their availability, leaving a large variation in the information available for each
sample. A more consistent application of these and further techniques to provide infor-
mation on the mineralised sinews is important for building a fuller picture. Mechanical
properties would be expected to change with mineralisation and so mechanical testing will
be essential to measure changes in properties such as stiffness. In the study of mineralised
tissue small angle X-ray scattering is commonly used to provide information on the shape,
orientation and degree of alignment inside of bone [361].
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
The work presented in this study has provided further insight into previous research on
the ligament construct. The main conclusions that are drawn from this work and their
consequences are:
• The presented results show evidence for the self–assembly of a complex heteroge-
neous system from initially homogeneous clearly separated starting materials. The
formation of a mineralised interface between a bone–like anchor and highly aligned
collagenous sinew creates the desired super-structure for an engineered BPTB re-
placement. However the deposition of mineralisation particles along the length of
the sinew, and divergence of the sinew away from the interface region provides com-
plications and shows flaws in the design and formation of the system. The ultimate
mechanical strength to perform as a replacement ligament will require a means of
further guiding the formation to control mineralisation and tissue formation.
• Mineralisation of the soft tissue sinew at the anchor/tissue interface was observed
across nano and micro length scales. A mixed material graded interface is an im-
portant step in recreating the enthesis to allow smooth transfer of load between the
differing materials. However evidence was seen of significant mineralisation build
up beyond the interface and along the length of the entire sinew. Such extensive
mineralisation will change the mechanical properties of the ligament and effect the
biological behaviour. One of the major reasons for the extensive mineralisation
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is thought to be the use of semi-dynamic media allowing saturation of dissolved
ions followed by re-precipitation along the sinew. Future work using bioreactors to
put periodic stretching and co-culture of other cell lines may encourage regulation
of mineralised components and prevent saturation along the anchor if constantly
dynamic media is used.
• Chemical imaging of the CaP anchors showed the brushite phase retreating away
from the surface as a result of dissolution, leaving a TCP scaffold with subsequent
seeding by OCP. Such an evolution of CaP phases has not been shown through
imaging before. Whilst the dissolution of brushite is expected, and required to
create the mineralised interface, extensive dissolution will weaken the already fragile
CaP which is in a unique application of being required to tolerate a tensile load.
The observed formation of OCP may counter the loss of brushite, whilst providing
a suitable biomaterial for bone graft purposes.
• High levels of cellular reordering were observed inside the sinew as it contracted.
The transformation from a flat sheet to ligament was shown to result in highly
aligned cells and deposited collagen similar to that of native L/T. The presence of
cells about the anchors showed that the lower pH environment caused by dissolu-
tion brushite was not preventing cellular activity at the forming interface. However
as with mineralisation complications were observed. The density, elongation and
alignment of cells was seen to vary at different points in the same cross section of
contracted sinews, suggesting that the load driving organisation is uneven across the
sinew resulting in relaxed regions. This may be due to the static loading environ-
ment which is not representative of the cyclic loading that native tissue undergoes.
Variations in collagen organisation, an important factor in tensile load, was shown
to be complex with initially deposited collagen detected via Raman spectroscopy
but only detectable under SHG at later time points suggesting significant time may
be required to allow the formation of organised collagen, a factor that will require
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further investigation to determine.
• Imaging showed a large flaw in the formation of the BBLC as result of the con-
tracting fibrin sinew interacting with the anchors. With cells and ECM in the front
interface region diverting away from the anchor, providing a lower quantity of bio-
logical matter for the interface to be formed with. Additionally this will shelter the
interface region from load making it unprepared for the application of tensile forces
and susceptible to failure. Producing an interface region with minimal tissue vol-
ume/content and poor organisation for load bearing preventing the development of
an interface similar to that seen in native tissues. This will require soft tissue looped
around the anchor to achieve the maximum tensile load, which is clearly not plau-
sible in an in situ graft. This weakness was highlighted by the preparation process
for imaging finding pull-off from the front on the anchor was a common problem.
Redesigned anchor shape or other forms of controlled guidance will be needed to
encourage growth and alignment to produce the desired interface attachment region
anatomy.
• An extension of the observed mineralisation to investigate the feasibility of pro-
ducing a biomineralisation model/bone graft material through biomineralisation of
deposited collagen in the BBLC by phospoylation or cellular deposition was unsuc-
cessful. In sinews supplemented with phosphates a high level of debris was observed
on the surface of the sample as a mixture of sphere like particles and long needle-
like crystals with a high NaCl composition. Work performed with osteoblast rather
than CTF cells showed poor construct formation and no internal cellular migration.
However due to time constraints only a very limited quantity of basic investigative
work was performed. Subsequent studies following on this by other workers have
shown much higher success rates with alternate osteoblast cell lines.
• Consistency has been one of the major issues with this work, as mentioned in section
2.5. Large variations in the properties and development of sinews have been seen to
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be caused by differences in the batch or age of a single material used. Variation is
inevitable in biological samples. One of the most problematic components is FBS;
which due to the nature of how it is collected is highly variable, with the content
between batches very likely to effect metabolic activity [362, 363, 364]. Importantly
FBS is either not permitted or strongly discouraged in the development of scaffolds
for human implantation. So other more consistent and clinically acceptable serum
options may be required.
• The use of multiple techniques allowed the fundamentals of a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the BBLC to be established. With optical microscopy, CRM and
micro-CT showing the structure of the soft tissue from the cellular to gross struc-
tural level. Whilst CRM and micro-CT providing information on the composition
and extension of mineralisation in the soft tissue. The differences in preparation,
signal and image area for each technique leaves some gaps in the bigger picture.
However the results from each method were in agreement where the signals pro-
vided mutual information. Future work with regards to imaging needs to focus on
submicron and mechanical to determine the nano-level mineralisation that was not
observable with the techniques used, and whether a mechanical gradient between
the materials can be shown. As mentioned in the discussion section of previous
chapters the methods used were often highly perpetuating, so less or non invasive
methods such as further micro-CT and extension to MRI or ultrasound to provide
structural information. However reduced instrument availability, and limitations in
information and resolution would potentially limit their effectiveness.
• The failure to collect a complete time-series of the BBLC formation under any given
modality leaves gaps in the knowledge for formation and uncertainties about the
collected data and results. In addition to variations in the materials and biological
behaviour, there was also limited access to some of the instruments used, preventing
data being acquired thoroughly. However the general picture shown has provided
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significant increases in the understanding of the biological and chemical behaviour
of the BBLC and its components during the formation process.
The work presented here is only one line of investigation on the BBLC, with other
workers investigating other areas such as the materials used and their biochemical effects.
Significant further work remains to be performed to further optimisation the construct,
and complete the elucidation of the mechanisms and biochemical changes that drive the
contraction and maturation of the BBLC.
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an essential role in the biomechanics of native tissues
and their recapitulation is now recognized as critical to
function. As a consequence, imaging the hard/soft
tissue interface has become increasingly important in
the area of tissue engineering. Particularly as several
biotechnology based products have made it onto the
market or are close to human trials and an under-
standing of their function and development is essen-
tial. A range of imaging modalities have been
developed that allow a wealth of information on the
morphological and physical properties of samples to
be obtained non-destructively in vivo or via destruc-
tive means. This review summarizes the use of a
selection of imaging modalities on interfaces to date
considering the strengths and weaknesses of each. We
will also consider techniques which have not yet been
utilized to their full potential or are likely to play a role
in future work in the area.
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A novel method for monitoring mineralisation in
hydrogels at the engineered hard–soft tissue
interface†
Susanne Koburger,a,b Alistair Bannerman,a,c Liam M. Grover,a Frank A. Müller,b
James Bowena and Jennifer Z. Paxton*a
The capacity to study the deposition of mineral within a hydrogel structure is of signiﬁcant interest to a
range of therapies that seek to replace the hard tissues and the hard–soft tissue interface. Here, a method
is presented that utilises Confocal Raman microscopy as a tool for monitoring mineralisation within
hydrogels. Synthetic hard–soft material interfaces were fabricated by apposing brushite (a sparingly
soluble calcium phosphate) and biopolymer gel monoliths. The resulting structures were matured over a
period of 28 days in phosphate buﬀered saline. Confocal Raman microscopy of the interfacial region
showed the appearance of calcium phosphate salt deposits away from the original interface within the
biopolymeric structures. Furthermore, the appearance of octacalcium phosphate and carbonated hydro-
xyapatite was observed in the region of the brushite cement opposing the biopolymer gel. This study
describes not only a method for analysing these composite structures, but also suggests a method for
recapitulating the graduated tissue structures that are often found in vivo.
Introduction
Interfacial tissue engineering aims to regenerate the intricate
structure of musculoskeletal interfaces.1 These interfaces
possess complex matrix heterogeneity2 and their specific
arrangement has evolved to assist force transmission through
tissues with very diﬀerent mechanical properties. For example,
at the junction between the soft tissue sinews tendon/ligament
and bone (the osteotendinous junction), the interface is com-
prised of four interconnected regions, namely the tendon/
ligament proper, unmineralised fibrocartilage, mineralised
fibrocartilage and bone.3–5 Similarly, the junction between
bone and cartilage (the osteochondral junction) has a multi-
phasic structure, with 5 diﬀerent regions; bone, mineralised
cartilage, and deep, middle and superficial layers of carti-
lage.6,7 In both tissue transitions, the gradient of mineralis-
ation, along with changes in cell type, matrix composition and
collagen fibre alignment, aﬀects the mechanical properties
across the soft to hard tissue transition.6–8 In fact, a study on
the ligament to bone interface identified that mineralisation
was a key regulator in determining the compressive modulus
of the tissue across the soft to hard tissue junction9 and there-
fore demonstrates an important structure–function relation-
ship at the attachment points of dissimilar tissues.
There are several diﬀerent approaches to engineering
graded tissue transitions in vitro. Some groups have focussed
on the manufacture of bi- or multiphasic plugs, by layering
diﬀerent materials and cell types together and designed to be
implanted with native tissue at the bone-tendon10–12 or bone-
cartilage7,13–17 interfaces. A vast array of both natural and syn-
thetic materials have been utilised to mimic the hard and soft
tissue regions (for reviews see ref. 7 and 8) but these typically
involve the use of a form of calcium phosphate for the bone
region and a hydrogel for the soft tissue region. Two commer-
cial osteochondral scaﬀolds are available; TruFit® Bone Graft
Substitute (BGS) resorbable porous plugs (Smith & Nephew)
and Osseofit® (Kensey Nash).18 Both these biphasic plugs are
bioresorbable and have a bone and cartilage-mimicking
region. The TruFit® BGS has a chondral region manufactured
from polyglycolic acid and a bone region consisting of porous
poly-D,L-lactide-co-glycolide (PGLA) and calcium sulphate
whereas the Osseofit® consists of a type I collagen chondral
region and a porous tricalcium phosphate–polylactic acid mix
underneath.18 Despite their use in the repair of damaged carti-
lage, it is unknown whether mineral deposition across the
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bone-cartilage region occurs in a graded fashion. In the case
of osteotendinous junction regeneration, rather than the
manufacture of an isolated plug, others have utilised cellular
co-culture to create whole tissue constructs with an intact
interfacial region.19,20 Similar to this approach, we have
reported the creation of a whole bone-ligament-bone construct
from a cell-seeded hydrogel and artificial bone blocks manu-
factured from a bioresorbable calcium phosphate cement.21–23
While an intact interface can be produced in vitro,21,22 the pro-
cesses governing interface formation in the system are not well
understood.
Although the importance of recapitulating the hard–soft
tissue interface is widely recognised and a number of the
above implants have found clinical application, little is cur-
rently known of how these materials are structured on a nano-
scopic level and how this structuring changes with time. The
principal reason for this is that imaging material interfaces in
composites formed from hard materials and soft hydrated
materials is challenging. The diﬃculty encountered in
imaging is as a result of the diﬀerent approaches taken to
histologically process mineralised and non-mineralised
tissues – the former usually requiring dehydration and the
latter demineralisation. Clearly, these processing steps result
in disruption of the apposing phase. This is particularly
challenging when the mineral component formed within the
gel is nanoscopic in nature.
Several methods have been used to visualise mineralisation
in hydrogel scaﬀolds, with many recent studies reporting the
use of techniques such as Fourier Transform Infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR),24–26 scanning electron microscopy
(SEM),24–28 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),25–27
high resolution spectral ultrasound imaging (SUSI)29 and the
staining technique of von Kossa.25–27,29,30 These studies have
enhanced our understanding the structure of interfaces,
however, each method requires a special means of characteris-
ation or is more sensitive to one or other of the phases,
meaning that the information on the whole structure is
diﬃcult to determine.
Confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) is a technique that pro-
vides information about the vibrational properties of chemical
bonds within a sample, and therefore allows the presence of a
certain molecular bond to be ascertained. CRM has several
advantages over the techniques describes above, such as the
ability to observe both hard and soft structures easily. Further-
more, since CRM does not require the fixation or staining of
samples, preparation time and complications arising from pro-
cessing are reduced. Raman microscopy has been used pre-
viously to identify deterioration in the quality of native bone,
by studying the ratio of the phosphate peaks (PO4
3−) to matrix
protein peaks,31–33 and to quantify mineralisation across the
native bone–tendon interface34,35 but, to our knowledge, has
not been used to identify and/or quantify mineralisation
within hydrogel scaﬀolds.
The aim of this study was to develop a method using CRM
that enabled us to determine the chemical and physical nature
of the interface between a sparingly soluble calcium phosphate
cement and a biopolymeric gel. In addition to providing visual
information, this method will enable us to quantify mineralis-
ation and to identify the phase changes occurring within the
structures during in vitro maturation.
Experimental
Production of the hard–soft material interface composite
Two natural polymers were chosen to represent the soft
portion of the composite construct, alginate and gellan. A 4%
(w/w) alginate solution (Alginic acid, sodium salt, Sigma-
Aldrich, UK) and a 1% (w/w) gellan solution (Gelrite® Gellan
Gum, Sigma-Aldrich, UK) were prepared by dissolving the
respective powders in double distilled water by stirring for at
least 1 h at >85 °C. Both alginate and gellan solutions were
sterilised using an autoclave and stored at room temperature
before use. Brushite (CaHPO4·2H2O) cement was chosen for
the hard portion of the composite. The preparation procedure
used for the manufacture of moulds and cement samples is
schematically displayed in Fig. 1A (parts 1–3). For the cement
mould preparation, PVC tube rings of 5 mm in height were
Fig. 1 Construct manufacture and experimental set up for the CRM. (A)
Hard soft material constructs were manufactured in several stages. First,
a PVC ring was used as mould (1) in which a Sylgard semi-cylinder was
placed followed by ﬁlling the void with brushite cement paste (2). Once
the cement had hardened, the Sylgard piece was removed (3) and
hydrogel solution (gellan or alginate) was added (4). Once cross-linked,
the hard–soft tissue constructs were removed from the PVC ring (5). (B)
Constructs were sliced perpendicular to the hard–soft tissue interface
to expose an area suitable for mapping. (C) The cut construct was
placed in a sample holder, ﬁxed to the bottom of a Petri dish. The Petri
dish was ﬁlled with deionised water to allow the visualisation of the con-
struct in a hydrated state.
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placed into a polystyrene (PS) 24-well plate (diameter 1.6 cm),
prior to filling with a Sylgard silicone polymer (Sylgard 184,
Dow Corning, US). After polymerisation for four days at 60 °C,
the Sylgard layer was halved along its long-axis and one half
was removed from the tube ring, leaving a gap to be replaced
by the brushite cement. The brushite cement was made by
mixing β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) with H3PO4. The β-TCP
was manufactured by reactive sintering of a powder containing
CaHPO4 (Mallinckdrodt-Baker, Germany) and CaCO3 (Merck,
Germany) with a theoretical calcium to phosphate molar ratio
of 1.5. The powder mixture was suspended in absolute ethanol
and mixed for 12 h. The suspension was then filtered and the
resulting cake heated in an alumina crucible to 1400 °C for
12 h and 1000 °C for 6 h prior to quenching in a dessicator in
ambient conditions. The resulting sinter cake was then
crushed using a pestle and mortar and was passed through a
125 μm sieve. Then, the brushite cement halves were fabri-
cated by combining β-TCP with 3.5 M H3PO4 (with 200 mM
citric acid + 200 mM sodium pyrophosphate) at a powder to
liquid ratio of 1.75 g mL−1 and the resulting cement slurry was
cast into the mould before setting occurred (Fig. 1A, part 3).
The brushite cement samples were then dried for four days at
37 °C and subsequently sterilised by immersion in 70%
ethanol for 20 min, followed by UV radiation overnight. The
resulting composite samples containing an interface between
brushite cement and alginate/gellan hydrogel were prepared in
a sterile environment in a laminar flow hood. Furthermore, all
of the solutions used were sterilised prior to composite prepa-
ration by either immersion in 70% ethanol, UV irradiation
overnight or filtration through a 0.22 μm filter to prevent
fungal and bacteria growth. Preparation of the composite
samples was carried out in 24-well plates. PVC tube rings were
placed into the wells and the brushite disc halves were added
to the moulds leaving the remaining half to be filled with the
hydrogel (Fig. 1, part 3). For the alginate/brushite samples,
250 μL of the 4 wt% alginate solution were pipetted next to the
cement and covered with a sterile filter paper. Afterwards, the
filter paper was covered with 0.1 M CaCl2 solution. The algi-
nate was left to crosslink for 2 h, followed by rinsing the algi-
nate/cement sample with sterile deionised water and placing it
into a new PS well plate. In case of the gellan/brushite
samples, the gellan gum solution was heated to <85 °C, prior
to combining 1 mL of the solution with 50 μL of sterile 0.1 M
CaCl2 solution. 250 μL of the solution was pipetted into the
mould next to a brushite cement half, before being transferred
to a sterile 24-well plate. Once prepared, the hard–soft material
composites were covered with 1 mL of sterile PBS (Sigma-
Aldrich, UK). Two diﬀerent protocols were employed, either
the static protocol, where the PBS was not exchanged or the
dynamic protocol, where the PBS was exchanged every 2–3
days throughout the duration of the experiment. The samples
were kept under high humidity at 37 °C for a total of 28 days.
Sample preparation
Prior to analysis, the samples were rinsed with double distilled
water and cut vertically (perpendicular to the phase interface)
using a scalpel. Then, one half was mounted on a sample
holder and frozen in a cryostat chamber (Starlet 2212, Bright,
UK) with cryospray to −52 °C (Cryospray 134, Bright, UK). After
this, the sample was cut at using a cryotome −25 °C to create a
flat surface suitable for CRM observation (Fig. 1B). In order to
avoid shrinkage of the gel during the CRM mapping, the
sample was immersed in deionised water throughout the CRM
analysis. The assembly of the immersed sample is shown in
Fig. 1C. To hold the sample in place, it was positioned in a
microcentrifuge tube lid, which was fixed to the Petri dish
using adhesive tape. The lid containing the sample was
covered with a glass slide, allowing the laser beam to be
focussed on the immersed sample surface. Utilisation of this
technique allowed for the simultaneous visualisation of a
hydrated hard–soft material sample, more representative of
the hydrogels used for cell culture in tissue engineering
applications.
Characterisation
Confocal Raman microscopy. Raman spectra acquisition
and mapping was performed using a confocal Raman micro-
scope (alpha 300R, Witec Germany) with a 785 nm laser and
20× objective lens. For the single spectrum of brushite as dis-
played in Fig. 2B, the brushite cement was crushed using a
pestle and mortar, before acquiring the spectra with an
Fig. 2 Raman spectra for the individual components of the hard–soft
material construct (A) Raman spectra for the cross-linked soft materials,
gellan and alginate. (B) Raman spectra for the hard material, brushite
cement, in comparison to pure β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) and
brushite. Note that the hand moulded brushite cement contains peaks
assigned to both pure brushite and β-TCP. Note that the range
940–1040 cm−1 has been identiﬁed as this marks the peak range used
to collect data for following ﬁgures.
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integration time of 0.2 s and 500 accumulations. For a com-
parison, reference spectra from pure samples of β-TCP and
brushite (Fig. 2B), (Merck, Germany) were recorded. In case of
the gels, the respective hydrogel was cross-linked as described
earlier and dried at 37 °C for 2 h. The single spectrum was
gained using an integration time of 0.8 s and 500 accumu-
lations and a background subtraction with a 9th order poly-
nomial function was applied (Fig. 2A).
For the hard–soft material composite samples, image
mapping was performed over 500 μm × 1000 μm/1200 μm ×
1470 μm (width height) areas about the interface using 92/221
data points along each horizontal line and 184/271 lines with
an integration time of 0.53 s/0.23 s at each data point. After
each mapping processing was performed (Witec Project 2.02,
Witec Germany) a sum integration was performed over
the peaks of interest (115–200 cm−1 autofluorescence,
940–1020 cm−1 orthophosphate group) to produce heat map
images. Count line scans over the interface for the orthophos-
phate group and whole spectra at various points along cross
section were collected and normalised to their maximum peak
and plotted in Microsoft Excel.
Quantification of mineralisation. In order to quantify the
number and size of precipitates observed in the soft material
portion of the composite constructs, quantification of the
Raman mapping was performed using MATLAB (MATLAB
2011a, Mathworks, USA) on images exported from the Witec
Project software. The original image maps were thresholded to
determine the boundary line between the hard and soft por-
tions of the image. Based on this, mineralised particles in the
soft material were detected and labelled and data on the
number and size of the mineralised particles were extracted.
Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) and
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX). In order to further evaluate the
morphology of the interface between the hard and soft
materials, Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy
(ESEM) was used (Philips-FEI, XL30 ESEM-FEG/EDAX, The
Netherlands). In addition, EDX analysis was used to provide
information about the elemental concentrations of the
samples. The composite samples were prepared as described
for CRM and sputter coated with platinum prior to visualisa-
tion in cryo-ESEM mode.
Interferometry. To obtain information about changes in
topography of the brushite interface, roughness measurements
were conducted using an interferometer (MicroXAM2,
Omniscan, UK), equipped with a 10× objective and a white
light source. After ageing the interface samples for 21 days
using either the static or dynamic protocol, the hydrogel was
removed from the brushite and the latter was subsequently
dried at 37 °C for 5 days. Prior to the interferometry analysis,
the brushite surface which had been exposed to the gel was
gold coated using a sputter coater. For each condition, two
samples were scanned across their surfaces at 48 sequence
positions across a total area of 3.85 mm2. Images were
acquired and analysed using Scanning Probe Image Processor
software (Image Metrology, Denmark) to generate Sa, Sq and Sz
values for surface roughness.
Helium pycnometry. To assess cement degradation, brush-
ite samples were prepared as described earlier (Fig. 1, stages
1–3). The samples were kept at 37 °C and high humidity under
sterile conditions throughout the experiment. After 14 and 28
days, 3 samples of each group (static vs. dynamic), were
removed from the moulds, rinsed with deionised water and
dried at 105 °C for 4 days. Helium Pycnometry was used to
determine the true density of the brushite cement (Micromeri-
tics AccuPyc 1340 Gas Pycnometer, Micromeritics Instrument
Corporation, USA). The samples were freeze dried overnight
prior to the analysis which was performed with 10 initial
helium purges, followed by 10 measurements per sample. For
each sample group, 3 samples were analysed, making the
resulting value a mean of 30 measurements. The true density
was yielded by calculating the ratio of the sample mass and
the measured true volume, and was then used to calculate
porosity of each sample using eqn (1) whereby Vtrue is the
sample volume measured by helium infiltration and Vapp is the
volume calculated from geometrical dimensions of the halved
cement cylinders.
Porosity ¼ V app  V true
V true
 100 ð1Þ
Statistical analysis
Where appropriate, results are presented as mean ± SEM.
Mean values were compared using ANOVA followed by Tukey
HSD test using Brightstat.36 The significance level was set at
0.05.
Results and discussion
Raman spectra of individual components
Prior to investigation of the hard–soft interface composite
samples, the individual components of the composites were
analysed using CRM to identify their chemical composition
(Fig. 2). The Raman spectra of the soft components (Fig. 2A)
and hard components (Fig. 2B) show characteristic peaks for
each individual material as previously reported in the litera-
ture.37,38 For the alginate hydrogel, the asymmetric stretching
of the COO– group (ν3) appears around 1614 cm
−1, while the
symmetrical stretching of this side group (ν1) is present at
1414 cm−1. Also, C–O–C stretching modes (ν1) are seen at wave-
numbers around 1290 cm−1 and 820–1140 cm−1. In case of
gellan, the asymmetrical COO– stretching mode (ν3) is located
at 1616 cm−1 and the symmetrical carboxyl group stretching
(ν1) at 1330–1430 cm
−1. In addition, the peaks at around
820–1140 cm−1 are caused by the symmetrical stretching of the
C–O–C bonds (ν1) (Fig. 2A). Fig. 2B displays the Raman spec-
trum acquired for brushite cement in comparison to brushite
and β-TCP reference spectra. The strongest brushite peak
around 985 cm−1 (due to P–O stretching of the PO4
3−-ion) is
present in all three displayed spectra. The shoulder peak at
891 cm−1 represents the HPO4
2−-ions in the hydrated sample
and appears in both β-TCP and brushite cement. Also, weak
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shoulder peaks around 1079–1166 cm−1 (ν1, ν2 and ν3 P–O
modes) are present in these both materials. O–H stretching
modes around 388 cm−1 and P–O bending of the PO4
3− ion at
413 and 549 cm−1 are present in all the three spectra. Despite
these similarities, the peaks around 1318–1376 cm−1 are only
characteristic for β-TCP but not for pure brushite and could be
assigned to PvO stretching, sometimes appearing as a
doublet around the 1150–1350 cm−1 region.38 The presence of
these characteristic β-TCP peaks in the brushite cement reveal
the presence of β-TCP in the prepared brushite cement
samples. Indeed, brushite cements formed using this stoichio-
metry of reactants have previously been shown to consist of
around 66 wt% β-TCP.39
Investigation of the hard–soft material interface
The intensity of the P–O peak was mapped across the hard–
soft material interface on day 0 and day 28 in samples manu-
factured from gellan hydrogels (Fig. 3). At day 0, a clear demar-
cation was observed between the hydrogel and the cement
portions of the construct, with no obvious areas of intensity in
the hydrogel portion (Fig. 3A). Multiple line-scans measuring
the intensity of the P–O peaks were plotted perpendicular to
the material interface and demonstrated a lack of intensity up
until approximately 250 μm across the interface where, as
expected, intensity increases at the brushite cement. Conver-
sely, after static ageing in PBS for 28 days, intense areas of P–O
can be observed in the soft portion of the construct (Fig. 3B).
These areas of increased intensity can also been seen in the
line scans taken at several points across the interface, indicat-
ing that phosphate deposition is occurring within the soft
material portion of the composite.
In order to identify changes in chemical composition
across the hard–soft material composite, individual Raman
spectra were collected at designated points across the sample
surface in both alginate (ESI Fig. 1A–C†) and gellan compo-
sites (ESI Fig. 1D–E†). As expected in un-aged samples, Point 1
shows the typical spectrum obtained for brushite cement, con-
sisting of a single peak around 980 cm−1, indicative of brush-
ite and peaks around 1200–1500 cm−1, indicative of β-TCP as
described previously (Fig. 2B). Spectra obtained from further
across the interface (points 2–3) contained phosphate peaks
around 940 cm−1, however points 4–6 show no appreciable
peaks pertaining to the vibrational modes of any phosphate
groups. After ageing for 28 days with the static or dynamic pro-
tocol (ESI Fig. 1B, C, E, F†), points 1 and 2 on the cement
portion of the construct display peaks around 980 cm−1 and
1200–1500 cm−1 as seen previously. In general, these peaks
disappear as the points of interest go across the interface into
Fig. 3 Intensity-map images and corresponding line-scans of the hard–soft material interface indicating the presence of P–O peaks. (A) Gellan Day
0. Little evidence of P–O in the gellan portion of the image. This is supported by the line scans across the interface. (B) Gellan day 28, static ageing
protocol. Areas of increased intensity are seen in the gellan portion of the composite and demonstrated in the line scans across the interface (*).
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the soft material but reappear in points 6 and 7, at discrete
areas in the body of the soft material portion of the construct.
This confirms the presence of phosphate within the soft
material that was not seen in the un-aged sample. To quantify
the presence of mineral within the soft material portion of the
composites, each Raman mapping was analysed to provide
details on the number and size of particles present following
ageing using image analysis software (Fig. 4A–E). The Raman
mappings used for image analysis are displayed in ESI Fig. 2A
and 2B.† The number of particles present in the soft material
portion is displayed in Fig. 4F, and shows a general trend of
increasing particle numbers with ageing, best observed in
the statically aged alginate group (Fig. 4F). In addition to the
number of particles appearing the soft material portion of the
composite, the maximum, minimum and mean size of par-
ticles was also determined (Table 1). Maximum particle size
obtained increased from day 0 to day 21 in static ageing con-
ditions in both alginate and gellan composites. This was
coupled with a reduction in minimum particle size in both
alginate and gellan hydrogels. Mean particle size spanned a
large range, demonstrated by the large standard deviations
present, but shows that both the number of and the size of
particles in the soft material portion are important features to
be monitored and can easily be assessed using the method
presented here. Conversely, in the dynamically aged groups,
there was no trend to increasing or decreasing particle sizes,
although notably, no particles were observed in the alginate
day 21, dynamically aged samples (Fig. 4F, Table 1).
Fig. 4 Demonstration of quantiﬁcation of mineralisation in the soft material portion of the composite construct. (A) Original image of alginate, day
21 aged in static conditions. The image was greyscaled (B) and then thresholded to obtain the boundary layer between the hard and soft portions of
the composite (C). The detected particles in the soft portion were then labelled (D). (E) Histogram determining the range of particle sizes in the soft
material portion shown in A–D. (E) Quantiﬁcation of all samples over the period 0–21 days.
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Although the chemical composition of the brushite cement
portion of the composite had been characterised prior to com-
bination with the gellan or alginate hydrogels (Fig. 2B), the
composition following combination was also acquired (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5A displays the Raman spectra for two distinct areas
within the cement matrix only a few hours after combination
with the alginate hydrogel as described in Fig. 1A. Point A
demonstrates the peaks assigned to the components of the
brushite cement matrix, namely a single peak around
980 cm−1, indicative of brushite and peaks around
1200–1500 cm−1, indicative of β-TCP (Fig. 5A, point A).
However, at point B, the spectrum contains diﬀerent peaks
(Fig. 5A, point B). Point B lies on the boundary of the hard and
soft materials and at this point, the intensity of the peaks
indicative of β-TCP was reduced and there is the presence of
peaks at 522 cm−1, 873 cm−1 and 609 cm−1 of note (Fig. 5A,
point B). This shows the appearance of another phase within
the cement matrix as it transitions into the soft material.
Peaks at 522 cm−1 (ν2PO4
–3) and 580 cm−1 (ν4PO4
−3) can be
assigned to octacalcium phosphate (OCP)40–42 and peaks at
609 cm−1 (ν4PO4
−3), 873 cm−1 (P–OH stretching) and
1057 cm−1 (ν3PO4
−3) can be assigned to carbonated hydroxy-
apatite (HA).41,43,44 This compositional change within the
brushite cement matrix also is observed in hard material
portion of the gellan composite construct (Fig. 5B, point B).
Since OCP is known to be an intermediate in the precipitation
of HA,45 hydrolysis of brushite to OCP occurs within a pH
range 6.2–7.4 and a temperature range 25–37 °C46 and OCP is
formed on β-TCP crystals within hours,47 its presence here is
not surprising. Similarly, carbonated apatites (type A and type B)
can be produced via precipitation via the reactions between
carbonates, phosphates and hydroxyl groups.45 Perhaps the
presence of the hydrogel at the boundary of the cement allows
the transformation of brushite into OCP or carbonated apatite.
After ageing of the composite constructs with the static
ageing protocol, it has already been described that precipitates
are observed within the soft material portion of the composite
construct. The chemical composition of three of these precipi-
tates was identified in both alginate (Fig. 6A) and gellan
(Fig. 6B) composite constructs. Interestingly, the Raman
spectra for the cement bulk and each individual precipitate
revealed similar compositions, with peaks present that are
indicative of β-TCP and brushite as described previously for
the brushite cement. In fact, little diﬀerence was observed
between the spectra for the precipitates and the cement bulk,
Table 1 Maximum, minimum and mean particle sizes in alginate/brushite and gellan/brushite composites
Maximum particle size (μm2) Minimum particle size (μm2) Mean particle size ± st. dev. (μm2)
Alginate/brushite Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic
Day 0 83.92 n/a 72.93 n/a 78.42 ± 7.78 n/a
Day 7 61.94 71.93 19.98 71.93 36.56 ± 18.35 71.93
Day 14 134.86 616.38 20.98 41.96 58.27 ± 41.09 n/a
Day 21 556.44 n/a 27.97 n/a 157.32 ± 130.57 186.56 ± 207.52
Gellan/brushite Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic
Day 0 83.92 n/a 72.93 n/a 133.37 ± 140.71 n/a
Day 7 414.58 42.96 19.98 42.96 124.11 ± 124.10 42.96
Day 14 405.59 115.88 22.98 77.92 166.38 ± 126.10 96.91 ± 26.88
Day 21 575.42 52.95 19.98 19.98 186.87 ± 176.13 33.57 ± 14.67
Note: minimum recordable particle size is set at 9.2752 μm2. Weaker particles or parts of particles outside of focal plane may be missed or
ignored by the threshold. Mean particle size without st. dev. is a result of only 1 particle visible in image.
Fig. 5 Physiochemical changes occurring within the cement matrix.
Raman spectra of two separate areas within the cement matrix in (A)
alginate and (B) gellan. In both cases, Point B lies on the boundary of the
hard and soft materials, and the addition of peaks around wavenumbers
522, 873 and 980 are indicative of an additional phase appearing within
the cement matrix as it transitions to the soft material.
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only the intensity was decreased (Fig. 6). The Raman spectra
not only contained peaks indicating the P–O stretching
(980 cm−1) and bending of the orthophosphate group but
also modes characteristic for β-TCP (peaks around
1317–1376 cm−1). These spectra can be compared to the
Raman spectrum obtained for HA (Fig. 6C). The spectrum for
HA displayed a very strong peak around 961 cm−1, assigned to
P–O stretching, and other peaks around 425 cm−1, 576 cm−1
and 1025 cm−1, assigned to v2, v4 and v3 PO4 modes respect-
ively,42,45 and thus it can be concluded that the deposits in the
soft material are not composed of HA. The origin of these
deposits is likely to be from the cement itself, especially when
the CRM mappings of the experimental conditions of static
and dynamic ageing conditions are compared. However, the
method by which precipitation occurs within the hydrogel is
not clear i.e. does it originate from the cement bulk at the
interface or from the ageing medium. The fact that both the
alginate and the gellan hydrogel portions of the composite
constructs possess higher amounts of phosphate deposits
when the PBS is not exchanged throughout the experiment
(static ageing) than in the dynamic state, suggests that the
medium itself plays a more important role in the mineralis-
ation of the hydrogel than the actual hydrogel–cement inter-
face. This is a trend that is observed in both hydrogel species
at several time points up until 28 days (ESI Fig. 2,† Fig. 4F,
Table 1) with the exception of 1 time point (ESI Fig. 2,† algi-
nate, day 14, compare static to dynamic). While this trend
exists, it is important to note that the produced CRM mapping
depends entirely on the particular location of the scanned area
of the interface, of which it is only a small sampled area,
rather than the entire interface. It is suggested that the
calcium phosphate particles found in the hydrogel derive from
the medium instead of directly from the brushite interface.
The similarity of the Raman spectra of the particles compared
to the cement material further allows the assumption that the
particles initially originate from the brushite cement–PBS
interface, where the cement dissolves and disintegrates, rather
than form reprecipitations of HA as would perhaps be
expected.39 When placed in aqueous medium, brushite
cements will either remain stable, dissolve, disintegrate or
transform into hydroxyapatite.39 If the surrounding medium is
under-saturated with calcium and phosphate ions, dissolution
will occur. The transformation of brushite into hydroxyapatite
can then ensue once saturation of calcium and phosphate ions
occurs.39 Previous work has shown that a dynamic ageing pro-
tocol will lead to an increase in dissolution of brushite
cements when compared to a static ageing protocol.39 This
was attributed to the balance in calcium and phosphate ion
concentration in the medium; when dissolution products were
removed from the solution on a daily basis, a higher rate of
dissolution was maintained when compared to statically aged
samples.39 In this case, to identify the origin of the precipi-
tates observed within the hydrogel matrices, both the surface
roughness and porosity of the brushite cements were
measured at day 0 and then at day 21 and day 28 respectively.
Table 2 displays three diﬀerent surface roughness
Fig. 6 Physiochemical analysis of the precipitates within the hydrogel
matrix. Raman spectra for the cement bulk and three separate precipi-
tates in (A) alginate and (B) gellan hydrogels after 28 days of ageing
under static conditions. In both alginate and gellan, the precipitates
exhibit the same chemical composition as the cement bulk, with major
peaks in the range 940–1020 cm−1 and 1200–1400 cm−1 attributed to
brushite and β-TCP respectively. Both these are the constituents of the
cement matrix. (C) Database spectrum for hydroxyapatite.
Table 2 Roughness measurements of brushite cement
Day 0 Day 21
Static Dynamic
Sa (μm) 6.3 ± 0.5 20.6 ± 12.8 17.8 ± 1.2
Sq (μm) 7.3 ± 1.0 28.8 ± 16.0 23.1 ± 2.0
Sz (μm) 123 ± 16.3 635 ± 87.0 500 ± 73.0
Sa: average roughness, Sq: root-mean-square roughness, Sz: ten-point
height roughness.
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measurements for the brushite cement segments in contact
with gellan hydrogels for the duration of the study. Under a
static ageing regime for 21 days, the average surface roughness
(Sa) increases 3.3 fold from 6.3 ± 0.5 μm to 20.6 ± 12.8 μm
(Table 2). A similar increase in the root mean square rough-
ness (Sq) is observed, increasing 3.9 fold from 7.3 ± 1.0 μm to
28.8 ± 16.0 μm. Furthermore, the ten-point height roughness
(Sz) increases 5.2 fold from 123 ± 16.3 μm to 635 ± 82 μm. A
similar trend is observed in the dynamically aged samples
with Sa, Sq and Sz increasing 2.8 fold (6.3 ± 0.5 to 17.8 ± 1.2),
3.2 fold (7.3 ± 1.0 to 23.1 ± 2.0) and 4.1 fold (123 ± 16.3 to
500 ± 73) respectively. This increase in surface roughness on the
microscale can be attributed to the gradual breakdown of the
cement as it degrades and suggests the creation of large pits/
pores on the cement surface where it was in contact with the
hydrogel. In addition to an increase in surface roughness, the
porosity of the brushite cement portions of the composite con-
structs was measured. Table 3 displays the porosity measure-
ments for cements on day 0 and day 28 following ageing with
the static or dynamic protocol. As expected, the porosity of the
brushite cement changed over time. On day 0, porosity was
measured as 49.5 ± 1.07%. This was increased following static
ageing to 52.9 ± 2.28%, and following dynamic ageing to
56.0 ± 3.5% (Table 3) although these were not considered sig-
nificantly diﬀerent (p = 0.3). The trends of increasing surface
roughness, porosity and the presence of calcium phosphate
precipitates within the gel matrices aged dynamically indicate
an increase in brushite cement dissolution when compared to
the statically aged group as has been described before.39
Despite this, the deposits in the hydrogel matrix are not HA
(Fig. 6) as may be expected, but resemble the components of
the cement matrix, β-TCP and brushite. β-TCP is impossible to
precipitate at ambient temperatures,47 however it has been
shown to be released from the surface of brushite cement
in vitro.48 Incorporation of carboxyl acids into the brushite
cement matrix leads to an increase in disintegration of the
cement matrix, releasing solid β-TCP crystals into the sur-
rounding media.48 The acid component of the hard material
used here included citric acid, therefore could reduce cement
cohesion and facilitate the release of entrapped β-TCP particles
from the cement matrix. The β-TCP particles are less soluble
than brushite particles, and so remain within the medium. As
shown in Table 1, the particle sizes detected are varied, and
this particular technique has a minimum particle size detec-
tion of around 9 μm. Mesh sizes for gellan hydrogels have
been reported to be in the range of ∼0.5 μm,49 but it is feasible
that smaller, undetectable particles may find their way into the
gel network and provide nucleation sites for further growth.
The use of CRM in the observation of the hard–soft
material interface was compared with the use of Environ-
mental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM) and Energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (Fig. 7). Fig. 7A shows the hard–soft
material interface after statically ageing in PBS for 21 days. The
boundary between the brushite (star) and gellan (circle) is
clearly observed (arrows), however, the presence of precipitates
in the soft material portion is not obvious at lower magnifi-
cation. Increased magnification allows the identification
of precipitates within the gellan portion of the composite
(Fig. 7B, C) having a diameter up to 90 μm, which is within the
same range as measured by image analysis (Table 1). The pre-
cipitates are randomly distributed in the gel matrix are not
seen to be predominantly located near the interfacial region as
seen with the CRM. As expected, EDX mapping due to phos-
phorus in Fig. 7D reveals a greater occurrence of this element
at the side of the brushite cement (Fig. 7, star) than the algi-
nate gel portion (Fig. 7, circle). However, identification of a
definite interfacial region of the composite construct remains
impossible to detect as no precise change in distribution from
one phase to the other is evident. Although both the choice of
integration limits for the CRM mapping and the location of
the laser focus aﬀect the resulting image, CRM outplays cryo-
ESEM as a technique for the investigation of the soft–hard
material interface. Firstly, no artefacts caused by other
materials were detected with CRM. At this juncture, molecular
vibrations of Raman active bonds are excited, thus, if their dis-
tribution is plotted across the interface of the sample, the
detection of other materials having other bonds is excluded.
In contrast, the ESEM image is the result of the number of
emitted electrons reaching the detector, which are in turn
caused by a combination of topography and material contrast.
Therefore, the ESEM image contains information which makes
an exclusive consideration of a certain bond of a molecule in
Fig. 7 ESEM evaluation of the hard–soft material interface after stati-
cally ageing in PBS for 21 days. (A) Hard–soft material interface of brush-
ite-gellan composite construct. (B,C) Precipitates found within the
gellan matrix of composite. (D) EDX mapping across the interface in
brushite-alginate composite construct. Cement (star), gel (circle),
arrows, interface.
Table 3 Porosity of brushite cement
Day 0 Day 28
Static Dynamic
Porosity (%) 49.45 ± 1.07 52.88 ± 2.28 56.02 ± 3.52
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the sample impossible. Secondly, CRM yields a very specific
material contrast, namely of one particular intramolecular
bond, while ESEM yields an image showing the information of
surface topography and material contrast, since the detector
does not distinguish between secondary and backscattered
electrons. As mentioned previously, the EDX mapping across
the interface (Fig. 7D) failed to identify the interface between
the cement and gel portions of the composite construct.
Finally, the time taken to acquire individual images via CRM
and ESEM diﬀer. CRM mapping requires several hours
depending on the resolution and size of the scanned area,
whereas ESEM images can be obtained in several seconds.
Despite this, the eﬀort required for the sample preparation
involved in cryo-ESEM is lengthy compared to CRM. Here, we
have described a technique for being able to view hard–soft
material construct almost immediately, where the only sample
preparation conditions are an even sample surface and the
immersion of the construct in liquid to prevent dehydration
and shrinkage of the gel.
The fact that static ageing appears to result in the depo-
sition of more mineral within the soft material portion of the
composite construct will have significance in future studies.
The long-term aim of the composite materials described here
is to culture in the presence of cells, as described in our engi-
neered bone-to-bone ligament model.22 With this in mind, a
static ageing protocol would not be employed, since culture
media will need to be removed and replenished throughout
the experiment. Furthermore, since culture media often con-
tains serum, and serum is known to aﬀect both the dissolution
of brushite39 and control of precipitation of calcium phos-
phates,39,50,51 the eﬀect in this area will be interesting to
explore. The long-term aim is to form a graded interface
between the hard and soft materials to replicate what is seen
in vivo, therefore a reproduction of this structure in vitro is an
important step to achieve.
Conclusions
This study has demonstrated the ability to study mineralis-
ation within the soft material portion of hard–soft material
composite structures. A simple method for observing hydro-
gels in a hydrated state has been developed for use with CRM.
CRM far outplays other methods used for the observation of
mineral within soft material analogue such as histology or
SEM. Furthermore, it allows the quantification and chemical
composition of precipitates within the matrix to be analysed.
The methodology and results of this study will be of interest to
those studying composite structures for the manufacture of
composite tissues, or bone analogues for tissue engineering
applications.
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Progress in tissue engineering is now impacting beyond the field of regen-
erative medicine. Engineered tissues are now used as tools to evaluate the
toxicity of compounds or even to enable the modelling of disease. While
many of the materials that are used to facilitate tissue growth are designed
to enable cell attachment, many researchers consider that the contraction
and modification of these matrices by attached cells is not desirable and
take measures to prevent this from occurring. Where substantial alignment
of the molecules within tissues, however, is a feature of structure the process
of contraction can be exploited to guide new matrix deposition. In this
paper, we will demonstrate how we have used the cell contraction process
to generate tissues with high levels of organization. The tissues that have
been grown in the laboratory have been characterized using a suite of
analytical techniques to demonstrate significant levels of matrix organization
and mechanical behaviour analogous to natural tissues. This paper provides
an overview of research that has been undertaken to determine how tissues
have been grown in vitro with structuring from the molecular, right through
to the macroscopic level.
1. Introduction
Adhesion is important at all levels of biology and is critical to both structure
and function. At the molecular level, it is the adhesion of enzymes to their sub-
strates that facilitates many of the chemical reactions that are vital to life.
Beyond this scale, the attachment of cells to an extracellular matrix (ECM) con-
trols how cells behave and can respond to their environment [1,2]. Subsequent
levels of organization, facilitated through adhesion between molecules within
the ECM, are what enable connective tissues to perform under demanding
mechanical loads placed on them by the body [3]. This paper summarizes
the adhesions that are important at each length scale and describes how
adhesion is being exploited to regenerate tissues and recapitulate the impressive
levels of organization. The main focus of the review is on highly aligned tissues,
ligament and tendon, but the methods reported could be used to generate more
complex structure. The review is organized so that the adhesive forces impor-
tant at the ECM level, cell-matrix level and tissue level are discussed in turn.
2. The extracellular matrix: molecular nature and structural
adaptation
The ECM is a three-dimensional space within an organ or tissue that surrounds
populations of cells and functions as an adhesive and supportive structure. The
ECM is formed from water, proteins, proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs), each of which have important mechanical and biological roles. It is
the proportions and orientations of each of these components that determine
tissue function and physical performance and any damage to this structure
& 2014 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
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can have important physical and biological consequences,
potentially resulting in long-term disability. In addition to
playing an important structural role, the organization of
these ECM components strongly influences cell behaviour,
offering cues that control cell differentiation, attachment,
recruitment, migration and further ECM production [4].
The interplay between the embedded cells and the ECM
itself means that tissues are able to constantly remodel in
response to changes in loading and oxygen levels so that
they are able to respond to the demands that are placed on
the body. This impressive ability to adapt also makes the
regeneration of tissues to their native states challenging.
Soft connective tissues contain high proportions of structural
fibrillar proteins such as collagen types I and II with modifi-
cations in structure that enable them to exhibit impressive
mechanical properties. Cartilage, for example, obtains its
shock-absorbing properties from high concentrations of hya-
luronan and proteoglycan aggrecans and the rigidity of bone
is a function of calcium phosphate present in the fibrillar col-
lagen matrix. Below, the principle roles of collagen, GAGs
and proteoglycans are introduced in more detail. It is noted
that other molecules within the ECM (elastin, laminin
and vitronection) have important mechanical and biological
functions, but these lay beyond the scope of this paper.
(a) Collagen
Collagen is the most abundant protein that is found in the
human body [5]. There are, at present, 28 known collagen
types, which can be classified into fibril forming (I, II and
XI), fibril associated (IX, XII and XIV), transmembrane (XIII
and XVII), network forming (VI, VII and X), anchoring base-
ment membrane (IV) and a selection of others with highly
specific functions. In ligaments and tendons, type I is the
most prevalent, constituting up to 90% of the total weight. Col-
lagen type I is a structural protein with a triple helical
conformation made up of two a1 chains and one a2 chain,
that offers load-bearing tissue sufficient mechanical strength
to withstand uniaxial and multiaxial loads [5]. The folding of
the triple helix is due to glycine (Gly—the smallest amino
acid) recurring in the Gly-X-Y amino acid sequence from
which collagen is formed. X and Y are most commonly the
amino acids proline and hydroxyproline, giving a repeating
motif of Gly-Pro-Hyp [6]. It is the close packing of the three
strands, hydrogen bonding and the high concentration of
amino acids proline and hydroxyproline that stabilizes the
triple helix [6]. The amino acids proline and 4-hydroxyproline
are also referred to as imino acids [6,7] as they have one hydro-
gen atom attached to the nitrogen atom and when this forms
part of an additional bond, there are no free hydrogen atoms
available for hydrogen bonding. As a result, the presence of
proline/hydroxyproline in the collagen molecule provides
the flexibility needed to maintain the helical conformation
for stability. When X and Y residues are not imino acids,
they allow collagen fibril formation through attachment to
other collagen molecules, integrins or ECM molecules [7,8].
Further stabilization of the collagen triple helix is achieved
through binding of individual helices (tropocollagens) into col-
lagen fibrils [9]. These fibrils can also join to form bundles and
cross-link for enhanced stability [9] (figure 1).
(b) Glycosaminoglycans
Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are linear polysaccharide
chains, which are usually highly sulfated and negatively
charged [10]. Sulfated GAGs include chondroitin, dermatan
tropocollagen
collagen fibrils
Figure 1. The assembly of collagen fibrils from tropocollagen molecules. Procollagen molecules are expressed within the cell and are modified via the cleavage of N
and C termini. The resulting molecules self assemble to form tropocollagen molecules, which are subsequently self-assembled into collagen fibrils. Fibrillar diameter
depends strongly on tissue type. (Online version in colour.)
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and keratan, whereas heparan, a basement membrane GAG
and hyaluronan are unsulfated [11]. GAGs have extensive
interaction with proteins such as growth factors, chemokines
and cytokines [12] and the GAG long chains shield the pro-
teins from proteolysis [13]. Connective tissues have high
quantities of hyaluronan (hyaluronic acid), which aids cell
migration and proliferation and maintains tissue hydra-
tion [14]. While the long chains are not very flexible, they
are highly soluble in water and assume conformations that
can trap large volumes of aqueous medium to form hydrated
gels, a property that gives connective tissues their resistance
to compressive stress [1].
(c) Proteoglycans
Proteoglycans are GAGs that are covalently bonded to a
protein and, as with GAGs, proteoglycans are important for
signal transduction and also provide additional structural
support to tissues [15]. Aggrecan, versican, neurocan and bre-
vican, collectively known as lecticans, are members of the
chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan family that offer resilience
to compressive force [16]. Other small proteoglycans whose
proteins have leucine-rich repeat structures (SLRPs), form
u-shaped structures suitable for protein–protein interactions
[17]. Members of the SLRP family are decorin, biglycan, fibro-
modulin, lumican and keratoca. Decorin is present in
connective tissue and, along with other SLRPs, contributes
to collagen fibril assembly and its regulation [17]. A study
by Matuszewski et al. [18] with the human supraspinatus
tendon, located in the shoulder, showed that aggregan and
biglycan distribution varied throughout the tendon with
the highest concentration being in the anterior and posterior
regions that experience the highest compressive stress
within this tissue and are prone to injury; decorin concen-
tration was high throughout the tendon as expected in
areas of high tensile strength. Proteoglycans that contain
heparan sulfate can bind with growth factors and other sig-
nalling molecules that can accelerate cell proliferation and
modulate behaviour [1].
The distribution of matrix components through tissues is
critical to mechanical performance. In the case of ligaments,
the ligament midsubstance consists of collagen type I fibrils,
which are aligned parallel to the principle axis of loading
(figure 2). Moving towards the extremities of a ligament,
there is a disruption in this order such that the collagenous
matrix becomes richer in proteoglycan and GAG molecules
with the formation of a homogeneous fibrocartilage structure.
Directly adjacent to the bone, there is a region of mineralized
fibrocartilage that directly abuts the subchondral bone. This
exquisite level of structural adaptation means that the sinew
is loaded almost purely in tension at its central portion and
the mineralized region is placed under compression. This
places each of the tissue components in a loading environment
in which they may perform optimally and minimizes the
chances of failure during locomotion [3]. It is this level of
ordering which also provides a significant challenge within
the field of regenerative medicine. It is, at present, impossible
to reproduce these properties in a synthetic material; there is
therefore a move towards using cells to create such structures
outside the body for subsequent implantation. In order to
understand how this may be done, it is important to under-
stand how cells may interact with and be influenced by
matrix components and other cells.
3. Cell–matrix interactions
Cells that are found within the ECM are critical to long-term
adaptation and can therefore have an important role in the
process of regeneration, particularly, in tissue deposition
and restructuring. As the majority of human cells are ancho-
rage dependent, their ability to form an adhesion with the
ECM is critical to cell survival and behaviour [19]. The cell
membrane consists of a phospholipid bilayer engulfed by a
polysaccharide layer called the glycocalyx, which is ionizable
resulting in a net negative charge on the cell surface [1].
The polymeric materials used for culturing cells in vitro are
typically coated with poly-L-lysine, which has positively
charged amine groups [1,20]. As a consequence, non-specific
adhesion of various types of cells to solid surfaces occurs
through weakly attractive electrostatic van der Waals forces
[1]. The attachment of cells to the ECM is more specific and
occurs through the interaction of moieties on ECM molecules
with cell-surface glycoproteins known as integrins (figure 3).
Integrin molecules contain 1–18 a and 1–8 b subunits
arranged in different combinations. Many integrins bind to
the same ligands on ECM components that contain the
amino acid sequence Arg-Gly-Asp commonly known as
RGD [1,21]. Typical ECM components that have the RGD
sequence are vitronectin, bronectin and tenascin, though on
collagen and laminin these are more obscure [22].
Fibroblasts express integrins with subunit arrangement
a1b1 and a2b1 that bind to collagen simultaneously, however
a2b1 has been found to have a greater affinity for collagen
type I [23]. In three-dimensional collagen matrices, cells
deficient in a1b1 receptors showed decreased growth,
whereas presence of a2b1 enhanced the expression of
collagen-degrading enzymes MMP-1 and MMP-13 [23,24],
which mediates matrix renewal. The two integrins appear
to have different roles because during wound healing a2b1
expression is upregulated by fibroblasts while that of a1b1
is downregulated [23]. Endothelial cells proliferate during
wound healing and they possess aVb3 as their most promi-
nent integrin [24]. In addition, dermal endothelial cells
cultured in fibronectin or fibrin gels expressed higher
mRNA levels of aVb3 than when cultured in collagen gels.
As a result, aVb3 is an integrin implicated in cell–fibrin
subchondral bone-type I collagen,
osteoblasts, osteocytes
non-mineralized fibrocartilage
types I and II collagen
ovoid chondrocytes
mineralized fibrocartilage (MFC)
types X collagen
hypertrophic chondrocytes
ligament mid- substance
types I and III collagen
fibroblast cells
Figure 2. The heterogeneous structure of ligament tissue which prevents fail-
ure at the interface between bone and sinew. (Online version in colour.)
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adhesion. Cell–cell adhesion can also be mediated by fibrino-
gen though binding of aIIbb3 and aXb1 on fibrinogen motifs
Lys-Gln-Ala-Gly-Asp-Val (KQAGDV) and Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro
(GPRP), respectively [25].
The clustering of integrins between a cell membrane and
ECM molecules results in the formation of a focal adhesion
complex, which anchors a network of actin stress fibres within
the cell. This link between the cell and the ECM is what enables
the cells to experience themechanical loading applied to the cell
population and critically activates pathways that enable the
digestion of matrix and the concomitant deposition of new
ECM. An improved understanding of the processes that occur
during cell adhesion and how such processes govern tissue for-
mation has opened the possibility of creating tissues in vitro.
This may be achieved by placing the cell population in an
environment that can stimulate the attached cells to secrete
new ECM. Given the reported differences in cell behaviour
when cultured in a three-dimensional structure as compared
with in amonolayer system,muchwork has recently been dedi-
cated to understanding the fundamental differences in
behaviour between cell populations that are cultured in two
and three dimensions. There is a now a general consensus that
reproducing the complex tissue architectures that are found in
vivo requires the provision of a three-dimensional support that
provides cues to stimulate the embedded cell population to
develop new matrix. The remainder of the paper will detail
how three-dimensional culture in biologically derived matrices
may enable the formation of organized tissue structures.
4. Tissue production in vitro exploiting cell–
matrix interactions
One way to encourage cells to secrete their own matrix and
digest that to which they are attached is through the use of
a temporary matrix to support the cells during growth. A
matrix that has been shown to enable this is fibrin which
facilitates cell attachment through an integrin matrix and
may be readily reorganized by seeded cells. It is readily avail-
able through the collection of a small blood sample and fulfils
an important haemostatic role during the process of wound
healing in the body, providing a matrix onto which cells
can attach and eventually be replaced by native tissue. It is
formed from the cleavage of fibrinogen by thrombin, which
integrin cell
membrane
glycoproteins
fibronectin
showing the
RGD motif
intracellular
components
actin filament from
the cytoskeleton
Figure 3. The interactions that occur between a cell adhesive fibrillar matrix bearing the RGD motif and an adhesion-dependent mammalian cell. The integrin subunits
mediate attachment of the matrix to the actin cytoskeleton and enable stress transfer that can initiate tissue remodelling. (Online version in colour.)
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results in the formation of fibrinopeptides A and B. It is the
affinity of what are known as knobs A and B, which fit into
holes a and b and result in gelation through the formation
of protofibrils, which eventually self assemble to form a fibril-
lar network [26–28]. Fibroblasts seeded into a fibrin gel on
the surface of a culture dish then associate with the fibrillar
structure and will begin to contract the matrix and eventually
a sphere of gelatinous material will be formed within the cul-
ture dish (figure 4a). By retaining the fibrin gel in the dish by
using pins and sutures [29,30] or a calcium-phosphate cer-
amic with an inherently tissue-adhesive nature (figure 4b)
[31,32], a gel cylinder is formed between the points of
retention. The retention of the sinew-like structure by the cer-
amic brackets results in a passive tension between the
ceramics [33] and this forces cell and molecular alignment
[34] within the newly formed matrix (figure 4c–f ). The cells
have elongated cell bodies and nuclei suggestive of a tenocy-
tic phenotype [35]. Interestingly, the level of orientation is
significantly lower at the interface with the calcium phos-
phate ceramic suggestive of the development of a structure
with multiple levels of organization (figure 4e).
After short periods of culture, the sinews typically consist
of very small quantities of collagen (less than 5 wt%) [29,30].
However, it has been shown that it is possible to accelerate
type I collagen deposition within the sinew by chemical treat-
ment with ascorbic acid and proline [31], the former of which
is involved in processing the procollagen molecules and the
latter is added to prevent substrate limitation of collagen I
production. Others have also demonstrated that it is possible
to enhance collagen production through the application of a
cocktail of growth factors [36]. It has also been demonstrated
that intermittent bouts of cyclic mechanical conditioning of
the sinew model results in an enhancement of collagen depo-
sition and the mechanical strength of the resulting structures,
although care must be taken to prevent matrix damage that
can occur as a consequence of the application of more than
5% strain [37]. Recent unpublished results from our group
have shown that it is possible to generate sinews with as
high as 50 wt% of collagen I by also optimizing the mechan-
ical properties of the supporting fibrin gel. Our hypothesis
for this phenomenon is that an increase in local modulus
enhances the mechanical stimulus provided to the cell popu-
lation and upregulates collagen through the ERK pathway.
Histological analysis demonstrated that the sinew itself had
a highly orientated ECM (figure 5a) with the use of the col-
lagen promotors ascorbic acid (AA) and proline (P) causing
an enhancement in the density of the matrix (figure 5b).
Examination of the ultrastructure using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) demonstrated the alignment of fibrils at
the micro (figure 5c) and nano scales (figure 5d ).
(a)
(b)
(d )
(c) (e)
T
T
An
0 100mm
0 250mm
Figure 4. Free floating (a) and attached (b) fibrin-gel cultures seeded with fibroblasts after three weeks in culture (scale bars, 10 mm). (c) By 15 days of culture,
cells in the central portion (stained with DAPI and phalloidin) were elongated and were orientated along the long axis of the sinew structure (scale bar, 100 mm).
(d,e) Close examination of the interface with the ceramic brackets showed that levels of orientation varied from the ligament midsubstance (labelled T) to the
interface with the anchor (labelled An). Scale bar, 8 mm in (d), 250 mm in (e). (Online version in colour.)
(a) (c)
(b)
200 mm
200 mm 5 nm
10 mm
(d )
Figure 5. Imaging of ECM in the engineered tissues. Haematoxylin and eosin
staining demonstrated the extent of cell and matrix alignment within the
structure (a,b) and the enhanced density of the sinews following treatment
with anabolic agents (b). Transmission electron microscopy demonstrated the
presence of aligned fibrillar structures along the long axis of the sinew on the
micro- (c) and nano-scales (d ). (Online version in colour.)
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5. Structuring tissue on the macroscopic scale
Ligaments and tendons are formed from multiple fascicles
that interact with one another. The interactions that form
between individual fascicles have been proposed to be res-
ponsible for enhancing the mechanical properties exhibited
by native ligaments and tendon. The fascicles themselves are
bundled together and surrounded by a membranous struc-
ture known as the epitenon [38]. In order to replicate this
arrangement, it is possible to culture individual sinews in
close proximity over a period of weeks. In the course of this
time, the individual strands grow together and eventually
amalgamate. The amalgamation is as a consequence of cellular
bridging between the structures in addition to the formation
of ECM between the individual strands (figure 6). Importan-
tly, this kind of macrostructural organization of the sinew-
like structures results in mechanical augmentation of the
structure and deformation behaviour similar to that observed
for native sinews.
6. Conclusion and future directions
By controlling how cells are able to manipulate a soft matrix
in vitro it is possible to generate a heterogeneously structured
material with structure and deformation characteristics that
resemble those of native ligaments and tendons. The mechan-
ical properties that are exhibited by these structures are
orders of magnitude lower than those exhibited by native
ligaments and tendons and so it is unlikely that they will
replace current methods for ligament and tendon reconstruc-
tion in the very near future. Current directions of research are
seeking to use this structured material as a means to augment
healing in the body. We have recently published a method for
decellularizing these structures [39] so that they may be manu-
factured and stored prior to implantation into patients to
enhance the success of currently existing methods of tissue
reconstruction. The aligned collagenous matrix is also being
used as a model for diseases where mineral deposition within
the soft tissues is a debilitating side effect.
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The resorption of brushite cements has been shown to be highly unpredictable, with strong dependence on a number of condi-
tions. One of the major factors is phase transformation, with the rate of change to more stable phases such as hydroxyapatite
significantly affecting the rate of resorption. Despite the importance of this, the analysis of phase transformation has largely
been performed using methods that can detect the crystalline composition on bulk specimens, with no information on the spatial
distribution of phases through the structure. In this study we used confocal Raman microscopy to map cross-sections of brushite
cylinders dynamically aged in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS), Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS), Dulbeccos Minimum Essential
Medium (DMEM), and DMEM supplemented with FBS. Image maps showed the importance of ageing medium on the evolution
of phase composition throughout the cement structure. When aged in the absence of serum, there was an apparent dissolution
of the brushite phase concomitant to the deposition of octacalcium phosphate (OCP) around the periphery of the sample. The
deposition of this phase was detectable within 5 days and reduced the rate of brushite dissolution from the material. The use of
serum, even at a concentration of only 10vol% prevented this phase transformation from occurring. This work reports a method
for evaluating changes in phase composition in a metastable calcium phosphate cement regardless of crystallinity using Raman
microscopy. It also demonstrates the weakness of predicting the resorption of such cements in protein free media.
1 Introduction
Calcium phosphate (CaP) cements have attracted significant
interest in recent decades as potential bone graft biomaterials
due to their ability to facilitate bone growth across their sur-
face in-vivo1. As they are a cement, however, they are brittle,
which can lead to a long-term risk of failure if they are not
resorbed and replaced by new bone. Consequently, there has
been a growing interest in the development of sparingly solu-
ble cements that have a high resorption rate as they are not
only resorbed through osteoclastic action, but also through
dissolution. Brushite (CaHPO4 ·2H2O) is one such material
that exhibits a solubility of orders of magnitude higher than
hydroxyapatite2 (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2; HA). A number of stud-
ies have investigated the degradation and biological resorption
of brushite cements under both in-vitro and in-vivo conditions.
These studies have shown brushite dissolution to be irregular
with implants having been shown to remain stable3, undergo
fragmentation4, or be resorbed5,6. Degradation is still poorly
understood, but research has shown a close relationship be-
tween local conditions and cement composition. Enhancing
the understanding of the chemical and biological mechanisms
involved in resorption is essential to optimising the cement for
successful long-term bone regeneration.
School of Chemical Engineering, University of Birmingham, Birmingham,
B15 2TT, UK. E-mail: l.m.grover@bham.ac.uk
Analysis of the temporal changes in brushite and other
resorbable samples has largely focused on changes in crys-
talline composition studied through high resolution topolog-
ical imaging such as scanning electron microscopy, coupled
with bulk compositional properties obtained via spectroscopy
of powdered samples7–9. This provides high resolution infor-
mation of the porosity and crystal structure, but gives poor
to no spatial resolution of the chemical constituents in a sys-
tem where the structure and environment cannot be considered
as homogeneous. Further to this, the reliance of crystalline
analysis limits the information that can be gained, with X-ray
diffraction only able to detect greater than 5wt% of a mate-
rial. This is a major flaw when it is known that extensive re-
preciptiation slows degradation and previous work has shown
amorphous phases have been detected early during ageing in
some cases10. Radiographs and histology3–6 can provide fur-
ther information on compositional changes during resorption
on in-vivo implanted samples, but are limited in the level of
chemical and biological information they can provide. The
geometrical distribution of phases may be of particular impor-
tance where a coating in a less soluble phase in physiological
conditions will impede dissolution of the other phases.
In order to detect smaller quantities of a material, regard-
less of crystallinity and provide geometrical information of
these phases, it may be possible to utilise a chemical imag-
ing method such as confocal Raman microscopy (CRM). The
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use of Raman spectroscopy in the analysis of brushite is well
established with phases and their vibrational modes assigned
to Raman peaks11, and numerous studies applying the tech-
nique as a means to probe the composition of samples12–15
have been reported. Confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) ex-
tends the scope of Raman spectroscopy; by taking individual
spectra at a number of locations it allows intensity maps of
peaks to be plotted showing the intensity and distribution of
each phase to a high resolution - up to 200nm - over a single
plane16.
Despite the advantages offered, the number of image map-
ping based Raman studies in the field is limited with only
a small number of studies looking at or relating to the age-
ing of calcium phosphate cement implants known to the au-
thors17–20. In part the low level of use in the literature has been
due to technological limitations with long spectral acquisition
times, limiting data quality. With technological improvements
in recent years and a range of related techniques that provide
a stronger signal allowing much shorter acquisition times.
This study reports the use of CRM to evaluate the phase
changes that occur during the ageing of brushite based cal-
cium phosphate cements. In doing this, it is now possible to
gain an unprecedented insight into the chemical changes that
occur within this material during ageing. CRM was utilised
to map the evolution of chemical changes in brushite CaP ce-
ment cylinders aged in different media; phosphate buffered
saline (PBS), foetal bovine serum (FBS), and Dulbeccos mod-
ified eagle media (DMEM) standalone or supplemented with
serum. The Raman maps were compared to bulk composi-
tion/structure of the samples acquired through X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) and single point Raman spectroscopy.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Cylinder Production
To produce brushite cement cylinders β tricalcium phos-
phate (Ca3(PO4)2; β −TCP) (Plasma-Biotal, Tideswell, Der-
byshire, UK) was mixed with 3.5M orthophosphoric acid
(Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, UK) at a powder to liquid ra-
tio of 1.75g/ml. The mixture was poured into custom made
12mm high by 6mm diameter cylindrical moulds, and left to
harden overnight.
2.2 Brushite Cement Ageing
Cement cylinders were sterilised under UV light overnight.
Sterilised Cylinders were placed into 50ml centrifuge tubes
with 20ml of either DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham,
UK), supplemented DMEM as used in cell culture (sup-
plemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (Sigma-Aldrich,
Gillingham, UK), 2.4% HEPES buffer (Sigma-Aldrich,
Gillingham, UK), or sterile PBS (Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK)
at a LCVR (liquid to cement volume ratio) of 60:1. Samples
were incubated at 37◦C for 10 days in the FBS and DMEM
solutions, and for 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 in PBS. Media was
changed daily in each case. pH readings were taken for from
day 1 to 30 in the PBS aged cylinders. Cylinders were re-
moved from ageing medium, washed in distilled water, dried
overnight at 37◦C, cut using a scalpel across the midpoint to
expose the cross-section. Individual halves were mounted on
a sample holder using distilled water and frozen at -20◦C in a
cryostat (Starlet 2212, Bright, Cambridge, UK), samples were
cryotomed in 2 µm steps to produce a smooth surface suitable
for confocal imaging. They were then briefly washed with
distilled water to remove any debris, and dried at 37◦C before
imaging.
2.3 Raman Mapping
Mapping was performed using a confocal Raman microscope
(Alpha300r, Witec, Ulm Germany). With a 785nm 300mW ar-
gon laser (Toptica photonics, Munich, Germany) for DMEM,
FBS and day 10 PBS samples, over a spectral range of 0-
3000cm−1 with a mean spectral resolution of 3.6cm−1, us-
ing a 300g/mm with 750nm blazing grating spectrograph
(Acton SP2300, Princeton instruments, Trenton, NJ, USA).
For the extended PBS media ageing a 60mW 514nm ar-
gon laser (Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, California, USA)
was used, with data collected over a spectral range of 200-
1200cm−1 with a mean spectral resolution of 1.2cm−1, us-
ing a 1800g/mm with 500nm blazing grating (Acton SP2300,
Princeton instruments, Trenton, New Jersey, USA). Mapping
was collected for whole area scans using a 5x 0.1NA atmo-
spheric lens (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), over a 6500x6500µm area
with 100x100 points collected with an integration period of
1s. Higher resolution scans at the cross section edge were ac-
quired with a 20x 0.45NA atmospheric lens (Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan), over an area of 1000x1000µm, with 100x100 points
collected and 1s integration time. Laser spot sizes were cal-
culated for the 100x lens (λ=514nm Dxy391nm, Dz900nm,
and λ=785nm Dxy598nm, Dz126nm), and for the 20x lens
(λ=514nm Dxy 696nm, Dz2538nm and λ=785nm Dxy1064nm
Dz3876nm). Acquisition of single spectra from points of in-
terest was performed by taking 20 accumulations of 3 second
integration periods. To prevent movement during scanning,
samples were attached to a 35mm well plate using double-
sided tape.
2.4 Processing Raman Data
Data was pre-processed to remove cosmic rays using the in-
strument associated software (Witec Project v2.10. Witec,
Ulm, Germany), exported in SPC format into MATLAB
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(MATLAB 2011a. Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA),
baseline corrected using a least squares penalised method21,
and vector normalised. Least squares regression was used for
fitting of individual Gaussians to each peak. False colour im-
age maps were produced by integrating over the sum of peaks
of interest. For further processing the dataset was segmented
to separate the sample from background and allow calculation
of the measured area and centroid. The dominant phase in
each pixel location was determined by the association of the
peak with the highest intensity. Measurement of OCP pene-
tration distance at each time point was performed using Im-
ageJ (ImageJ v1.43u. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland, USA).
2.5 Bulk Analysis
Samples from each PBS time point were dried, and ground
using a mortar and pestle. Raman spectra were acquired at 5
randomly chosen points from each powder sample with 20 ac-
cumulations at 3 seconds integration time per accumulation.
Resulting spectra were pre-processed to remove cosmic rays
using the associated Witec Project software and averaged to-
gether. Average spectra were exported and base-line corrected
in MATLAB. For XRD approximately 500mg of the powder
was distributed over a 10mm diameter circular area of Scotch
tape and attached to the sample holder. XRD patterns were
acquired using a Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer (ASX
Gmbh. Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) using the copper K-
alpha line 1.5406nm at 40kV and 30mA. Each data set was
collected from 2-θ angles 5-60 degrees at 0.05 degree/s step
rate. The sample was rotated about its axis during the entire
measurement to minimise the influence of preferential crystal
orientation. Data was baseline corrected, and smoothed us-
ing MATLAB. Peak identification was performed using ICDD
data cards.
3 Results
3.1 Brushite cement ageing
Brushite cement samples were made from a 1.75g/ml mixture
of β -TCP and orthophosphoric acid, set in molds to produce
12mm long by 6mm diameter cement cylinders. A 60% maxi-
mum conversion of β -TCP to brushite was expected based on
the materials used and the reaction shown in equation 1.
Ca3(PO4)2 +H3PO4 +6H2O→ 3CaHPO4.2H2O (1)
Cylinders were aged in a dynamic 60:1 liquid to cement
volume ratio solution of either: FBS, DMEM, DMEM supple-
mented with 10% FBS, or PBS for 10 days with the respective
media changed daily. A longer study of PBS aged samples
was performed for 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 days, with PBS
changed on a daily basis. After removal from media, cylinders
were cut to expose the cross section and polished for confocal
imaging. In each case aged samples showed no visible signs
of degradation compared to non-aged. pH readings taken from
the removed media the first 30 days of the PBS ageing series
showed an initial drop from the standard PBS of 7.3 to 6.5,
which increased towards 7 as the time series proceeded.
3.2 Confocal Raman mapping of samples aged in differ-
ent media
CRM mapping was performed on cylinders that were non-
aged and aged for 10 days in each media using a 785nm laser.
Regions covering whole cylinder cross sections with a pixel
size of 65x65µm, and a higher resolution of the cylinder edge
with a with a pixel size of 10x10µm were collected. The
main spectral region of interest was 830-1030cm−1. Calcium
phosphate phases were identified based on Raman spectral
peak locations previously reported in the literature11 (Table
1.). The P-O stretching mode (ν1) of the PO4 group which
has a unique peak shift for brushite (985cm−1), octacalcium
phosphate (Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4; OCP) (958cm
−1), and TCP
(970cm−1) was used as the main reference peak for each CaP
phase. Spectra at the centre and edge of a cylinder aged for
50 days in PBS are shown in Fig. 1. A -5cm−1 shift in the
peak location was observed for samples aged in DMEM and
FBS based media. Prior to image formation datasets were
filtered to remove cosmic rays, baseline corrected, and nor-
malised. Due to the close proximity of the peaks (12cm−1)
relative to the spectral resolution of the grating (3.5cm−1) and
their full width half maximum (10cm−1), a significant over-
lap was present which would give rise to misleading results
as constructive interference increased the apparent intensity
of weaker or non-present peaks. A classical least squares re-
gression was performed to fit an individual Gaussian to each
peak in the region for image mapping calculations to be taken
from. It should be noted that intensity values were produced
to be consistent across phases for each sample mapping but
not between every data set.
Table 1 Major Raman peaks found in the 800-1050cm−1 region of
interest and their phase assignments based on the literature 11
Wavenumber Vibrational mode Phase
(cm−1) assignment
878 P-O stretching mode of PO4 group Brushite
948 P-OH stretching mode of HPO2−4 TCP
960 P-O stretching mode of PO4 group OCP
970 P-O stretching mode of PO4 group TCP
985 P-O stretching mode of PO4 group Brushite
1010 P-O stretching mode of HPO2−4 OCP
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Fig. 1 Raman image formation from a day 50 cylinder cross section. Showing spectra taken from the centre and outside of the cross section,
the relative intensities of the main peaks associated with each phase, and the mapping of the PO4 peak showing the distribution of brushite,
TCP and OCP over the cross section. Scale bar 1000µm.
Image mapping of samples that were aged for 10 days in
media for edge sections (Fig. 2) showed clear differences in
the cement composition dependent on the media content. In
unaged samples a homogeneous structure was present with
the most intense peak being that indicative of brushite, and
lower more disperse peaks indicative of TCP. OCP was not
detectable at this time point beyond the background noise. At
10 days a shell of OCP was observed to be forming around
the outside of the cylinder in the PBS and non-supplemented
DMEM samples. A higher quantity of brushite dissolution and
deeper penetration of OCP was apparent in the PBS aged sam-
ple, whereas the DMEM aged sample had OCP form largely
on the outside of the cylinder itself. Conversely the supple-
mented DMEM and FBS samples, with 10% and 100% serum
respectively, showed no evidence of brushite dissolution or
OCP formation.
Image mapping data acquired was processed to provide fur-
ther visualisation data on the phase quantity and distribution.
Mappings were segmented, with the dominant phase at each
spatial location determined based on maximum peak intensity.
This was used to produce composite images showing the dom-
inance of the phases at each time point for the edge areas (Fig.
2). Mapping of the dominant phase at each spatial location
collaborated the heat map images for each peak, showing a
solid ring of OCP around the outer edge of PBS and DMEM
aged samples, with a higher density of TCP forming around
and to a greater penetration depth than the OCP. Analysis of
the Raman spectra showed no evidence of HA formation in
any sample.
3.3 Confocal Raman mapping of samples aged in PBS
Having found that CRM mapping of brushite cylinders was
able to spatially determine phase change in media with dif-
ferent compositions, the study was extended to encompass a
longer time series allowing a deeper investigation of the mate-
rial evolution. Raman imaging mapping of cylinders aged in
dynamic PBS for 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 days was performed
and processed as before over the whole cylinder cross section
(Fig. 3) and at a higher resolution over the edge region (Fig.
3). A 514nm laser was used due to the minimal autofluores-
cence in PBS aged samples, enabling a higher signal intensity
and access to a higher spectral resolution grating for improved
differentiation of the PO4 peaks.
Image mapping over the time series showed results similar
to those from the PBS and non-supplemented DMEM seen in
Fig. 2. An initial largely uniform phase distribution dominated
by brushite, with a weak TCP signal, and no OCP was seen for
the unaged cylinder. At 5 days a layer of OCP was observed
at the outside of the cylinder, with a higher density of TCP
both about the OCP and penetrating further into the sample.
At each subsequent time point the layer of OCP and TCP in-
creased in area and radial penetration. Further analysis of the
spectra supported the results shown by the PO4 peaks. With
the decay of the 878cm−1 PO4 peak associated with brushite
alongside the drop in intensity and complete removal of the
985cm−1 peak at the outside of the cylinder, and the appear-
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Fig. 2 Confocal Raman microscopy heat maps of partial cross
sections taken at the outside edge of the cylinders after 10 days
ageing in dynamic media. Heat maps of the PO4 peak for brushite,
OCP and TCP phases are shown for cylinders aged in each media.
Combined images shows the dominant phase at each location
determined by highest peak intensity; green - brushite, red - OCP,
blue - TCP. Scale bar 200µm.
ance of the 1010cm−1 P-O HPO2−4 OCP peak alongside the
main PO4 OCP peak.
The results suggest that over time in dynamic PBS, the outer
brushite layer of the cylinder was eroded away by hydrolysis,
leaving a TCP structure that replaced by OCP. From these re-
sults it can be determined that the outer brushite layer of the
cylinder was eroded away by hydrolysis over time while in
dynamic PBS, leaving a TCP structure . The rate at which
the dissolution of brushite and precipitation of OCP occurred
for a particular location was clearly shown to be dependent on
the distance from the cylinder edge, with initial OCP appear-
ance by 5 days at the edge of the cylinder, the outer radius
of brushite being completely replaced by 10 days, and only a
small central core of brushite remaining at 50 days. As seen
in the PBS results for Fig. 2 a thin approximately 50-200µm
layer of brushite was observed on the outside of the cylinder
at aged time points - notably at day 20 and 30 in Fig. 3 - de-
spite the otherwise complete dissolution of brushite 100µm or
further into the sample. This layer was seen to degrade and be
replaced by OCP at the 50 day time point. Composite images
of the three phases showing of the dominant phase at each
point showed the emergence of a distinct three phase struc-
ture with phases clustered by radial distance as the brushite
underwent dissolution, leaving the TCP scaffold that was sub-
sequently seeded by OCP. The percentage of the total area for
each phase was calculated for each time point based on these
results (Table. 2). In addition an estimate of the penetration
distance of OCP was determined using composite images (Ta-
ble. 2). Both of these supported the visual observations of
brushite dissolution and OCP penetration. Such quantifica-
tions are limited by random variation of TCP distributions be-
tween samples and the assumption of the most intense peak
being sufficiently dominant, but allow a reasonable estimate
and insight of the phase composition at each time point and its
evolution.
Table 2 Quantification of approximate area and penetration changes
for phases at each time point for samples aged in PBS based on the
dominant phase calculated at each spatial location
Brushite % OCP % TCP % OCP
penetration
(µm)
0 days 88.6 0.0 11.4 0
5 days 88.3 0.7 11.0 150
10 days 90.0 5.9 4.0 350
20 days 50.1 8.3 41.6 520
30 days 37.8 22.6 39.6 750
50 days 12.6 44.2 43.2 1300
3.4 Bulk analysis
Bulk composition and crystal structure of powdered samples
at each time point was determined from a combination of XRD
and Raman spectroscopy analysis for the extended PBS age-
ing series. The Raman spectra time series (Fig. 4(A)) showed
clear evidence of a decrease in the 987cm−1 PO4 brushite peak
from initially the strongest, to almost dropping beyond the
background noise at day 50. Whilst the OCP and TCP PO4
peaks increased in intensity becoming the dominant phases.
Likewise the XRD pattern time series (Fig. 4(B)) sshowed a
decrease in the intensity of the peaks associated with brushite
compared to those of TCP along with the appearance and rise
in OCP associated peaks over the 50 day time period, match-
ing the general CRM results. In both the XRD patterns and
Raman spectra the presence of OCP was not detected beyond
the background at the day 5 or day 10 time points despite the
presence being observed in the CRM image mapping results.
This was most likely due to the relatively small quantities of
OCP at those time points being below the lower limit of detec-
tion for those instruments. ’As with the Raman imaging series,
no major peaks corresponding to HA were identified. While
minor HA peaks may have been present in the XRD patterns,
they could not be clearly distinguished from the major phases
in the sample. We therefore conclude the HA was not present
in any detectable quantity.
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Fig. 3 Confocal Raman microscopy heat maps of cylinder cross sections for partial area at the outside of the cylinder, and whole area after 0,
5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 days in dynamic PBS showing the intensity mapping of the PO4 peak for brushite, OCP and TCP at each time point.
Combined image shows the dominant phase at each location; green - brushite, red - OCP, blue - TCP. Scale bar 200µm (edge section) 1000µm
(whole area).
4 Discussion
This study investigated the visualisation of phase changes us-
ing Raman imaging on brushite cement cylinders aged in a
range of media. Importantly, it was observed that in PBS aged
samples a shell of OCP formed but did not prevent further
dissolution, with continued loss of brushite and penetration
of OCP over the entire time course. It was also shown that
the presence of protein inhibited phase change, even at serum
concentrations as low as 10vol%.
The transformation from brushite to a more stable phase
such as HA has been shown to be an important factor in
the highly unpredictable degradation of brushite cements un-
der physiological conditions22. Ageing of brushite cements
in-vivo3–6,14,22 and in-vitro12,19,23 has been undertaken by
a number of studies with inconsistent results. For in-vitro
ageing a range of ageing mediums including distilled wa-
ter24, simulated body fluid (SBF)19, PBS12,19,23, cell culture
medium13,25, and bovine serum12 have been used. In these
studies brushite has been shown to undergo dissolution and
transformation to OCP, as reported here, or HA depending
on the cement composition and conditions it has been aged
in. OCP is known to be metastable and will transform to
HA2, however this was not observed in the time frame of this
study. As a result of these variations in phase transformation,
amongst other differences in degradation, there is an ongoing
debate as to which media composition most accurately dupli-
cates native physiological bioactivity conditions25,26.
As discussed earlier, much of the analysis in studies on the
physiological aging of CaPs has focused on a combination of
morphological imaging coupled with spectral bulk composi-
tional properties. These measurements provide information on
the overall composition and properties, such as crystal size,
but severely limit the depth and scope of phase information
available. The distribution of the phases remains unknown
leading to an assumption of homogeneous distribution, which
as we have shown breaks 3D samples in a liquid environment
with dynamic ion composition. which is known to chemically
interact with CaPs. Some studies have used methods acquiring
spectral information at a number of points; providing infor-
mation on changes in calcium to phosphate ratios22 and phase
as a function of spatial location14,22. However these are still
limited, requiring wide point spacing to cover the whole sam-
ple, leaving uncertainty as to whether a particular point is a
true representation or an impurity. Raman imaging presents a
potentially ideal solution as a means to resolve the stated in-
formation gap and the issue of bioactivity, being able to map
chemical molecules and species without the need to label or
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Fig. 4 Bulk analysis of powdered samples at each time point from
the PBS ageing series acquired using (A) Raman spectroscopy and
(B) XRD pattens. Peak labels: B- brushite, O- OCP, T - TCP.
destructively prepare samples. Whilst Raman spectroscopy
is unable to to directly quantify the amount of each phase
present, it is able to identify and provide information on the
species present and their relative intensities. Previously we
have applied Raman mapping to the interface in a brushite-
hydrogel system; showing evidence of the cement undergo-
ing dissolution or fragmentation, and transforming into OCP
when aged in a PBS or SBF media19. The work presented in
the current study gives a more controlled experimental envi-
ronment allowing a clearer visualisation of the phase changes
occurring as the samples aged.
For cylinders aged in PBS a three phase structure was seen
to emerge and continuously develop as brushite underwent
dissolution, leaving a scaffold of the original TCP reactants,
which was subsequently precipitated by OCP. This suggested
a nondirect route of conversion from brushite to OCP given the
buffer region dominated by TCP between the two phases. The
presence of such a buffer region at the interface between the
two phases could be due to brushite being partially hydrolysed
to an amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) phase, before re-
acting with ions from solution to form OCP. The conversion of
ACP to OCP has been reported previously18,27,28. The charac-
terisation of ACP by Raman spectroscopy is problematic due
to the loose non-crystalline nature of the species resulting in
very broad peaks29. This is further complicated by the pres-
ence of the two or three other phases at any given spatial point
in the region, with largely overlapping spectra in the region
of interest. The main vibrational peak indicative of ACP is
given as a broad PO4 shifted to 950cm−1 with a high width
for all other associated peaks27. Analysis of the data failed to
find sufficient evidence of the presence of such a peak in the
buffer region. Comparison of the ratio of the peak intensity
at 970cm−1 to 950cm−1 to look for variations which might be
indicative of a ACP PO4 shift contributing to the overall signal
of the HPO2−4 TCP peak about 950cm
−1 found no significant
variation across the buffer region compared to any other areas
regardless of time point. Given the highly soluble nature of
ACP at more acidic pH a high rate of conversion to OCP would
be expected30 leaving only a small quantity at any given time
point. This discrepancy may be explained by the formation of
more stable ACP2 phase as a precursor to OCP as described
by Christoffersen et al.28 or the effect of concentration gradi-
ents in the porous structure and kinetic stabilisation reducing
the conversion rate. Regardless of the conversion mechanism,
the outside shell of OCP was not seen to prevent brushite dis-
solution further into the sample.
The transformation of brushite to OCP itself is surprising
given the lower stability of OCP compared to HA predicted in
solubility isotherms, with the majority of cases in the litera-
ture reporting the transformation of brushite to HA when aged
in a neutral or slightly alkaline media. Whilst isotherms allow
a prediction of the thermodynamically preferred phase, the ki-
netics of conversion in supersaturated media can mean that a
less stable but more kinetically favourable phase grows faster
and defines the final structure. Hydrolysis of brushite to OCP
in a pH environment of 6.2-7.4 between 25◦C and 37◦C due to
much higher conversion rate to OCP over HA was reported by
Tung and Brown31. Importantly the brushite cements used in
this study were not formed with a setting retardant or calcifi-
cation inhibitor unlike many others reported studies. In a sim-
ilar circumstance Malsy et al.32 reported brushite converted
to OCP and apatite in magnesium free cement mixtures. The
direct transformation of brushite to OCP is given by Mert et
al.33 as one of the following reactions:
10CaHPO4.2H20→Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4.5H2O
+2Ca2++4H2PO−4 +15H20
(2)
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6CaHPO4.2H20+2Ca2+→
Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4.5H2O+7H2O+4H+
(3)
5CaHPO4.2H20+3Ca2++HPO2−4 →
Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4.5H2O+5H2O+4H+
(4)
Such a direct route would explain the decrease in pH from
7.3 to 6.5 as the brushite was first exposed to PBS resulting
a high level of dissolution, with the pH subsequently rising
toward 7.3 as the remaining quantity of brushite decreased and
became more deeply entombed inside the cylinder.
The heat maps in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 suggests an increase
in TCP alongside the appearance of OCP, however this is a
misleading effect due to the loss of brushite in areas where
dissolution had taken place. TCP, which is less soluble than
brushite34, has a higher intensity signal in these positions
compared to areas where brushite has not undergone disso-
lution. Formation of further TCP is unlikely without stabili-
sation from magnesium ions34 which were not present in the
cylinder or PBS media.
The variation in initial OCP seeding location between the
PBS and basic DMEM media in Fig. 2 suggests a difference
in the precipitation routes. In DMEM aged samples the major-
ity of OCP formed on the outside of the cylinder, whilst in the
PBS aged samples the outside remained dominated by a thick
band of brushite even after 30 days, with brushite further into
the sample undergoing dissolution and being replaced by OCP.
The formation of OCP on the outside of the cylinder may be
caused by adsorbtion of components in the DMEM media on
the cylinder surface enabling OCP precipitation and possibly
limiting, but not preventing, transport in and out of the struc-
ture. The presence of a less soluble outer band of brushite as
seen in the PBS aged samples raises the issue of uniformity in
the cement as a result of local conditions during setting which
may have significant consequences for in-vivo implants. In
such situations phase composition will determine local pH and
have a marked effect on the ingrowth of cells on implanted ce-
ments. The stalling or reduced rate of cell migration could
cause complications if conversion of brushite to a more stable
phase outpaces resorption, and/or regions of highly insoluble
cement are left after otherwise total resorption.
The results of this study have shown that the evolution of
multiple CaP phases can be mapped based on their intensity
distribution over a series of time points. Differences in phase
transformation based on media were observed, matching pre-
vious reports that showed the presence of proteins in serum
based media inhibiting dissolution12. Previous ageing work
on similar samples has noted morphological changes around
the outside of aged brushite cylinders under scanning electron
microscopy23 coinciding with detected overall sample degra-
dation and mechanical changes. This matches the changes
seen in the PBS ageing series as the outer ring of OCP was
seen to emerge. The ability to accurately resolve and display
spectral information at a number of points across the sam-
ple adds a considerable contribution to the understanding of
the cement and its bioactivity. High resolution imaging of
phases will enable a better understanding of the rate and con-
sistency of phase conversion. This is especially significant as
we have shown that the acquisition of spectra through bulk
methods gives a much less sensitive result, with the emergence
of phases in small quantities not clearly detected until a num-
ber of days after they were observed under CRM. Furthermore
the compositional information that can be obtained from the
Raman spectra is far greater than can be obtained through the
histological staining reported in the literature, and does not
require lengthy and complex sample preparation.
The major limitation of the presented methodology is that
it is mildly destructive, requiring physical preparation of the
sample to access the plane of interest and make it suitable
for confocal imaging. The depth penetration of confocal mi-
croscopy in turbid media is about 200µm which will be fur-
ther reduced in cements. This limits the application of CRM
to processed in-vitro and ex-vivo samples. However recent
development of techniques for deep Raman data collection in
soft tissue and bone35, and endoscopic probes36 may make
non-invasive in-vivo imaging of cements to depths in the or-
der of tens of millimetres plausible. Raman is also diffrac-
tion limited in its resolution to a maximum of about 200nm,
which will be further reduced if a low numerical aperture lens
is used to view a larger area, and/or a longer wavelength laser
is used to minimise fluorescence and chance of damage to the
sample. Depending on the cement system in question the res-
olution will likely be equivalent to or much greater than the
size of individual crystals meaning that it may be unable to re-
solve to the level of individual crystals with each spectra being
composed of a combination of multiple phases, as seen in this
study. Due to the highly complex nature of brushite cements
and the number of variables that affect the cement bioactiv-
ity degradation the use of multiple complimentary techniques
is of course still required, though the application of chemical
imaging adds a powerful tool for use in further investigations.
5 Conclusions
We have shown that localised information on chemical com-
position and phase changes in brushite CaP cements can be
mapped and quantified using CRM. This enabled spatially re-
solved monitoring of the simultaneous evolution of brushite,
TCP and OCP phases in samples aged in-vitro. Giving clear
information on the distribution and relative quantity of each
phase over time. Ultimately, this has facilitated a deeper in-
sight into the mechanisms involved in the transformation be-
tween phases. This chemical mapping provides an important
information bridge between the morphology based high reso-
lution electron microscopy imaging, and bulk chemical com-
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position results often applied in the literature. Applied to fur-
ther in-vivo and in-vitro results such information will enable
a deeper level of understanding into the chemical interaction
between the sample and it’s surrounding environment and the
biochemical mechanisms involved, allowing for the improved
optimisation of brushite cements for bone graft applications.
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